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FOREWORD

Tnis report was prepared in response to House Resc;iuiion No. 294, H.D. 1, which was
adopted during the Regular Session of 1992. The resoiution requested the Legislative
Reference Bureau to study the feasibiiity of requirrng all attorneys engased in the private
practice of law in the State of Hawaii to purchase legal malpractice insu:ance. This report
contains the results of :hat study.
The Bureau extends its appreciation to ail those whose participation and cooperation
made this report possible. The Bureau is especially grateiui to Larry Gilbert, Richard Turbin,
Gerald H. Kibe, and Brad Oliver for their cooperation in this endeavor.
Samuel B. K. Chang
Director
November 1992
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION
Scope
In 1992, the House of Representatives of the Sixteenth Legislature of the State of
Hawaii referred to its Committee on the Judiciary House Resolution No. 294 (1992), entitled
"House Resolution Requesting a Study on the Feasibility of Requiring All Attorneys in the
State of Hawaii that are Engaged in Private Practice to Carry Legal Maipractice Insurance"
(Appendix A). Underlying the Resolution was a concern that the public has no monetary
recourse for legal malpractice when the attorney is unable to pay damages and does not carry
legal malpractice insurance coverage.
The Committee on the Judiciary amended the Resolution, and in so doing, enlarged
the scope of the study. As amended, House Resolution No. 294, H.D. 1 (1992) and Standing
Committee Report No. 1445-92 (Appendix B) also reques:ed data on the numbers of noninsured attorneys and attorney-specialties in the State of Hawaii along with an assessment of
whether non-mandatory iegal malpractice insurance coverage for attorneys practicing in the
State of Hawaii actually presents a problem. The committee report also requested the
research be conducted in consultatioc with the Hawaii State Bar Association.

Methodology of the Study
The second chap:er of this study describes current mechanisms for public recourse for
attorney misconduct in the State of Hawaii. A brief review of the Hawaii State Bar
Association's self-governance in the areas of attorney!client relations and legal ethics is also
included. The chapter also explains the legal malpractice insurance coverage available to
attorneys engaged in practice in the Stare of Hawaii and discusses the number of attorneys
covered by legal malpractice insurance. Written and appropriate oral information from the
following sources was considered:
e

President of the Hawaii State Bar Association;

*

Chair of the Hawaii State Bar Association's Committee on Professional Liability
Insurance;

*

Office of the Disciplinary Counsel;

*

Rules of the Supreme Court of the State of Hawaii;

*

Marsh & McLennan, insura?ce Brokeps,
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e

Adminls:raior of the Lawyers' Fund for C l i w t P:otact;on;

e

Hawa I l.;sura.;ce

*

Hawaii Academy of Plaintiffs' Attorneys

Commcssioner and

Malpractice and disciplinary acticns agamst attorneys are covered in chapter 3 of this
study. The chapter also discusses monetary damages suffered by ciien:s.
The fourth chapter describes the requirements in other states and of their respective
bar associations in regards to mandatory or non-mandatory iegal malpractice insurance
coverage. The feasibility of similar requirements for Hawaii's attorneys is considerad in view
of the types of legal malpractice coverage already available to attorneys practicing in the
State of Hawaii and other matters unique to practicing iaw in the State of Hawaii.
The fifth chapter reviews the choices available in Hawaii, which Include non-mandatory
legal maipractice insurance coverage, mandatory legal maipractice insurance coverage and
mandatory bonding. Alternate administrative approazhes are also corxidered.
Tne conclusions and recommendations of the stuoy are inclbdea in the sixth and final
chapter

Chapter 2

T H E CURRENT SITUATION

T h ~ schapter begins by covering attorney self-goverqance, the Disciplinary Board and its
Office of :he Discipiinary Counsel (ODC), :ne Lawyers' Fund for Client Protection (LFCP) and
avaiiabie legal malpractice coverage in the S a t e of Hawaii. Each of these areas is conceptually
very distinct from the others. For instance, a lawyer's innocently missed deadline mighi be
malpractice, but it would not necessarily constitute either unethical behavior, which misnt be
addressed by the ODC: or a theft, wrich might be addressed by the LFCP. There are instances.
however, in which an act or an omission might fali into the purview of each of these entities.

Attorneys' Self-Governance
Attorneys licensed acd practicing in the State of Hawaii are supervised by the Hawaii
Supreme Court. The Court is :he sole regulating authority over admission to the Hawaii State
Bar, as well as suspension and disbarment. The Supreme Court is also vested with the
responsib~litiesof disciplining at!orneys and providing a means of compensating ciients who
have been harmed by certain types of attorney misconduct. These responsibi1it:es are set forth
in rules two and ten of the Ruies of the Supreme Court of the Sta:e of Hawaii. The rules in turn
establish the respective agencoes: the Disciplinary Board and the Lawyers' Fund for Ciient
Protection
The Suprese Court has accepted responsibility to discipline attorneys and consider the
compensat!on of attorneys' clients in cases of theft, fraud. neglect and other clear m!sconduct.
However, this does nor cover ail situations where parties may be damaged. It is possible :hat
attorneys may act, or not act, in ways which rnigrit be considered legal malpractice. The
attorney self-governance system does not accept the administration and enforcement of all legal
malpractice matters bu!, rather. ieaves the majority of them to be decided in the appropriate
courts of iaw.
Attorneys who wish to practice iaw ;n Hawaii mbst beiong to the unified Bar of the State
of Hawaii and be subject tc the Hawaii Supreme Court's supervision. The unified Bar is fdnded
by its members, The 1992 Hawaii State Bar Association (HSBA) dues schedu!e ranges between
$100 per year for attcrceys with iess than five y e a s expe~ienceto $160 per year for more
experiencxi attorneys. The Hawaii Stata Bar Associatiori's 1997 Annual Report indicates that
there were 3,984dues payrng active members of the Bar at the end of 1991.' In a telephone
conversation, Mr. Tom Wong, Controlier of the HSBA, reported a corrected number of active
attorneys and disclosed the numbers of judges and government attorneys: who do not provide
legal services directly to the public, as follows:
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Active, dues paying attorneys
Less: Judges
Less: Governxent attorneys
Attorneys representing private clients
Other attorneys who are active, dues paying members of the Hawaii Bar may not be
serving the public directly.
For instance, attorneys serving as ic-house counsel to
corporations are in this categ;ory. However, since a reiiable count of these attorneys is not
available, :hey are not subtracted from the population of attorneys likely to consider obraining
iegal malpractice coverage.
Attorneys admitted to practice soleiy before the federai courts are not subject to
supervision by the Hawaii Supreme Court and are not considered in these figures.

Rule 2: Disciplinary Board
Attorney discipline is administered through the Disciplinary Board. In 1970, the Court
established standards of conduct for attorneys licensed in Hawaii by adopting the Hawaii
Code of Professionai Responsibility.3 The Hawaii Code of Professional Responsibiiity is
modeled on the American Bar Association's Model Code of Professional Respo~sibility.
The Code of Professional Responsibility enumerates the specific standards or canons
of professional conduct expected of iawyers in their reiationships with the public, to the legal
system, and within their profession. The Code aiso includes ethicai considerations and
disciplinary rules relating to each of the Code's cacons.
In July 1974, the Supreme Court further strengthened its disctplinary system by
establishing the Discipl~naryBoard and the Office of the Disciplinary Counsel

Office of the Disciplinary Counsel (ODC)
The Disciplinary Boaid's purpose is to consider and investigate any alleged grounds
for discipline or alleged incapacity of any attorney and to take actioc appropriate under the
Disciplinary Rules. Briefiy sKi!ed, the Board focuses on the ethical conduct of attorneys.
The Supreme Court a p p o i ~ i sthe eighteen members of the Disciplinary Board of :he
Hawaii Supreme Court from a list of nominees submitted by :he goveriting board of the Hawaii
State Bar Association. The Disciplinary Board hires a Chief Disciplinary Counsel and staff to
carry out its work. The Discipiinary Board also appoints a number of three member hearing
committees to consider compiaints and report their findings and recommendations to the full
Disciplinary Board. At least two of the three members of each hearing committee are
members of the Hawaii Bar.
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Discipline is imposed through
(1)

Private iqiormal admonition by the Disciplinary Counsel,

(2)

Private reprimand by the Disciplinary Board with the consent of the respondent;

(3)

Public reprimand by the Disciplinary Board with the consent of the respondent;

(4)

Public censure by the Supreme Court; or

(5)

Suspension for up to five years or disbarment by the Supreme C o ~ r t . ~

In addit~on,the Supreme Court may order restitution and the payment of costs,
exclusue of attorney's fees With the consent of a respondent, the payment of restitution and
costs may be included among the terms of a public or private reprimand issued by the
Disciplinary Board
Examples of unethical conduct include:
Neglect, such as failure to work on a case;
a

Misappropriation of a clieni's money or property;
Fraud;

a

Conflict of interest; and
Disclosure of confidential information.

According to the Office of the Disciplinary Counsel, "unethical conduct does not
include every instance of inadequate representation or poor performance by an attorney."s
The ODC points out that an attorney's mistake or a bad judgment may not rise to the level of
unethical conduct subject to discipline bdt may be a basis for a legal malpractice action.
However, there are instances where an artorney's action or inaction constitutes both unethical
behavior and legal malpractice.
During 1991, the number of new ethical compiaints rose by nearly 50 percent, from
225 tn 1990 to 330. In 1990 and 199i; 271 and 344 cases, respectively, were closed. At the
end of 1991, there were 196 pending complaints. The ODC reported tha: 14 formal
disciplinary proceedings were iiied against attorneys in 1991 and the following sanctions were
imposed during that year:
a

3 Disbarments
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I

4 Suspensions

0

1 Public censure oy the Supreme Court

e

2 Public reprimands cy the Discrpiinary Board

e

3 Pr,vate repr~mandsby the Discipl'nary Board
25 Prcvate Informal Admonitions by ODC

0

1 Restraint from practice by the Supreme Court

The Disciplinary Boaid and ODC are subsidized by the members of the Hawaii Stare
Bar. In addition to the annual Bar Association dues discussed earlier in this chapter, the 1992
D~sciplinary Board assessment for each member of the Hawaii State Bar was $100 for
attorneys with less than five years of prac:ice and $200 for all other attorneys. During 1991,
the total budget for both the Discipiinary Board and ODC amounted to $757,370."
For a fuller discussion of these issues, please refer to the article entitled "Overview of
the Hawaii Attorney Discipline System", by Disciplinary Counsel Gera!d H. Kibe, published in
Volume XXII of the Hawaji Bar Journal, 1990 (Appendix C), and the "1391 Annual Report of
the Hawaii Attorney Grievance System", published by the Office of the Disciplinary Counsel
(Appendix Dj.

Rule 10: The Lawyers' Fund for Client Protection (LFCP)
The Hawaii Supreme Court adopted rule 10 establishicg the Lawyers' Fund for Ciient
Protection: which was originally known as the Clients' Security Fund. This fund is designed
to cornpersate clients who are the viciims of dishonesty, such as theft or similar misconduct,
by their attorneys. Dishocest conduct means ".,.wrongful acts committed by an attorney in
the manner of defalcation or embezzlement of money: or the wrongful taking or conversion of
money, property or other things of value."' These types of acts may constitute maipractice.
However, the LFCP does no? conpensate for damages resulting from other forms of legal
malpractice.
The Lawyevs' Fund for C!ient Pwtectioci is admin~steredby five ti;stees appointed by
the Hawaii Supreme Court. Three trustees are lawyers while the remainilg two are nonlawyers. The LFCP is funded by periodic assessments of every active member of the Bar in
Hasvaii. Certain attorneys, however, are exempt. For example, attorneys w'io are employed
by the State of Hawaii or any of its political subdivisions and do not engage in the private
practice of law are not required to pay into the fund.8 The 1992 assessment was $25 for
attorrxys with less than five years expeilence and $50 for ail other a::orneys.
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The LFCP assumes a m a x i r u m liability of $5S.300 per ciaimant and $150,000 in
aggresate claims per a m r . e y . Durzng 1991.the LFCP received 30 formal claims, approved
10 and made awards rotal:ing $94,654. Sixteen other claims were either settled betweei: the
claimanrs and the respective at!orneys or deniea by the LFCP. At t i e end of I%;, there were
44 pecding clairrs and ;he LFCP had reserves approxirating $344,0009

Available Legal Malpractice Insurance Coverage
As of Augjs: 1992, iegal maiprac!ice insbrance coverage is avaiiabie irom three
insurance providers. CNA, Mationai Union Insuracce Company and The Home insd*ance
Company are ali nationally known insurance providers who are aiso registered with the Hawaii
Insurance Commcssloner. Coverage is aiso available to certain Hawaii iaw firms through the
Attorneys' Liability Asstirawe Sociery (ALAS).
Pates and coveraGes vary. Except in the case of ALAS, basic coverage generaiiy
consists of several hundred thousand doliars of coverage with a small deduc:ible that would
be p a ~ dby the attorney. Rates are generai!y lower :or attorneys with less experieince aind
average less than $2,000 per a:iorney in Hawaii. Attorneys with litrie experience generally
pay iower premiums because they ordinarily have handled fewer cases than their more
experienced colieag~esand the providers of legai malpractice coverage have traditionally
taken the position that a lowe: volume of cases is an indicatton of lower risk under the "ciaims
made" basis of legai maipractice insurance. The "ciaims made" basis .s expialned iater in
this chap!et.10
With respect to ALAS, it provides coverage with much higher deductibies, starting at
$100,000 and ranging over $1
ALAS is a two-tier organiza:lon serving larger law
firms throughout the nation, The average size of an ALAS covered !aw firm was 130 aitorneys
on Ncvernbar 30, 1991. The parent. ALAS, LTD., is a Bermuda mutual insurance company
owned by its member law firms Its wholly-owned captive icsurance subsidiary, ALAS. Inc., is
located in Chicago, Illinois and is o r g a ~ i z e dunder :he Illinois Captive Act. ALAS, inc. issues
insurance policies and admiristers claims and ioss prevent,on. i c e parent company
reinsures its subskiary for a!l risks in excess of SIC0,000 and reinsues its risks in the
commercial markets, Deductibles ir;der an ALAS policy range from a iow of $100,000
upwards to $1 million or more. Limits of csverage range irom $10 niilion per ciaim and $20
miilion in the aggregaie a n c ~ a i l yto $50 miliioi: per claim and $106 million in the aggregale
ani:~~aily,':!

All availablr; &gal maipractice insurance operates on a 'claims mace basis". This
means that the insured is covered for claims made during the p e r i d of contracted coverage.
It does not ;ratter when the alleged iegal raipractice occurred unless a prior acts restfiction
is impesed. Maipractlce which occurred ten or more years in the past wcu!d still be cot~ered.
However: the claim must be made during t"1 pe:icd of coverai;e, tV"?sn a- attorney retires
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from practice, he or she may obta~ninsurance coverage for possible claims made during his
or her retirement years. Tnis type of coveracje is ca!!ed "taii coverage" and is generally
available for 2.25 times the attorney's ias: annuai insurance premium.

Attorneys With Legal Malpractice Coverage
As of December 31, 1991 approximateiy 1,940 members of the Hawaii State Bar had
some form of legal malpractice coverage, estimated as foliows:
The Home Insurance Company
ALAS
National Union l n s ~ r a n c e
CNA
Total
These estimates of artorneys with legal malpractice coverage are confirmed Sy a recent
HSBA survey. Based on the resuits of a 1991 HSBA survey. 64 percent or 1,948 of the HSBA
members serving private clients were covered by professional liabiiity insurance.'4 This
compares favorably to California where a survey conducted by the State Bar of California in
1987 conc!uded that about 30,000 of the state's 60,000 to 70,000 private practitioners--almost
half-carry no insurance75

Attorneys Without Legal Malpractice Coverage
Of 3;047 attorneys covered by a 199: HSBA survey, 1,099 attorneys indicated they did
not have professional liability insurance. R e ~ s o n sgiven for not being covered were as
follows:'6
Coverage not needed
Premium cost
Other
Chose to seif-insure
Canceiied but not renewed
Lack of availability
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Extent of Legal Malpractice
Nationally
Infcrmation on certain na:ional cases is available from ALAS, which serves the larger law
firms throughout the comtry. Typicai deductlbles under ALAS policies ranc_a from Si00.000
upwards to $1 millicc or more. According to ALAS, the 13 largest iega! malpractice cases in the
history of the American legal profession were settled or tried before iurles during the six years
ending April 1992. The 7 1 cases se:tied involved amounts equal to or greater than $20 million
each. The two cases tried before juries resliited in awards of $35 million and $15 mtliion.'
Claims aga~nsta!i of ALAS' insureds have increased in each of the last five years from
324 cialms in 1987 to 501 cia!ms in 1991. Since 1381 and t h r o ~ g hNovember 30. 1991, ALAS
experienced 2,742 ciaims averaging $175,000 cn lasses per c i a i n . These ciaims invoived a
variety of na:ters. The areas of the iaw experiencing the highest frequency of ciaims during tnat
time were litigation (34 percent) and corporate iaw (31 oercen:). The next greatest freque.;cy of
cases involved real estate law (7 percent).2
ALAS covers very large law firms and so does not have information that is relevan: to all
law practices in Hawaii. Oregon, on the other hand, due to its size, among other things, would
have a more comparable axperieirce. As discussed in Cnapter 4: according to Mr. Kirk Hall,
Chief Executive Officer of the Oregon Plan, the great majcfity of iegai rriaipractice ciaims in
Oregon amount to $10.000 or less,
Hawaii
Information regardirg the specific types of legal maipractlce claims in Hawaii is
unavailable. This is because most maipractlce claims are settled, and the terms of those
settlements are ccrWentiai.3 While iesal malpractice coverage providers have access to this
infwmation They likew:se are unabie to disclcse !i. As regads legal maipractice cases wric9
have gone to trial and where judgment h a been entered by the courts. these oases represect
too small a portion of all cases ?o provide meanincjful information about all legai malpractice
A!-'~.bi.:lS.
Over tne years, a few cases of attorney misconduct and legal malpractice have Seen
reported by the media. One lawyer, since disbarred, w s responsible for nomerobs claims by
several ciients in "98. These claims exhausted :"imoneys available in t h e Lawyers' Fune for
Client Protection at that t i m e 4 Anotner lawyer, wPtc was piacad on inactive status for being
"incapacitsred by reasoc of rne-;;al illness of irf;rmltyn, was acctised of ernbezzii-n $765.000by
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two of his c:ien!s.j Ancrher lawyer was disbarred in i983 after steating from his clients and his
! a v iirrr.6
Tnese few secsaticnal cases do not provide an accurate indication of :he exrent of legai
malpractice However. the extent of the problem can De inferred from data avaiiabie in the
Hawaii h u r a n c e rate iiliqgs of The Home lnsurance Company (The Homej. See an analysis of
Certann Loss Data of Tne Home insurance Company a! Appendix E to rnis study. There were
258 claims made agalnst attorneys covered under The Home's basic limits (minimum coveraee)
during the five y e a s ending Decemoer 31, 1990 During that time The Home was the major
provider of legal malpractice insurance c o v e r a p As of December 31, 1991,for instance, The
Home lnsurance Company covered approximately 60 percent of the estimated 1,940altcrceys
covered by !egai maipractice providers and about 40 percent of all attorneys licensed to practice
in the State of Hawaii. See Chapter 2 of this report for further discussion on the lumber of
attorneys :icensed ro practice n the State of Hawaii. At the end of 1991,The Home lnsurance
Company insured 7,190attorneys in Hawaii.' Thus, assuming The Home coverad aSout 1,200
attorneys 'n each of the five years ending December 31, :990,there was one claim per year :or
every 23 attorneys covered by The Home lnsurance Company during that five-year period.
However. this is not a statis:ically pure represer~ationof the situation in Hawaii. For instance, it
is possible that the attorneys not covered by The Home insurance Company received a great
many more, much :ess, or even no claims during the same period. it is also possible that
attorneys covered by The Home lnsurance Company settied maipractice claims without involving
the insurer. At best, these figures provide an indication of the extent of the problem.
Clients of attorneys withou: legai malpractice insurance coverage and whose aileged
misconduct does not qualify for redress by the LFCP e~thermust settle :heir claim or fiie a
lawsuit. The 1991 HSBA survey is helpful in determining whether wronged clients are able to
seek justice in the courts. When asked how many times during the last five years they had
represented a plaintiff in a iegal malpractice case, attorneys responded as foilows:8
None
1 to 3 times
4 or more times

2 631
157

26

In regard to the reasons xalpractice cases were rejected. attorneys responded as
foliows:Y
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None

1-3
Times
-

4 pius
Times
-

Attorney uninsured & lacks suff~cient
assets

283

84

Amount of
small

245

69

Conflict of interest

22 1

92

7

Don't handle malpractice cases

i71

294

39

Too busy

24 1

38

30

Other

230

57

23

8

claimed damages too

Based on these data it is clear that severai hundred, and perhaps more, legal
malpractice cases have been accepted by attorneys during the iast five years. However, it
would also appear that at least some malpractice cases have not been accepted because of
the perceived inability of a defendant attorney to pay damages.

Legal Malpractice Damages Suffered By Clients
Specific information about all alleged legai malpractice damages in the State of Hawaii
is not available. However, a review of rate filings at the Hawaii lnsurance Commissioner's
office was helpful. In a lerter accompanying a rate request to the Hawaii lnsurance
Commissioner, the Home lnsurance Company, which insured more at:xneys in Hawaii than
any other insurer on December 31, 1991, reported loss information for basic iimirs policies
during each of the five calendar years 1986 through 1 9 9 0 . ~ 0See Appendix E for an analysis
of these data. Based on this informaiion, the average annual loss per claim varied widely
from year to year and ranged from a low of about $5,600 in 1989 to a high of about $20,600 in
1988. Losses averaged only $12,200 for the five year period ending December 31, 1990.
The approximate average annual ioss per claim incurred by The Home lnsurance
Company for basic limits poiicies was:

While this information dces not re!ate to all attorneys practicing in the State of Hawaii, it dces
reflect the activity of a large segment of the a?torney population.
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Based on this inforrnatlon, money damages suffered by the vict:ms of legal
malpractice in Hawaii apcear :o be moderate or very low compared to the na:ional experience
of ALAS covered attorneys. However. it is poss~blethat extreme;y high legal malpractice
claims may have been made and settied as par; of confidertlal legal settlements in Hawaii.

Extent of Misconduct Cornpensable by the Lawyers' Fund for Client Protection
Dur~ng1991 the Lawyers' F m d for Clien: Protection approved and awarded ten claims
averaging abciit $9,500 each. There were no claims in excess of the limits urider the
Lawyers' Fund for Cl~ent Protection rules: $59,900 per claimant and $150,000 in the
aggregate claims per attorney.ll The average ciaim of about $9,500 is very close to the
average malpractice loss experienced by The Home Insurance Company in the analysis
above. One claim had to do with theft of client funds. The other sixteen claims closed during
1991 were either settled between the claimants and their attorneys or denied by the LFCP.
It would appear that the current mix of coverage providers meets the needs of the
majority of those making legal malpractice claims. There is a likelihood, however, that ssme
clients wi!l be economically harmed by attorneys without either assets or legal malpractice
coverage
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Chapter -1
REQUIREMENTS OF OTHER STATES

Requirements of Other States
Attorneys' professicnai liabi!ity insurance is a topic drawing considerable interest in
recen: years, not ~ n i yin H w a i i a r d the Uni:ed States, but also in other parts of the world.
While it is not appropriate to d;rect!y compare :he American legal sys:em to those of other
countries, it is interesting to note that s o r e courtries inciuding Australia and Canada. require
some form of iegal maipractice coverage.
Many other states have considered requiring legai malpractice coverage, including:
Arizona, Califorria, Colorado, Connectic~t, Delaware, Nebraska, Oregon, Washington. and
W~sconsin.' However, only one state, Oregon, has dore so to date.
Other states consldering the issue face the same concerns discussed in Chapter 5 of this
study: ( 7 ) there is little demonstrated need for mandatory legal malpractice coverage; (2)
mandatory legai maipractice coverage would force some lawyers to acquire coverage !hey do not
need and!cr do not want; (3) mandatory coverage would lead to an increase in the number of
frivolous claims, thereby increasing the real economic cost to the community; (4) the
administration of a mandatory legai malpractice coverage program would add to the reai
economic cost to the community; (5) a mandatory program would piace the authority over who
practices law into inappropriate hands; and (6) almost universal slipport for a mandatory program
among the members of a state's bar wou!d be required.
In 1969, the Nebraska Supreme Court incorporated in its rules a requirement that every
professional corporation carry minimum amounts of professional iiabi!ity insurance so there
wouid be adequate funds to compensate a ciient who had been damaged. This rule applied only
to lawyers operating as professional corporations. Because of subsequeni problems in securing
legai maipractice insurance, the Nebraska Supreme Court amended its rules to abolish the
requirement. The current Court rule requires shareholders ~na professional corporation to agree
to be individuaily responsibie for any judgments returned against their fellow sharehoiders. This
was prompted by a state statute providing that "...any officer, sharehoider, agent or employee of
a [professionalj corporation . . . shall be IiaSie tip to the fui! value of its property for any negligent or
w~ongfulacts or mis~conduct...".2
To date, compelling reasons to es:abilsh a long term mandatory legai malpractice coverage
program have arisen in only one jurisdicticn in the United States--Oregon. Chief among those
reasons was an economic one. During ihe mid-?970s, lawyers in Oregon experienced an
insurance "crunch", a time period wheq insurance was generally very high-priced or unava;lable.
Lawyers in Oregon suddenly found that legal maipactice insurance coverage often was not
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available ro lawyers who wanted
not of!er.ng coverage3

1.;

The cost of premlums was too high or insurers simply were

In 1977 the Oregon State Bar created the Oregon Professlonai Liability Fund (hereinafter
ssFund'qor "The Oregon Pian"). The F ~ n dbegan operations as the rrandatcry provider of
pr'mary ma!prac!ice coverage to Oregan lawyers c n July 1, 1 9 7 8 . Q p p e n d i x F. entitled
" M i ~ i m ~Financ!al
m
R e s p c ~ s ~ b i l i tfor
y Lawyers" provides a more complete description of the
Oregon plan.
Currentiy, the Oregon Plan provides coverage of $300,000 per claim and $300,000 in the
aggregate per year, incl~laingdefense costs, to ail attorneys engaged In the private practice of
iaw in Oregon. There is no deductible. Each member of the Bar in private practice was
assessed $1.800 for tnis coverage in 1992
T n ~ sapproximates the estimated annual cost for
lawyers in Hawaii. who, however. often must carry a dedwtibie of several thousand dollars or
more.
About 69 percen:, or 5,400, of the approximately 7,800 members of the Oregon Bar are in
private practice ir: Oregon a i d participate in the Fund. Attorneys who are exempt include
corporate counse:, law professors and government lawyers, among other^.^ it is estimated that
no more than 80 percent of Hawaii's actihje, licersed !awyers served the public privately as of
December 31. 1991. The number is probably far fewer, since the statistics include Hawaii's
coiporate counsei and law professors.
The Fund provides coverage on a "claims made'' basis rather than on an "occurrence"
basis. This means that the coverage in a given year covers any claims made during that year.
"Tail" coverage. which extends coverage into the future after an attorney retires from the
practice of law is provided at no c o s t 7 In 1991, the Oregon Fund began offering excess
coverage to its Bar membersa Excess coverage, which provides coverage in amounts that
exceed the maximum available from the Fund, is carried by many of Oregon's iawyers in private
practice
Legai maipractice claims are addressed by an in-house staff of experienced attorneys,
Cases in actual 1i;igat:on are assigned to selected outside counsel. According to Mr. Kirk Hail,
Chief Execu!ive Officer 0' the Oregon Plan, rhe great majority of iegai malpractice claims in
Oregon amount to $10,000 or less.9
in addition to legal malpracttce coverage the Oregon Plaq also has implemented a loss
preve-tion p r o y a m Such act~vit~es
include: (1) e d i c a m n : (2j iasw office systems' consulting.
(3) alcohoi and ckemical dependa3t coiinseling and in:ervent;on. and (4) stress; biirnout and
career-change counseling a.id interventionqo
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Applicability to Hawaii
The Oregon Plan is attractive to both lawyers and the pubiic However, ,n addition :o the
problems and concerns discussed earlier in this cnap:er, there are other impediments to the
successfd establishment of a similar program ;n Hawall.
The Oregon Plan was established only because legal malpractice insurance gereraily
was very hard to secure at the time of its establishmert. No soch compelling reason currentiy
exists for lawyers in Hawaii. Instead, legal malpractice coverage is offered by three :egis:ered
insurance companies, as well as other providers, in Hawaii. Thus, the great majority of lawyers
who desire coverage are currently able to secure it at reasonable prlces.
Further, the costs of administering such a program are daunting. Since the Oregon Pian
is a new concept in legal malpractice insurance coverage, the managerial expertise necessary to
successfully and economically operate such a program is in short supply in Hawaii. Since
Hawaii's population of lawyers providing private representation is barely more than haif that in
Oregon, the administrative costs per attorney in Hawaii would be almost double that of each
attorney in Oregon. This wculd make the program more costly and, presumably. less attractive
to attorneys in Hawaii.
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CHAPTER 3
ANALYSIS OF ALTERS-ATE APPROACHES
Alttrnatc Approaches
Introduction
This chapte- covers attorneys' consideration of mandatory legal malpractice coverage
and presents four general aiternatives. Hawaii may maintain the status quo; require legai
malpractice insurance coverage, require proof of finarxial ability to pay damages, or opt not to
require legal malpractice insurance while working to improve public awareness of the issue.
The views of certain parties at interest are located at Appendix H. Those parties include
the Chair of the Hawaii State Bar Association's Committee on Professional Liability Insurance,
the Chief Discipiinary Counsei, a representative of an insurance brokerage firm, the Chair of the
Lawyer's Fund for Client Protection, and the Deputy Commissioner of the lns~ranceDivision of
the Department of Commerce and Consumer Affairs. Tne parties responded to the following
questions presented in the letter located at Appendix G:
DO YOU PERCEIVE THAT NON-MANDATORY LEGAL MALPRACTICE INSURANCE
ACTUALLY PRESENTS A PROBLEM FOR THE PUBLIC IN THE STATE OF HAWAII?
IF YOU PERCEIVE THAT NON-MAPIDATORY LEGAL MALPRACTlCt INSURANCE
DOES PRESENT A PROBLEM FOR THE PUBLIC IN THE STATE OF HAWAII, WHAT
SOLUTION(S) DO YOU FAVOR?
Of the five respondents, four were unaware of any problems with non-mandatory legal
malpractice in the State of Hawaii. The fifth respondent, the Chief Disciplinary Counsel,
expressed his personal preference for some form of legai malpractice coverage.

Attorneys' Consideration of Mandatory Legal Malpractice Coverage
A joint committee of the Hawaii Disciplinary Board and the Hawaii State Bar
Association is considering whether legal maipractice inssrance coverage should be
mandatory for ail iawyers representirg clients. In its March 1992 report, the joint committee
unanimously recommended that "the American Bar Association and the Hawaii State Bar
Association shoiild continue studies to determine whether a model program and model rule
should be created to: (a) make appropriate levels of malpractice insurance available at a
reasonable price; and (bj make coverage mandatory for all iawyers who have clirnts."'

Mr. Larry Gilbert. :he current President of :he H a v ~ aStare
~i
Bar Asscciatlor. Mr. Brad
Oliver of Marsh and McLennan. insurance brokers, and o:%rs P.ave s:~died this area :n Ceprh
at various times in recent years. Their work indicates t r a i mandatcry :egal malpractice
insurance is a complex issue
The compiexlty arises as a result of two confiicting concerps. As business pes?ie,
attorneys are apprcpr~ateiyinte:es:ed in the e c o x m i c asoects, that is, the avaiiabiiity of
adequate prsiessicnal liability coverage at reasonable rates of cost. On the otnei hand, as
providers of professional services to the public, iavdyers are concerred a b o d their
responsibilities to tne piiblic.
From rhe economic perspective, attorneys have varying degrees of interest n carrying
any legal malpractice coverage at a ! i For example. an attorney in the eariy years of practice
who has not yet accumulated a large population of client cases may feei there is an
acceptably smali risk of a iegal malpractice claim. A yourg attorney may also be influenced
by a perceived high premium cost when still in the eariy years of buiidicg a cractice. Some
the
attorneys may feei their area of practice is relatively risk free, perhaps because of emthe<
sophistication of their clients or the straightforward nature of their iega: w o r t . Lega!
malpractice coverage in this situation might be considered an unnecessary sxpense. Other
attorneys belong to, or are e-ployed by. partnerships which are de facto rcsk pools for claims
at or below the ievei of basic coverage ordinarily availaole from legal maipract;ce insurers.
Such attorneys may also fee: that basic coverage is an unnecessary experse but that higher
limits are more appropriate for their size practice
While discussing the de facto risk pooi nature of iegai partnerships, it is worthwhile to
note that a partnership: under which all partners are responsibie for tne acts of each partner.
increases the probability that a member of the public could collect a legal malpractice
judgment from the combined assets of the partners.
Experts in this area generally agree that mandatory legal maipractice coverage would
require broad support among the members of the Bar Association.2 Further complicating the
issue of mandatcry legal malpractice c o v e r a p is the diffrcuity of designing a fair and
equitable ru!e. Attorneys who would not otherwise carry legal malpractice covsrage migi-t feel
as though they were subsidizing trcse attorneys who felt k e y needed iegal maipractice
coverage. This 1s because, under a randatcry program, overhear! expense w o d d be spread
over aii attorneys rather than over the smaller number who v f o ~ l dohoos; to carry iegai
malpractice coverage. Coverage iheoietically. viithoui cons;deri~gthe increase in prernums
that might be necessary to cover perceived " h g h risks", would be iess expinsl'"9 !or ail
attorneys but wou!d be forced on those artcjfneys ? h o wauid not otherwise be m s ~ r e d .
Requiring universal legal malprac!ice insurance coverage might aise have a negative
impact on the pro bono (vciunteer public interest) work done 5y attorneys wko would not
otherwise be required to o b t a i ~coverage. Lawyers who are enpicyed in government or as in-
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house counsel might be disinclined to pay several thousand dollars for the right to donate
their legal assistance to the public.
Another philosophical issue involves !he au:hori:y over who can prac~icei a v ~in Hawaii.
The Hawaii Supreme Court is currenriy the sole authority d e c i d i ~ gwho prac!ices !aw in !he
State of Hawaii. However. !n the event ~ a i p r a c t l c einsdrance coverage 1s required, the
coverage providers, through their rigrt to deny malpractice to high risk applicants, would
indirectly determine who cou!d and could not prac:ice law. The creation of a high risk pool for
attorney malpractice, simiiar to that for high risk ~ o t o r l s t sm d e r the Stare of Hawaii's no-fault
automobile insurance program, wouid not solve this probiem. A high is^ pooi wouid almost
certainly result in malprarice insurance premiums of a magnitude which would effectively
"disbar" the attorneys deemed to be "high risk". in the end, the coverage providers would
ultimately decide who pract3cesiaw in Hawaii.
Further, Richard Turbin, Chair of the HSBA's Committee on Prcfessionai Liability
Insurance believes "many of those companies [those providing malpractice insurance] would
ieave the Hawaii market rather than be required !o insure high iisk lawyers".3
Also, it must be acknowledged :ha: competitive pressdres, inves:rcent results ar other
matters may cause insurers to raise premiums or pull out of the iegal malpract:ce insurance
market altogether. As a result, a lawyer w'?c was insurabie one year may become uninsurable
in the foiiowirg year, despite there being no change in that lawyer's practice or claims history.

Status Quo
Under the status quo. reliance is placed solely on the commercial markets to provide
legal malpractice coverage to those w t ~ odesire coverage. Cornpetitlor among the current
coverage providers keeps costs down and coverase reasonably available. Market forces also
provide coverage to atrorneys in response to their needs. Large law firms can self-irsure at
the lower leveis of risk while obtaining excess insurance to cover their larger risks. Soie
practitioners can obtain insurance at basic levels. with or without a deductible. Lawyers
serving sophisticated ciients with standardized, routine services may decide to go without
iegal malpractice coverage. Of course, it is still possible that some lawyers will not purchase
adequate insurarce covecage.
The current situat'on requires no aUrninlst:ation other than that already required by the
Insurance Division of :he Departmant of Commerce and Corsurne: A&?s and state insurance
laws. The coverage providers and the attorneys who contrac: for coverage negotiatedirectly
and maintain their own :&cords.
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Require Universal Legal Malpractice lnsurance Coverage
Assuming there is a need 'or mandatory matpractice insurance coverage, Hawzi;
wodld have to establish or designate a reliable vehicle or vehicles for providing universal
coverage to all attorneys in Hawaii at economical rates. There are different approaches to
this goal.
Establishing a professicnai liability fund such as the Oregon Bar's Professional
Liability Plan would provide good quality, readiiy available coverage to all lawyers icensed by
the State of Hawaii. However, because fLte cost of such a plan in Hawaii would have to be
spread over about half as many attorneys as there ara in the Oregon Plan, the cos; of such a
plan would likely greatly exceed the current annual charge of $1,800 per participating Oregon
attorney. Thus, a similar plan in Hawaii would likeiy represent a more expens.ve prospect for
Hawaii attorneys who currentiy pay about $2,300 per attorney per year. Also, the managerial
expertise needed to establish and administer such an ambitious program is in very short
supply in Hawaii. The next such plan to come into being would be only the second such plan
in the United States.
Another similar approach requires all lawyers in private practice to obtain the basic
levels of insurance available. Questions raised earlier are pertinent here. Particular attention
should be paid to the de facto power to disbar attorneys that this option would provide to legal
malpractice coverage providers. In effect: coverage providers wobld determine 'who practices
law in the State of Hawaii by either ( I j denying coverag2 to attorneys deemed to be "high
risks" in the sole judgement 3f the cwerage provider, or (2) placlfig such attorneys in "high
risk" pools and possibly exacting premiums so high as to make legal malpractice coverage
unavailable.

Require Legal Malpractice Insurance Coverage for Attorneys Who
Have Committed Malpractice
An alternative to requiring all attorneys to obtain legal malpractice coverage is
requiring only those attorneys who have committed legal ma!practice to obtain a minimum
amount, say $1 million, of legal maipractice coverage. In this scenario, a criminal verdict of
guilty (e.g., of theft from a clieqtj or a civil judgment i n v o i v i ~ gdamages of $10,000 or more
might be recognized as a deterxination that an a:torney had committed legal maipractice.
The attorney would be required to obtain the mandated amount of coterage before being
d a
allowed to renew the license to practice. The O f f i ~ sof :he Disciplinary Counsel b ~ o u l be
natural administrator of s x h a orovision.
This approach likeiy would not result in large additional costs. However, it places !he
coveraGe providers in the s a v e uncomfortable position discussed in the prevlcus section
regarding a universally mandatory program. The coverage providers would, in effect,
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determine who practices law in the State of Hawaii This
wish to avoid
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something the c o w a g e prov~ders

Require Proof of Financial Ability to Pay Damages
Yet another aiternative is to require proof of financial abiiity to pay damages or proof of
current legai malpractice coverage. This couid be accomplished through a variety of
methods. One re;iable apprcach wouid involve posting a bond from a bonding company. For
instance, it is common in the construction industry for contractors to post a bond for each
specific construction project. Large automobile self-insurers in the State of Hawaii post bonds
or certificates of deposit with the Hawaii Insurance Commissioner as proof of their ability to
pay claims. In this instarce, a lawyer would post a bond which would stand ready to pay any
damages arising out of legal malpractice claims. Certain liquid assets couid be posted in lieu
of a bond. Alternative iiquid assets might include certificates of deposit, investment grade
bonds, and certain classes of publicly traded common stocks.
Should proof of financial responsibiiity be required for all licensed attorneys practicing
in Hawaii, additional administration would certainiy be required. The type and complexity of
choices would depend on the specific situations.
Employing the honor system is one available choice. Under this, attorneys would be
required by law to maintain some level of legai malpractice coverage or proof of financial
ability to pay damages. No registration or filing with any authority would be required. It wouid
be a very economical approach, both in terms of time and expense. However, a program
without any administration might be perceived as mere pubiic relations by some members of
the public. Also, in the event an attorney violated this law, there may be no other "safety net"
for the injured client.
Existing entities may be able to provide administrative assistance. Either proof of
malpractice coverage from an approved provider or proof of ability to pay damages, such as
an insurance company's bond, a certificate of deposit or a liquid, investment-grade security,
wouid be deposited with the Insurance Commissioner by each attorney wishing to practice.
Annual licensing (i.e., the annual payment of dues and fees required to maintain licensure) of
an attorney would then require written ackn0w;edgment by the Icsurance Commissioner.

Improve Public Awareness of the Issue
Establishing an ongoing public awareness program, while not requiring lawyers to
obtain legal malpractice coverage, may be a viable aiternative. Under this approach,
attorneys would not be required to disclose whether they carry legai malpractice coverage.
The Hawaii State Bar Association would increase its efforts to enhance the pubiic's
awarecess and knowiedge cf legal maipractice issues. In addition, the HSBA w ~ ~assist
i d ihe
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public with information voluntarily supplied by attorneys abou! whether they carry legal
malpractice insurance. This would allow attorneys to choose the level and quality of tneir
legal malpractice coverage while allowing the puSlic to carefuily choose a:torneys in an
informed manner. One negative factor is that such a program might encourage spurious
lawsuits and result in unnecessary costs.
instituting such a program would not c o n s t i t ~ t ede facto mandatory legal malpractice
because attorneys wouid not be required to carry such coverage or to disclose whether such
coverage exists.
Providing reiiab!e information to the public would be cr~ticalin accomplishing this
objective. First the public must understand legal malpractice in general. Among other things,
it would be prudent to explain that under the "claims made" nature of legal maipracrice
coverage, an attorney's insurance policy probably would not cover ciaims made beyond the
terms of the insurance policy. Claims made in the future wouid ordinarily be covered by
future insurance arrangements. which may not yet be contracted. Then the interested public
must be able to inquire as to whether an attorney carries legal malpractice coverage.
Such a pubiic awareness program could be administered through existing programs.
"Law line", a free telephone information service funded by the state Judiciary and the HSBA,
cou:ci provide a taped message and supporting brochures about legal malpractice issues to
the pubiic. In addition, the Hawaii State Bar Association's office could maintain information
volunteered by attorneys about whether they carry legal malpractice coverage and respond to
telephonic or written inquiries. The Bar has already acted to begin this process by requiring
artorneys listed in its Lawyer Referral Service to carry legal malpractice coverage of at least
$100,000 beginning in Juiy 1993.5
Such a prcgram wculd be equally desirable if coupled with a loss prevention
educational program for attorneys. This wouid entail training and support to attorneys and
their staffs by the HSBA. Training could address matters such as administration of a law
office to minimize the risk of legal malpractice through missed deadlines, lost assets or lost
records. It could also inciude the value of cieariy commiinicating the scope of services and
the reasonable expectations of each assignment to each client.
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Chapter G

FINDINGS A N D RECOMMENDATIONS

Findings
The purpose of this study is twofold. House Resolution No. 294, H.D. 1 (1992j, requested
a study on the feasibility of requiring all licensed attorneys in the State of Hawaii engaged in
private practice to carry iegal malpractice insurance House Standing Committee Report No.
1445-92, concerning this measure, requesred the s:udy also address whether non-mandatory
legal maipractice insurance coverage for attorneys practicing in the State of Hawaii actually
presents a problem.
Based on the information gathered and analyzed in this study, non-mandatory iegal
malpractice insurance coverage does not pose a great problem in Hawaii. The numbers and
dollar amounts of the typical legal malpractice claims in Hawaii reviewed in the course of this
study were small to moderate in nature compared to the national experience of ALAS covered
attorneys and the experience of the Oregon Plan. The Office of the Disciplinary Counsel
conducts its disciplinary and educatioral resporsibilities in an active and diligent manner. The
ODC's efforts both increase the understanding and enhance the awareness of attorneys to their
responsibilities :o the public. The Lawyers' Fund for Client Protection is responsive to the
public.
The current arrzngement could be improved. However, based on the work done in this
study, non-mandatory legal malpractice coverage generally does not present a significant
problem to the public in Hawaii at this time.
Further, this study reveals that requiring universal legal malpractice coverage would be
considered "unfair" and would be resisted by many lawyers in Hawaii. A 1991 survey ccndbcted
by the Hawaii State Bar Association indicates 629 attorneys felt such coverage was not needed,
259 others felt the premium cost was a problem and 84 chose to self insure. Over 100 other
attorneys had other reasons for not carrying legal malpractice coverage. As discussed in
Chapter 5, among other things, experts in this field believe broad support among the members of
a Bar Association is a necessary iogredient in the success of a universal legal malpractice
reauirement.
Attorneys differ in their needs for legal maipfa.ciice coverage b e c a s e of differing practice
areas, differences in the ways they conduct their practices an3 the sizes of their partnsrsnlps,
professional corporations or associations. There is currently no compelling reason strong
enough to overcome the differences cited above.
In addition, even if the resistance among some attorneys were overcome, the cos:s of
establishing and administering any of the options addressed in this study would likely be higher
than those involved in the current situation.

FiNDINGS AND RECOhlMENOATICNS

Recommendations
The currert situation in Hawaii does not warrant mandaiory legal malpractice insurance
for all attorneys in private practice. While the "safety net" oeneath Hawaii's ptiblic could be
strengthened by such a requirement, the costs invalved may not justify the improvements.
The ~ u b i i cmighr be greatiy aided by the implementailon c i a low-cost, iegal malpractice
public awareness program of the type discussed in Chapter 5, handled by the Hawaii Stare Bar
Association. A taped message on "Law Line" and accompanyi" brochures could educate the
pubiic on the isslles. The office of the Hawaii State Bar Association's could also maintain
information voluntariiy supplied by attorneys about whether those attorneys carry !egal
malpractice insurance. This information couid be provided to the pubiic upon request.
In addition, a legal malpractice loss preventton program administered by the HSBA could
help to reduce the ~ncidenceof malpractice in Hawaii

Appendix A

SE RESOLUTION
REQUESTING A STUDY ON THE FEASIBILITY OF REQUIRING ALL ATTORNEYS
iN THE STATE OF HAWAII THAT ARE ENGAGED IN PRIVATE P M C T I C E
TO CARRY LEGAL MALPRACTICE INSURANCE.
WHEREAS, in Hawaii, lawyers are not required to carry legal
malpractice insurance even though their negligence can cause
great harm and loss to clients; and
WEEREAS, moreover, a lawyer's negligence can jeopardize the
faith and trust the public should have in their attorney and the
legal profession; and
WHEREAS, although most of the larger law firms have legal
malpractice insurance, it is very ex?ensive and difficult for the
smaller law firms to get this type of insurance coverage; and
WHEREAS, currently, approximately 84 percent of Hawaii's
attorneys in private practice have legal malpractice insurance;
and
WHEREAS, however, even if clients are successful in suing
for legal malpractice, they may not fully recover because 16
percent of Hawaii's attorneys who actually engage in the practice
of law do not have legal malpractice insurance; and
WHEREAS, while the Disciplinary Counsel investigates
complaints of unethical conduct by lawyers and does not normally
investigate fee disputes or allegations of legal malpractice, it
does not have the power to enforce any payments or have a fund to
make compensatory payments; and
WHEREAS, if all other avenues of recovery are exhausted
clients or claimants can apply for compensation with the Clients'
Security fund; and
WHEREAS, administered by the Hawaii State Supreme Court, the
Clients'Sscurity fund, is limited to clients who have lost money
o r other property through dishonesty and not because of
negligence or malpractice; now, therefore,
BE IT RESOLVED by the House of Representatives of the
Sixteenth Legislature of the State of Hawaii, Regular Session of
1992, that the Legislative Reference Bureau is requested to study

the feasibility of requiring that all active members of the
Hawaii State Bar who are engaged in the private practice of law
and whose principal offices are in the State of Hawaii to carry
legal malpractice insurance; and
B E IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Legislative Reference Bureau
submit a report with findings and recommendations with proposed
legislation, if appropriate, to the Legislature at least twenty
days before the convening of the 1993 Regular Session; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that a certified copy of this
Concurrent Resolution be transmitted to the Legislative Reference
Bureau, the Administrative Director of the Courts, the Hawaii
State Bar Association, and the Office of Disciplinary Counsel.

Appendix B

STAND. CGR. REP. NO.
Honolulu. Hawaii
RE: H.R. No. 294
H.D. 1

Honorable Daniel J. Kihano
Speaker, House of Representatives
Sixteenth State Legislature
Regular Session of 1992
State of Hawaii
Sir:
Your Committee on Judiciary, to which was referred H.R. No.
294 entitled:
"HOUSE RESOLUTION REQUESTING A STUDY ON THE FEASIBILITY OF
REQUIRING ALL ATTORNEYS IN THE STATE OF HAWAII THAT ARE
ENGAGED IN PRIVATE PRACTICE TO CARRY LEGAL FALPRACTICE
INSURANCE.,"
begs leave to report as follows:
The purpose of this resolution is to request the Legislative
Reference Bureau to study the feasibility of requiring that all
active members of the Hawaii State Bar who are engaged in the
private practice of law and whose principal offices are in the
State of Hawaii to carry legal malpractice insurance.
Your Committee received testimony in support of this
resolution from the Hawaii Academy of Plaintiffs' Attorneys and a
private individual.
The resolution proposes that the Legislative Reference Bureau
conduct a study to look into the feasibility of requiring that
all private attorneys who practice within the State of Hawaii
carry legal malpractice insurance. Attorneys have a fiduciary
duty to their clients, however, there has been incidents when an
attorney has breached that fiduciary duty to the client or by
acts or omissions caused financial hardship to their client.
Subsequently, the attorney is charged and found guilty of legal
malpractice, however, because the attorney declares bankruptcy or
is not covered by legal malpractice insurance the client is left
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with no means of recovering damages. Consequently, the innocent
client often experiences great financial, emotional and possible
physical damages.
your Committee has amended this resolution to request that
the Legislative Reference Bureau conduct this study in
consultation with the Hawaii Bar Association. The Legislative
Reference Bureau is also requested to do an assessment to
discover if there is an actual probiem with non-mandatory iegai
malpractice insurance for attorneys practicing in the State of
Hawaii and to include data on the nnmber of non-insured attorneys
and specialties within the iegal pr~fessionwhere mandatory legal
malpractice is warranted.
Your Committee on Judiciary concurs with the intent and
purpose of H.R. No. 294, as amended herein, and recommends that
i t be referred to the Committee on Legislative Management in the
form attached hereto as H.R.

m
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ANNELLE A M R A L , Vice Chair

DENNIS A. A U K A K I , Member

KENNETH T. H I R A K I , Member

MAZiE HIRONO, Member
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HAWAII ATTORVEY DISCIPLI?E SYSTEM

OVERVIEW OF THE HAWAII ATTORNEY
DISCIPLINE SYSTEM
GERALDH KIBE*
On July 1, 1990, the Hawaii attorney disciplinc system began its sixteenth !ear of operation, I t was on July 1, 1974 that the Supreme Court of Hawaii implemented a,full-rime discipiinary system (under the supewision of the Disciplinary Board) :o handle compiainu of unethical
conduct against Hawaii attorneys.'
The past 15 years has been a period of tremendous growth and change throughout the legal
profession. In Hawaii alone, the size of the bar increased by a b u t 340% from 1974 to 1989.'
The growth in bar membership bas, among other factors, presented a unique challenge to the
professional responsibi!ity system. Although the ethics system has not expanded in size at the
same rate as the bar, necessary adjustments have been made under the leadership of the Supreme
Court and Disciplinary Board to enable the system to remain an effective factor in ensuring bar
accountability.
During the past scveral years, greater awareness and sensitivity have developed among bar
members toward ethical precepts and the need to strive for higher standards of conduct. This
heightened concern and awareness has most recently spawned further significant developments
for the enhancement of professionalism among bar members in Hawaii, such as the unification of
the bar' and the implementation of a judges' and lawyers' assistance program.'
Despite the relatively long existence of the full-time discipline organization and increased
attention devoted to professionalism, many bar members remain largely unfamiliar with the
structure and functions of the discipline system. This is true evcn though all attorneys on active
status pay an annual mandatory registration fee which finances the operations of the disciplinary
system'
Of course, many lawyers regard attorney discipline with some measure of selfconcern or
fear, evcn though ethical issua are increasingly at the forefront of modern practice. Attorneys
belong, however, to the only profession which is not regulated through the executive branch of
government, Since our professional responsibility system is based on the principle of sel/-reguiarion, bar members should take time to obtain an understanding of the features of that organization. Familiarity with the framework and operations of the discipline systcm will help to reassure
that the procedures and policies established by the Supreme Coun and Disciplinary Baard ensure
fair and thorough adjudication of complaints against attorneys.
This article will provide a gcncral overview of the Hawaii lawyer c:hics system (including a

' C t i d Dicipiinsiy Counscl. 1983-prscnl; Asriarant biscipiinar) Counsci, 1979-81. The author w i s h to thank
Charieat M. Uoiiir end Carole R. Rtchciieu (for thcii ediioiia! commtnirj. Eric Van Dcusrn and Smunr Candia
(for drzfticg a r c summaries), and Debra Tarnanaha (for rraiistical mmpilaiiocsj.
' Prior 10 !9?4.two volunrcci cihiu m m i l t c t r (known as thc Lcga! Ethia Cornrnitlce of the Hawaii State Bar
Auucia!ion and lbc Ruk 10 Cornmitie of :hc Hawaii Supreme Criurij invertigaied aiid proreculrd mmpiamtr
againit lawycr~.Sec D, Hmly, 6rining:ng.on End to o Scondo!, X V HAW. BAR J. No. I , at 4 n, 6 (1980).
' As or July 1, 1974, thert wcrc a total of 1,425 attorneys liccnscd ia Hawaii. As of bcctmbei 31. 1989, that
number had increased co 4.8Si (including non-activc membcrsi.
Ruic 17, Ruin of the Supicmt Gun of Hawaii (RSCHI (adopted Octohr 27, 1989: eRtciivc Xmember 1.
1989).
' RUIC 16, RSCH (adopted July 7. 1989).
See Ruic 2,ISta). RSCH (Navanber 1989).
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summary of public disciplinary action taken by the Supreme Court and Disciplinary Board since
1980). The efTect of bar unification upon the discipline system, as we!l as some other developmen& which will have an impact upon legal ethics and discipline in the future, will also be briefly
discwed.

I. S T R U C K R E AND FUNCTIONS OF THE HAWAII ATTORSEY DISCIPLINE
SYSTEM
From July 1974 thiough June 1990, the Hawaii iawycr ethics systcm has handled over
2.700 docketed ethics complaints. Those complaints have cumulatively resulted in 28 disbarmenu, 21 suspensions, 6 public censures, 4 public reprimands, 26 private reprimands, and 217
private informal admonitions.'
The lawyer discipline organization reflects, of course, more than sanctions and statistics. It
is a formalized system of lawyers and non-lawyers who carry out educational and preventive, as
well as disciplinary, functions to help ensure that bar members are aware of-and adhere to--the
high standards of ethical conduct promulgated by the Supreme Court.' This system operates
under specific rules and guidelines adopted by the Supreme Court and Disciplinary Board*
A chart illustrating the relatively simple framework of the Hawaii lawyer ethics system is
set forth below:

v
SUPREME COURT O F HAWAII

i

OFFICE O F DISCIPLINARY COUNSEL

1

The functions of each part of this systcm are generally described as follows:
A. Supreme Court
The attorney discipline system is organized and ultimately supervised by the Supreme
Coiln of Hawaii, which has "inherent wthority" to govern iawycr admissions and conduct.' By

' Set

Rtsardr of the Disciplinary h a r d (1974 through 1990). it should k n o i d that many public rannions
involrr multipic complains. Hence, from July 1974 through June 1990. a curnulativc total of 525 invcftigationr (or
:9(E of c l a d ass) *ere concluded a s s result of the i m p i t i o n of dirciplinary sanction$. The proportion i s larger
for !a!tr years *!one, with 307 i n v a t i g s t i o ~(or 26% ofcimed cases) concluded as a rault of imposition of disciplinary sanctions from laruary 1985 throiigh Jvac 1990.
' St? Hawaii Code or Ptoicrsionei Responsibility.
' Scr Ruic 2, RSCH ( S e p u m k i 1984, as amended); Rules of Pioccdure of the Disciplinary Board ("Disciplinary
Board Rules").
' inn Ttask. 46 Haw. 404,415, 380 P.2d i 5 1 . 758 (1963): Disdplinniy Board v. Bergen. 60 Haw. 546. 555. 592
P.2d 814, 8 i 9 (1979); m HRS 8605.ijr) (Supreme Court has "soic power to revoke or r u ~ p c n dthe license of
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its decisions and dircctiva, the Court guides the operation of the discipline system.
In carrying out its inherent authority to establish standards of condun for bar members,
the Court in I970 adopted the Hawaii Code of Professional Responsibility, which is based on the
American Bar Associa:ion (ABA) Model Code of Professional Responsibility. The Hawaii Code
has been amended in a n a i n limited respects since 1970."
Rule 2, RSCH, which incorporates the Hawaii Code of Professional Responsibiiity, provides the organizational and prccedurai framework for enforcement of the Code." These enforccment functions are carried out primarily through the Disciplinary Board and O f k of Discipiinary Counsel, although the Supreme Court retains ultimate authority for attorncy discipline
matters. The Court is also the only entity which can impose the most serious disciplinary sanctions of disbarment, suspension, and public censure."

B. Disciplinary Board
The Disciplinary Board of the Hau,aii Supreme Court consists of 18 members appointed by
the Suprcme Court," Board members serve staggered 3-year terms."
The Disciplinary Board directly supervises the functions of the Office of Disciplinary Counsel, sets policy guidelines for the handling of discipline matters (subject lo Supreme Court review), issues formal opinions on ethics issues, and acts as a reviewing body for all cases in which
formal disciplinary proaedings have been initiated.I6 Certain forms of discipline (i.e., public and
private reprimands) may be imposed directly by the B ~ a r d . ' ~
The Board also appoints three-member hearing committees (consisting of non-Board members) which initially receive evidencc and make recommendations for disposition io formal diwiplinary cases."
Under authority granted under Ruic 2, the Board has also promulgated ruia of procedure
governing hcaring committee and Board proceedings."
Non-lawyer members presently wmprisc about one-third of the Board. The presence of lay
members on the Board ensures that the attorney discipline system remains accountable to the
public. The participation of non-lawyers on the Board enhances the credibility of the lawyer
ethics process and defeats allegations that complaints against lawyers are simply "swepl under
the rug" by their peen.

C. Office of Discipliwy Counsel
The Office of Disciplinary Counsel (ODC) is the day-to-day operational arm of the Disciplinary Board. Members of the ODC staff are employed by the Disciplinary B o d . ' *
ODC discharges two primary responsibilities:
1. Compluinr invcsrignrion and, Where "v'ecessury~Prosecution. The primary function of
ODC is, of course, the investigation of complaints of alleged unethical condoct on the part of
Hawaii attorneys,
These investigatior~may lead to determinations ranging from a finding of no unethical

.

any. . .ptaa;:ioner") and $605.6 (Scprcmc Coun may piuciibc. .rules for ihc govcrnmcnl ol practitioncri"):
Hawaii Constitution, art. YI, $7 (Supreme C c u n bas p w e r to promulgate rnlcs a& r e g u i a t k for all m u m
ieiatine to "piaaicc").
" See. c.g. Canan 2. Marnii C d e of Prafeseionai Rapansibility (advcnising. mii;ita?icn, and Firm name rules
haw k e n the mor: tx!tnsivc!y rcvivd rccticnrj; DR 9-i02(B) ( i d n rrgadmg financial recoid'tapirgl.
" Ruic 2, RSCW iSeptembe; 1984) (originally sdap?ed ar Rulc 16. RSfX ( N o v c m k r LP74):.
" R u i n i.3ia). (bj. and (ci. RSCH ( S c p t c m k r 1984).
I' Rule 2 418). RSCH ( N w c m k t 1989).
" Rule 2.4(b), RSCH (Scptcmkt 1984).
" Rule 24(cj, RSCH (Scptmbcr 1984).
" Ruies i . 3 i d j and je). RSCH (September i984f.
" Rulc 2.41eX3). RSCH (Scptemkr 1984).
" Str 2,4je)(S). RSCH ( S c p c m k i 1984); Disciplinary Board Ruiur.
'' R u ! ~2,4icj[?), RSCH (Scplcmki 1984) (the O D C rtaEscna at :hc pleasure olrhc Board and. uitima:eiy. thc
Suprcme Coun).
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conduct (resulting in dismissal of the complaint) to thc institution of formal proceedings leading
to imposition of disciplinary sanctions upon the subject attorney. If formal disciplinary proceedings are instit~ted.'~
ODC attorneys serve as the "prosecutors" in those actions.
2. Educational Activities. A substantial amount of time is also spent by ODC in responding
to requests from Hawaii attorneys for ethics opinions and in preparing other educational materials to assist the legal profession in maintaining ethical standards of practice. In 1989, for cxampie, 80 written and 1,061 verbal ethics opinions were issued by ODC. Opinions are binding upon
ODC (but not necessarily the Board or Supreme Court), and covcr an anorncy's own prospective
conduct only.
Other educational functions undertaken by ODC include writing monthly articles on ethics
for the H a w a i i Bar News, preparing ethics information for various Continuing Legal Education
programs, and speaking to groups of lawyers, law students, legal secretaries, and paralegals (as
ueil as members of the public) about ethics and discipline. These activities (in addition to the
provision of ethics opinions to bar members) require the dcvotion of a significant amount of time
by'the ODC staff. However, these activities are regarded as crucial because they lessen thc number of instances of misconduct which might otherwise occur.
Beyond these functions, the ODC staff also handles numerous inquiries from members of
the public who have questions or concerns regarding attorneys. In 1988 and 1989, for example,
ODC handled 1,249 and 1,178 such inquiries, respectively. by telephone. While the ODC staff is
not pemitted to give legal advice or assistance, general guidance is offered concerning, for example, possible methods of resolving attorney-client disputes or misunderstandings and how, if necessary, ethics complaints may be submitted and the manner in which those complaints will be
processed.

D. Hearing Committees
The Disciplinary Board appoints a "pool" of hearing ~ m m i t t e cmembers (consisting of
non-Board members) who sit as fact-finders in formal discipline cases (or on petitions for reinstatement filed by disbarred or suspended attorney^).^'
Three-member panels are randomly appointed from that "pool" by the Chairperson of the
Disciplinary Board to preside over discipline or reinstatement proceedings as they arise. One
layperson may be assigned to each hearing panel."
Hearing committees cannot themselves impose disciplinary sanctions. Instead, they issue
findings of fact, conclusions of law, and recommendations for discipline to the Disciplinary
Board.ls

11. OVERVIEW OF DISCIPLINARY PROCEDURES

A. investigation by ODC
Most ethics complaints come to ODC in the form of letters from clients who are dissatisfied
with some aspect of their lawyer's performancc. However, complainls can be taken from any
source (not just clients), and ODC can also begin an investigation on its own without a complaint." From 1985 through 1989, 71 % of all docketed complaints wcre from clients, with the
remainder from other sources, such as other attorneys, judges. and ODC itsclf.
Complaints which arc submitted to O D C must be in writing and must contain sufficient
factual detail to permit a meaningful investigation to be commenced. Each grievance is carcfully

-..

- 2 . -

See Rule i %b), RSCH (Scptcmbci 1984).
" Ser Rulc i.S!a), RSCH (Scptembcr 19843 (of the 74 persons prtwnlly in thc hearing cornrniltcc "pml", 19 arc
L
,<)pcrions:
,
the piescnce of no&lawyerr on hearing m m k i i t c n also helps to ensure public accountability of she
"

dirciplinc system).
" See Rule ZS(b1. RSCH (Srp:crnkr 1984): DB 12, Dixiplinary Board Rulw.
" Ruic 2 Oib)!?.). RSCH (Sepiembcr 1984) (Disciplinary Counsel has the p w c r and duty to "inratigatc all matrcn invoking alirged misconduct cailtd io his rtrcnlion vhtlhrr by complnim or olhcmix").
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reviewed to determine whether the facts alleged raise specific issues under the Hawaii Code of
P:ofessional Responsibility. If a complaint contains insuficicnt facts, the complaining party is
asked to submit further information before an investigation is begun.
Also, some areas of dissatisfaction, such as "simple" fee disputes, are not normally handled
within the disciplinary proccss but are instead referred to the Hawaii State Bar Association for
fee mediation!arbitration. In addition, complaints alleging malpractice (negligena) must normally be addressed througb the courts rather than the disciplinary prams, unless the negligence
may have resulted from poss.:ble ethical misconduci (such as neglect, lack of proper preparation,
or lack of propcr qualification to practice in the specific are of law). Also, complaintr against fulltime judges (and part-time judges relating to their actions on the bench) fall within the exclusive
jurisdiction of the Commission on Judicial Discipline." Finally, complaints involving unauthcrized practicc of law are handled by the Department of the Attorney General, State of Hawaii."
if a formal investigation is undertaken, the attorney complained against (who is referred to
as the "respondenr") is notified immediately by mail, and a detailed written iesponst is rquested
concerning the matter."
In many instances, respondents are urged to obtain counsel to ensure that they are represented by an independent, objective viewpoint throughout the investigation.
A respondent has a duty to cwperate fully in the investigation of a complain!. Failure to
cooperate (for example, by failing to respond to requests for information from ODC) is a serious
matter and can result in summary suspension and may form a separate basis for a finding of
unethical conduct."
ODC investigates each matter as thoroughly as possible to ensure that all relevant facts are
brought lo light before a disposition is recommended. In addition to input from the respondent
and the complaining pany, other witnesses may be interviewed and records may be obtained
(from courts and financial institutions, for example). All information essential to a propcr determination is carefully weighed.
A completed investigation will result in one of three outcomes: (ij the complaint will be
dismissed with a finding of no disciplinary violation (occasionally, cautionary information is provided i n the dismissal notice to assist the attorney in avoiding similar complaints in the future);
(ii) an informal admonition may be imposed by ODC;'* or (iii) formal disciplinary proceedings
may be instituted by O K . "
No docketed investigation may be concluded (or formal proceeding instituted) without the
approval of at least one member of the Disciplinary Board who has reviewed the investigation."

B. Informal Admonition
An informal admonition is the least serious fonn of discipline which can be imposaf." An
admonition is a ptivaie sanction imposed by ODC and is usually imposed for first-time misconduct of a relatively non-serious n a t ~ r e . ~
See Rule 8.2icj. RSCH (March 1985).
" S e e KRS 8605-15.1; Rtllnblt GNecrion Agmry v. Cole, 59 Haw. 503, 584 P.2d 101 (1978).
'' See DB 5, Dscipiinary Baard Rula (except when m mmplaint b "frivdous on i u i a a ar falls outside the
jurisdiction or thc Board,'' O W must, before bringing the invatigation lo a conclusion. ( I ) notify the mpondent
that he or she mag, within r time ariain, ristc his or be; p i t i o n regarding Lhc allcgcd mismnauk and (2) give
considemtion to thc stalemtsr o: pnirion 6icd by ths respandent).
'' Rulc 211A. RSCH (April 1988) (summary susptnsion may be ordcrai lot lailure I5 mopcratr in a diwiplinary
praecdngi: see @?ice OI#!J~SC~,~/~M~S
founrel v. Boaislo. No. 13626 iOidcr of suspension under Ruic 2.12A hied
March 20, 198% (iurnmary ruspmsionj: O
&e of Dirriplinory CDvnreI v. Kirchrcek, Xo. 7222 (Order of Disbarmcct ism& April 25, 19791 (iaiiun to m p c r s t c co;~tituies violatianr ni DR 1-102(A)(5) and (6)).
" See inIra $11.B,
'#
Set iqra $Ii.C.
See Ruic 2.7ia). RSCH (Scptcmber 1984); DB 6 and 7. Disciplinary Board Rula. See also Rulc 2.7(b), RSCH
(July 1989) (any dctcrmination iha1 en clhics1 violation her occurred must be rupplncd by "rlcor and convincing"
rvidcncc).
" S e e Ruic 2.3(O, RSCH (Scprcmber 1984).
'' Srr, c.g.. K i k . Diseiplinnry Cou~ci's Rcpan 24 Hmrnii Bnr Nnvs No. 4 (April 19871: Kibe, Ducipiinnry
"
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An admonition, which does not prevent a respondent from continuing to practice of law, is
imposed by ODC by way of a certified letter setting forth the reasons for the sanction. All disciplinary actions, including an admonition, arc "cumulative" in the sense that a subsqaent ethical
violation may result in a more severe sanction due to the prior discipline."
If the respondent agrees to accept the informal admonition, no hearing is held. If the respondent rejects the informal admonition, howwer, formal discipline proceedings must be commenced with opportunity for a full hearing?'

C. Formal Disciplinsry Proceedings
A formal discipline procceding can result in imposition of any of the following sanctions
upon a respondent:"
(a) Disbarment by the Supreme Cwt; or
(b) Suspension by the Supreme Court for a period not exceeding five years; or
( e ) Public censure by the Supreme Court; or
(d) Public reprimand by the Disciplinary Board with the oonxnt of the respondent;
or
(e) Private reprimand by the Disciplinary Board with the consent of the respondent.
in addition, restitution and/or payment of costs (exclusivc of attorney's fees) may be ordered by the Supreme Court or Disciplinary h r d . " However, aithough restitution may be ordered, monetary recompense is not the primary purpose (or probable outcome) of a formal discipline proceeding. A person who feels monetarily aggrieved as a result of the "dishonest" conduct
of an attorney should pursue direct legal action against the attorney and/or files claim for payibie compensation through the Clients' Security Fund of the Bar of HawaKY
A formal disciplinary proceeding is initiated by the filing of a Petition for discipline with
the Disciplinary Board. After service of the Petition,'' the respondent is afforded tbe opportunity
to file an Answer."
Discovery is not allowed in a discipline procctding absent the approval of the Chairperson
of the Disciplinary Board."
After an Answer has been filed, a three-member hearing committee is assigned to conduct a
full evidentiary hearing and ultimately issue findings of fact, conclusions of law, and a recommendation as to discipiine."
Where ODC and the respondent enter into a full stipulation of facts and recommended
discipline, the case is submitted directly to the Diiiplinary Board for review without presentation
before a hearing committee.'*
Counrci's Repon. 25 Havoii Bor News No. 1 (July 1988); Kits, Disciplinary Counwl's Repon, 26 Howoii Bor
Novr No. 7 (June 1989): Kibe. Disciplinary Counsel's R c p ~ r t .27 Howoii Bor flews KO. 7 (July 1990).
* Set, c.g.. ABA Sundaidr for Impsing Lawyer Sari*. Standard 9.221~)(1986) (prior disciplinary oRensa
may be wnsidcred an aggravating factor which can incrrus the sanction to be irnporcd).
DB 9, Disciplinary Board Rules.
" Rulc 2.3. RSCH (Scptcmtcr 1984).
" Ruk 2.3113, RSCH (Stp~cmtcr19841.
See Rule 10. RSCH (Scptcmber 1984).
" Set Rulc 2.Ilia). RSCH (Scptcmber 1984) ( w r v i a is made personalty by any individual auihorizcd by the
Chairpcison of thc Dircip!inary Board, sxccp: thst if tbc wpondcnt "cannot bc found within the slate or bas
departed ihcidrorn", wrvicc may be madt by rcgisttrcd M certified moil at the respondent's last sddms shown on
his or hcr attorney registration rtatemtnt filed undcr Rule 2.18, RSCH, or m y other las: known address: scrvicz by
pubiicatioa in t L iatter riluation is not, thcrrforc, nccasary).
'' Rule 2.i(b), RSCH: DB l i i s ) , Disciplinary Board R u i a (as in civil p m c d i n g s . the Answer must be f i l d
within 20 days of service of lhc Petition). Scr gcncro/fy DB 28. Disciplinary Board Rules (exlensions of time to file
an Answer may be obtained only from thc C h a i r ~ m of
n 16c Disciplinary Board, and are to be granted only upon a
rhowine of "crtiemc hardrhbMi.
-~
'. R . c !: RSCH. DB ll..',, Dtscip::car) Board Rulcs
" RLIC 2 ? . b RSCH &p!cmber ! 9 6 b . . DB l I anc 12, Dirr:plinar) Barc R u l a S t r r. 3 , . supra !findmgi m i r i
be supported by 'clear and convincing" evidena).
" R u l a 271b) and id). RSCH (September 1988) ithi procedure, adopted in 1988, has hclpd to r c d u a the
p:mxssing time in r nurntcr of m n t formal difciplinary w).

-
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After a hearing committee report (or a full stipulation) has been filed with the Disciplinary
Bcaid, the Board may adopt or modify the report (or stipulation) or may require further hearing
committee proceedings."
After reviewing any formal discipline case, the Disciplinary Board may chmsc to impose a
public or private reprimand upon the attorney. The consent of the attorney is required before
these forms of discipline c a n be imposed.'s If the attorney docs not consent, the case must be
presen:ed to the Supreme Caurt for final rcvicw,"
A public reprimand is imposed by the Board's issuance of a public order setting forth the
reasons for the reprimand. A private reprimand is imposed by the appcarancc of the attorney
before the full Disciplinary Board, at which time the reprimand is verbally imposed upon the
respondent by a member of the Board. A reprimand (public or private) docs not prevent the
respondeni from continuing to practice, but signifies that the misconduct was la, serious to warrant only an informal admonition."
If the Board determines that disbarment, suspension, or public censure is warranted, or if
the attorney refuses to accept a public or private reprimand, the case is forwarded by the Board
to the Supreme Court for final review and disposition.'' After written and (if ordered) oral argument is presented to the court,'* a final decision is rendered.

D.

Supplementary Proceedings

In addition to actual disciplinary action, the Disciplinary Board--+I, where applicable,
ODC-is empowered to take certain steps to protect the public in limited situations. T h a e s u p
plementary proceedings are summarized as follows:
1. ODC may seek the temporary restraint from practice of an attorney who has been mnvicted of a felony (or of any other crime which, wen if not a felony, involva "dishonesty or falw
~tatement").*~
2. The Board may scck the transfer of an attorney to inactive status where the attorney
may be incapaciiated from practicing Law due to mental or physical disability."
3. ODC may seek the appointment by the Supreme Court of counsel to inventory and
distribute to clients the fiiaof an attorney who is on inactive status due to disability, or who has
disappeared or died, and for whom there is no other person responsible for conducting his or her
affairs."
4. ODC may seek the interim suspension of an attorney where it appears that mntinuation
of the attorney's authority to practice law "is causing or is likely to cause serious h a m to the
p~biic".~'
5. ODC may, upon approval of the Disciplinary Board Chairperson, cause an attorney's
financial accounts to be audited when improper maintenance of those accounts is suspected."
.4lthough the discipline system is not generally daigned to function as a "consumer protcc" Ruir 2.7(c), RSCH (Scptcmhr 1988): DB 13 and
'* Rules 2.3(d) and (c), RSCH (Eptcmber 1984).

14. Diwiplinary Board R u l a .

DB 15, Dircrp!inaqdraoB.);
Ruia.
5iV.D (public reprimands); t.g., K i k , Disciplinary Counsel's Repon. 25 How& Bar News NO.7 (July
1988) (piivatc reprimands); Kibc. Disciplinary C o u n ~ i ' rRe*,
26 Howoii Bar Nous No. 6 (Junc 1989) (private

"

" Sec mfio

rcprinmdi); 27 Wowmi Bar ,Wms No. 7 (July 1990) (privaB reprimands).
" Ruic 2.7ic?, RSCH (Scpirrnbn 1988); DB l7,Disciplinary Board Rula.
"'Rult 2.7ic), RSCH (Scpicmbn 1988) (rula governing bris6ng and argument of ck5i appsair are gcnmlly
spplicablt in attorney discipiinc pmctcdingsj.
Rulc 2.13, RSCH ( S c p i c m k 1954) (from 1977 thmugh June 1990, 8 attorney3 have been tempcrnrily re
rttaincd from pracrice under this provision).
.' Rule 2.19, RSCH ( S e p t m k 1984) (from 1977 through Jvnc 1990, 7 attorneys have k n placed on inactive
status d u e to disability).
" Ruic 2.20, RSCH (May IW] (from 1919 through June 1990, 11 such rscivcnhipr have b a n undenakca
under this Rulc).
*' Rule 2.23, RSCH (Scp!tmbu 1984) (this pmvirion hat k n inrokcd on 4 occasiom s i n a i! was adoptcd in
198i).
Ru?e 2.24, RSCH (Scptrmkr 1988) (this povlion wm i-rvokcd on onc occasion r i m it was adopied in 1988).
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tion" agency (it has for example, no authority to seek injunctive relief against a rcspndent). the
supplementary proceedings outlincd above do provide methods by which the public may be
shielded imm harm.

E Reinstatement
Attorneys who have Seen disbarred or suspended may bc reinstated if specific criteria are
met,"
A disbarred attorney may nor petition the Supreme Court For reinstatement until at !east 5
years have elapsed afler the effective date of the disbarment." An attorney who has been suspended for more than one year may not petition tbc Supreme Court for reinstatement prior to the
expiration of at leas: one-half the period of st-spcnsion~'
After a formal reinstatement petition is filcd, a full hearing is required to determine the
disbarred or suspended attorney's fitness and rehabilitation to resume the practice of law. Reinstatement is not allowed in any case un!ess ordered by the Supreme Court."

F. Confidentislity of Discipline Matters
A significant feature of the disciplin~system is the broad confidentiality requirements impose by Rule 2, RSCH.
investigations conducted by ODC, and p r d i n g s before the Disciplinary Board and Supreme Court, remain confidential unless, for example:
(a) The attorney requests that the matter be made public:
(bj The investigation is based upon the conviction of the attorney of a crime;
(c) The Disciplinary Board filcs with the Supreme Court a repon recommending that
the attorney be disbarred or suspended;
(dj The Supreme Court transfers the attorney to inactive status due to mental or
physical disability; or
(e) Information is sought by an attorney admission or discipline authority or judicial
discipline authority regarding the aKccted attorney."
Confidentiality requircments under Rule 2 are strictly observed. Absent any of the exccp
tions noted above, ODC must refrain from providing any comment regarding the non-public complaint record of an attorney. Hencc, the fact that there are no complaints on hlc concerning an
attorney may not ordinarily be revealed by ODC in response to a general inquiry.
This broad confidtntizlity requirement prottfis attorneys from undue publicity regarding
complaints which may not be firmly supported. However, a corresponding clement is that complainants are afforded abso!ute immunity from civi: liability in submitting their prievance~.~
tndeed. it is relatively easy to file a complaint against an attorney sincc there are no special standing requirements (one need not bc a client to file a complaint) and no statute of limitations.
These features are built in to encourage the airing of grievances.
This is only a summary of the disciplinary organization and
RSCH, and the Disciplinary Board Rules should k consulted for
As indicated, thc discipline system is organized to provide fair and complete investigation of
lawyer complaints. Mandatory review levels ensure that an attorney is nor sncrioned unless disciplinary action is found to be fully warranted by the facu.

Scr Rule 2.17. RSCH ( E p i c m k i 1984).
R d c 2 . 1 7 i b i . RSCW (SCpitmbCr 1988).
" Id. (an ettsmey rurpcnded for oru ycor or !as may bc sutomatically rcinstatdi-whhou:
hearing--cn ihr cxpiration of the full i c m of siisptnsioa u p n hir or her filing an afidsvit with the Suprcmc Cocrl dcrnanriraiing
mmpliance with thc terms of ihc dircipiinary order).
Rule 2 1 7 ! a i , RSCH (Stpitrntm 1984) (from I974 thirxigh June I9W, 4 s q m d e d allorncyr were reinstared to
yacdct; no disbarred a:rornrys wcm reinsated dntin* that time).
" Rule 2 2 2 i a l . RSCH (September 1984).
" Scr Rule 2.8. RSCH (Scpltmlrr 1984).
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111. COMPLAINIS HISTORY IN HAWAII
While the number of ethics complaints docketed for investigation has fluctuated somewhat
from year to year, there has been a marked overall increase in the number of those compiaints
over the last several years.
The foliowing table summarizes the number of ethics complaints docketed by ODC since
1 990:e'
Ycar
-

Compiaints Docketed

1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989

143
120
120
133
113
232
216
248
313
294

Thc number of complaints docketed in 1988 and in 1989 was thus over twice the number
docketed in 1980. The overall increase appears to roughly parallel the increase in the sire of the
bar."

IV. PUBLIC DISCIPLINE SUMMARY
The foilowing synopsis of cases illustrates the various forms of misconduct for which public
discipline has been imposed from 1980 to 1990:"
A.

Disbarments
Sin= 1980, 20 Hawaii attorneys have been disbarred by the Supreme Court.

1. Ofice of Disciplinary Counsef v. Johnson, 62 Haw. 95, 611 P.M 993 (1980)
The respondent misspprop6ated client's funds on two separate occasions. He also nzglected
and abandoned four of his ciients for whom he had been performing legal x r v i m . In disbarring
the respondent, the Supreme Court noted that it also could not condone his failure to provide
information or to cooperate during the course of the disciplinary proceedings.

2. Ofice of Disciplinary Connscl v. Smith, 62 Haw. 467, 617 P.2d 80 (1980)
The respondent misappropriated funds of 8 client which had been entrusted to him for the
client's benefit. He also falsely represented in a separate case that he was tbc personal represemtive of a deceased client's alate, opned fictitious bsnk accounts to receive funds fmm the 4state's debtors, misappropriatd a r t a i n of those funds for his own use, and withheld material
information from the probate coun in an attempt to deceive the court. In disbarring the respondent, the Supreme Coun noted that an artorney's restitution to a client a f e r Iegal action has
been taken to reccvcr the funds will not be considered a factor in mitigation.

"

Rccordr of the Disciplinary Board.

by

ODC

'' See Rccoidr of r h t Disciplinary Board (ar of January I , 1980, there were approrimatcly 2.IM sttorncys iicenwd
on orlive sta~usin Hawnii: as of June 30. 1990. that number had incrcaJcd to approrimalcly 3.W attomcyr).
'' Srr d m H n i r , w p m , at 7 (the last such summary. mvcring pubiic dirciplinc imrxauf in 1978-79, was pobirihed
in ihc Hawaii Bar Jovrmi in 1980).
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3. Ofice of Disciplinary Counsel v. Cashman, 63 Haw. 38% 629 P.2d 105 (1981)
The respondent was convicted of felony gtand theft in California based on his misappropriation of two client's funds totalling 115,735. He resigned his bar membership in California while
disciplinary charges were pending there due to the conviction. He was later convicted in Califarnia of the misdemeanor oKense of practicing law without a license for fi!ing pieadings in a civil
case after having resigned from the bar. Based on his misconduct in California, the respondent
was disbarred in Hawaii.

4. Ofice of Discipiinary Counsel r. Silvq 63 Haw. 585, 633 P.2d 538 (1981)
While representing the heirs of an s t a t e , the respondent stated that he could improperly
influenzc a public official on zoning issues, converted s t a t e funds to his own use on numerous
occasions, failed to pay estate bills, lied to his dim&, and failed to surrender s t a t e funds and
provide an accounting The respondent also gave false testimony and faiied to comply with a
subpoena issued to him by ODC during the investigation of the matter. in two other cases, he
converted additional client funds to his own use and forged his chent's name on a settlement
check. The Supreme Court held that the attorney's lack of rehabilitation from alcaholism prccluded consideration of the alcoholism as a factor in mitigation.

5. Ofice of Disciplinary Counsel v. Tuohy, No. 8855 (Order of Disbarment Upon Consent filed October 22, 1982)
The respondent was disbarred by consent under Rule 16.14, RSCH (July 1974LU which
provides that while the disbarment is public, the reasons for the sanction remain confidential
unless the Supreme Court otherwise directs (the respondent had earlier been placed on interim
suspension by the Supreme Court on September 27, 1982)''

6. O S c e of Disciplinary Counsel v. Peckron, No. 8706 (Order of Disbarment filed June
17, '1983)
The respondent misappropriated ctimt funds in four wparate cases. He also variously engaged in misrepresentations to his clienLs and employer, neglected client matters, charged illegal
and unreasonable fees, attempted to exoncrate himself from malpractice liability, and engaged in
misrepreseniations to ODC during the investigation of those matters (the respondent had earlier
been placed on interim suspension by the Supreme Court on May 24, 1982).

7 . Disciplinary Bwrd v. Robertson, No. 10128 (Public Order Disbarring Attorney on
Consent filed September 4, 1984)
The respondent was disbarred by mnscnt (thus requiring that the factual b a s s for the
disbarment remain confidential unless otherwise ordered by the Supreme Court).

8. Ofice of Disciplinary Counsci v.
January 18, 1985)

I f ~ r No.
,
9995 (Order of Disbsment filed

The rcspondent commingltd and misappmpriatd funds received ill his Fiduciary capacity as
e federally-appointed receiver, failed to maintain adequate books and records documenting his
handling of the receivership funds, submitted a falscly-created letter to ODC and the US. District Court relating to a bar admission question, and failed to disclose to a ciient his own personal
interest in a real property transaction being conducted with the client.
Xor Rule 2.14. RSCH (Scptrmbci 1984).
See rupm D1I.D (initrim rurpcnrion).

9. Ofice of Disciplinary Counset v. Goo, No. 10422 (Order .Accepting Permanenf Relinquishment of License to Practice L a w med September 20. 1985)
The respondent was convicted of rtderal fe1or;y oFensu of immgratioo fraud and subornation of perjury. He was sentenced to probation for 5 ycars and fined 53.000 (follouing his conviction, he was restrained from practice on March 26, 1985 pursuant to Ruic 213(aj, RSCH (Sep
tember 1984)j.w After forrnai discipline prweedings were initiated, the respondent consented to
disbarment. Howcvcr, citing his age (TI years) and his cessation of law practice, he asked the
Supreme Coun to allow him to instead "turn in" his license to practice. The Supreme Coun
granted the r q u b t . and the respondent physically turned his iicense over to the Clerk of the
Supreme Court without possibility of reinstatement.

10. Ofice of Disciplinary Counsei
sry 12 1986)

P.

Cody, No. 11025 (Order of disbarment filed Febm-

The respondent, who had been licensed in both Hawaii and Arizona, was reciprocally disbarred in Ksuaii pursuant to Rule 2.15, RSCH (September 1984). after h i n g disbarred in Arizona for abandoning his practlcc and misappropriating client funds."

1 1 . Ofice of Disciplinary Counsel v. Clark, No. 11530 (Order of disbarment Med
vember 25, 1986)

KO-

The respnden: engaged in serious neglect of four client's cases, failed to return one client's
fee advance after failing lo complete that legal matter, and failed to cooperate with ODC, ihe
Disciplinary Board. the Third Circuit Court, and the Supreme Court in various aspccts of the
matter (the respondent had been placed on interim suspension by the Supreme Court on February 1 1 , 1986).

91. Gfice of Disciplinary Counsel v. Sundkuhlet, No. 9159 (Order of Disbarmtrrt filed
November 25, 1986)
The respondent was convicted of federal felony ckarga of conspiracy to possss and to
distribute m i n e . He also failed to maintain adequate records concerning a $400 cost advana
provided to him by a client in a false arrest case (thereby resulting in a long delay in the return
of those funds to the client), and also faiied to cooperate with ODC in the investigation of the
latter matter. Based largely on the attorney's criminal mnviaion, the Disciplinary Board concluded that notwithstanding Disciplinary Board v. Bergan, 60 Haw. 546, 592 P.2d 814 (1979)'
and Ofice of Disciplinary Counrei v. Bronron, infro, which resulted in suspensionr for similar
misconduct, drug usage among bar members was of such ooncern that imposition of the most
serious sanction was required. The Supreme Coun concurred and (dcspitt the rspondent's
claims of mitigation that he had served time in prison, had becn drug-free for over five ycan, had
returned to Hawaii and performed weii in his new non-law employment, and had expressed repentance for his miscond&j ordered disbarment (the disbarrnenr was made rctroactiv; to March
8, 1983, which uzs the date on wnich the respondent had been resiraincd from practict due to his

inary Counsei v. Scott, No. 1132
The respondent was disbarred for nqgiect and a ndonment of clienrs, misrcprr;stntltions to

-

Id (lenpcrarj rwiaint iclioring ciirninai convinion).
See generdly Rule 215(c), RSCH (Scpicnhi 1984j (a Hawaii rltorncy discipiicd by alioihcr stale in which
be or she 8s also admitted ia prac?ier may be i c c i p i w l i g diwiplincd in Hawaii in a summary prateding filed
dirwily with tbc Sipreme Court by CDC; iht Coun w i l l impcsc idcntica! discipline dc;s r p i a i maditions arc
found to zpplyl.
"
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one client concerning the status of her case, misappropriation of funds of a probate estate for
which the attorney was personal representative and counsel, and faiiure to cooperate with ODC
in its investigation of some of the wmpiaints. The Supreme Court and Disciplinary Board rcjccted as mitigation the respondent's claims that his misconduct stemmed largely from his addiction to alcohol and cocaine and that he had made great strides toward recovering from his addictions (the disbarment was made retroactive to June 30. 1984, which was the date on which the
respondent had voluntarily assumed inactive status).

14. Ofice of Disciplinary Counsel v. Stewart, No. 11512 (Public Order Disbarring Attorney on Consent filed December 3, 1987)
The respondent was disbarred by consent (thus requiring that the factual bases for the
disbarment remain confidential unless otherwise ordered by the Supreme Court).

15. Ofice of Disciplinary Counsel v. McCurrhy, No. 13321 (Public Order Disbarring
Attorney on Consent filed September 26, 1988)
The respondent was disbarred by consent (thus requiring that the factual bases for the
disbarment remain confidential unless otherwise ordered by the Supreme Court).

16. Ofice of Disciplinary Counsel v. Ebinger, No. 13365 (Order of Disbarment filed
December 22, 1988)
Disbarment was ordered due to the respondent's neglect and/or abandonment of six client
matters, failure to account for and to refund unearned fees to ciients in three of those matters,
failure to take steps to avoid prejudice to clients upon withdrawing from their cases, and violation
of established procedural rules of court. The respondent also failed to m p e r a t e in the investigation of the wmpiaints and did not appear and participate in the disciplinary proceedings.

17. Ofice of Disciplinary Counsel c. Appell, No, 12101 (Public Order of Disbarment
filed May 17, 1989)
The respondent was disbarred based on a pattern of misconduct in thirteen separate matters, including giving Cake testimony before s ooun, commingiing of client funds with his own
funds, misappropriating a client's funds, establishing a trust account to defraud his creditors.
making false statements in his application to practice before the United States District Coun,
neglecting his representation of clients, engaging in a pattern of threals and use of coarse and
vulgar language, and failing to omperate in the investigation of several complaints.

18. Office of Disciptinary Counsel v. Kahr, No. 13766 (Order of Disbarment filed June
16, 1989)
The respondent abandoned her law practice on Kauai and was disbarred based on fen mmplains filed by clients and others. The respondent also failed to provide certain clients with tile
materials and to provide other clients with an accounting of their funds. In addition to ordering
disbarment, the Court ordered that the respondent reimburse to kie of her ciienls unearned retainer amounts which they had provided to her.

19. Ofice of Disciplinary Counsel

P.

Gore, NO. 30584 (Order of Disbarment filed Au-

gust 31, 1989)

The respondent was disbarred as a result of his April 1985 felony conviction for engaging in
(a) a conspiracy to knowingly and intentionally distribute non-narcotic coniroilcd substances, and
(b) a conspiracy to knowingly and intentionally possess, with intent to distribute, non-narcotic
controlled substances (quaaludes). He served two years in prison after his conviction was affirmed
on appeal in 1986 (he had been temporarily restrained from the practice of law in May 1985
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bSsed on the felony conviction).
20. Office of Disciplinary Counsel v. Hurley, 71 Haw.

- 787 P.Zd 688 (1990)

The respandent resigned from the Texas Bar while compiaints werc pending against him in
lh3: slate (the Texas complaints involved the respondent's failure to complc:e five client's legal

matters after closing his ofice and leaving town without notice to his clients). The Hawaii Su~rc.neCoun found that the respondent's resignation in Texas was "tantamount to disbarment"
b2sed on language in the Tcxas resignation rule. It thus disbarred him on a reciprocal basis in
Hauaii even though he had actually resigned in Texas.

21. Office of Disciplinary Counsel v. Tschirhart, No. 14397 (Order of Disbarment filed
May 7, 1990)
The respondent had been disbarred by consent on January 26, 1990 in Maryland, where he
hzd been the subject of an investigation regarding his receipt and accouniing of funds in a real
ci:zte matter, He was reciprocally disbarred in Hawaii under Rule 2,1S(b), RSCH (September
I 984).

22. Ofiee of Disciplinary Counsel v. Gaylord, No. 14479 (Order of Disbarment by Consent filed May 11, 1990)
The respondent was disbarred by consent (thus requiring that the factual bases for the
dsbarment remain confidentiai unless otherwise ordered by the Supreme Court).
The cases described above in which the reasons for discipline arc public generally demonstrate that disbarment will almost certainly result from misappropriation of client funds, abandonment of a practice, or conviction of a felony drug offense.
0. Suspensions

Since 1980, 18 attorneys have been suspended from practice.

1 . Ofice of Disciplinury Counsel v. Kaguiva, 63 Hew. 150, 622 P.M 115 (1981)
The respondent neglected and abandoned his ciienu in ten separate cases and was suspended for 4 years. The Supreme Coun cited, sua sponze, the attorney's marital difficulties as
miligation in imposing suspension rather than disbarment.

2. O@ce of Disciplinary Counsel v. Koolpe, No. 8082 (Order of suspension filed on
Marcb 2, 1981)
The respondent entered a plea of guilty to felony charges of promoting a detrimental drug
(rnarijuanaj in !he fin: degree. He then moved for deferred acceptance of the guilty plea, and his
motion was granted. He was ordered to pay a fine of $S,WO. Based on his criminal conduct, the
respondent w a s suspended for I year.u

3. Ofice of Disciplinury Counsel v. Rodrigues, No, 1 0
December 2, 1985)

(Order of suspension filed on

The respondent uas suspnded for 5 years for neglect and abandonment of sevcral clients
The Supreme Court ordercd tha: he provide rcstttutlon to three of h ~ sformer cl~enrsfor unearned
8 ) Soprcme Coun Order filed March 6, 1986, this respndcnt was reinrialed lo praclict (cKectivc April IG.
1986) pursuant to R v i t 2.i7. RSCH (Sepcmbcr 1984) following a full minslnlcmcnr hearing and his successful
Mmpicrion of rhe Profrisicnal Raponsibility section of the Hawaii bar examination (as ordcrcd by the Supreme

fourrl.
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retainers which he had railed to return
4. Office of Disciplinary Connsel v. Bronson, No. 10960 (Order Suspending A n o m y
filed December 13, 1985)

Thc respondent was convicted in federal coun of Felony ofenscj of making a false material
statement to a federal grand jury and of conspiracy to possess and to distribute comine. In a
separate matter, he engaged in misrepresentations while testifying under oath as a witncss at a
federal probation revocation hearing. Finally, he neglected two clients whose civil matters he was
handling. and he also made various misrepresentations to those clients. The respondent was suspended for 5 years based on his overall misconduct (he had been restrained from pracdct on
March 8, 1983 due to his felony conviction).
5. Office of Disciplinary Counsel v. Loo, No. I0799 (Order of Suspension filed April 18,
1986)
The respondent was suspended for 18 months due to his misconduct in eight separate ~ s s
including neglect and failure to communicate with clients, failure to withdraw from employment
upon being discharged by a client, entering into an illegal fee agreement, charging exmsive fees.
failure to promptly deliver a client's file upon being discharged, accepting employment when it
was obvious that a client wished to bring frivoious litigation, and engaging in misrepresenlations
to ODC regarding one of the complaints.
6. Ofice of Disciplinary Counsd v. hfiyarnoto, No. I0226 (Order of Suspension tiled
April 18, 1986), appeal dismissed, 479 U S . 925 (1986)
was

The respondent was suspended for 18 months for materially altering a mcdical repon which
subsquentiy offered by him as evidence in a workers' compensation case.

7. Ofice of Disciplinary Counsel

P.

Yee, No. 11085 (Order of suspension filed J u w 9,

1986)
The respondent was suspended for 18 months for abandoning his law office (thus requiring
the appointment of an arrorney to take possession o i and inventory his files and records pursuant
to Rule 2.20, RSCH (September 1984)), neglecting a client's legal matter, failing to mmmunicate with the client, failing to return the client's file and retainer, and failing to cooperate in the
discipiinary proceedings.

8. O m e of Disciplinary Counsel v, Seurl, No. 11513 (Order of Disciptinaw Suspenriw
filed July 25, 1986)
The respondent was suspended for 2 years for neglect of several clients' legal maitm, failure to maintain a client's money in trust due to inadequate recordkceping (thus resulting in a
deky in providing those funds to the clicnt), failure to withdraw irom a legal matter when discharged b.? a client, misrepresentations to a client, failure to promptly deliver to clients their 6ls
upon k i n g discharged, Failure to render an accounting of retainer funds provided by a client, and
failure to cooperate with ODC during the investigation of the complaints.

9. CIBfce of Disciplinary Counsel v. Thompson, No. 10441 (Order of suspension
October 29, 1987)
The ierpndent was mnnned of the felony offense of knowingly and wilfully submitting r
document containing false information to a federal agency (the Immigration and ? 4 a t u r a i i i h
Service). The document, whish was prepared by the respondent and filcd by him on behalf of an
immigration ciicnt, falsely stated the net income of the prospective local cmployer of the immlgrani and also contained a false signature of ihc immigrant's local agent. The respondent was

,

,,ntenced by thc federal court to pay a 'ne o i S5.000, but no term of imprisonment was imposed.
~ ( t e rconsidering in mitigation the respandent's lack ol a prior disciplinary record, his full dis,josaie and cooperation in the disciplinary praccedings. his practice without incident or complaint
$,,,ie his conviction, and his continued good reputation among his peers, the Supreme Court ordcrcd that he bc suspmdcd for 2 months.ee
10. Ofice of Disciplinary Counsef v. Amett, No. 12616 (Order of Suspension filed June
22, 1988)

The respondent was suspended for 6 months for ncglccting and abandoning her client's
,n:ercsts and failing to carry out contracts of employment in six cases, violating court procedural
in three cases, and failing to coapcrate in the investigation of a total of ten complaints."'

IS. Ofice of Disciplinary Counsel v. Miyasaki, No. 13499 (Order of suspension filed
December 12, 1988)
The respondem was suspended for 8 months. His misconduct in three separate cases included: (1) neglecting a client's legal matter, as well as failing to properly withdraw from that

czic or to take other reasonable steps to avoid prejudicc to his client's interests: (2) making a
{alsc statement in a demand lcrtcr sent to third parties on behalf of his client in another case; (3)
13k;ng legal positions on hehalf of his client in a third case in contravention of m u n orders. and
continuing the employment when a conflict of interest precluded him from doing so; and (4)
ia~iingto cooperate with the investigation of all three complaint matters.
12. Ofice of Disciplinary Counsel v. Peett, No. 13106 (Memorandum Opinion tiled
February 17, 1989)

Suspension for 3 years was ordered due to the respondent's neglect of a client's legal mattcr, failure to properly withdraw from the client's civil case, and failure to provide an acmunting
of funds at the client's request. An aggravating factor was the attorney's neglect of three prior
clmt matters for which he received a private reprimand from the Disciplinary Board in 1982.

13. O@cc of Discipfinary Counsel v. Rapp, 70 Haw. 539, 777 P.M 710 (1989)
The respondent u'as suspended for 3 years for negltcting and mishandling twelve separate
client matters over a two-year period ( s i x of those matters involved divorce cases, while the other
SIX involved DUI defense cases). In most of the cases, the respondent accepted initial retainers
and performed certain preliminary services, after which he failed to take s t e p to completc those
marten in tirnciy fashion. He also failed repeatedly to return telcphonc calls and to respond to
other requests for information from his clients. The rwpndent also missed court appearances for
:uc of his DUI dicnts, thus causing penal summonses to bc issued against them, In addition, he
u a i found to have engaged in misrepresentations to ODC in the investigation of one case.

14. Ofice of Disciplinary Counsel v. Bowyer, No. 12123 (Order of suspension filed Sep
tember 26, 1989; Amended Order 61ed September 27, 1989)

ners for which hc was mumel of

The respondent abandoned numerous
r m r d . He was suspended for 3 years.

.

81 Supreme Cow: Ordcr filed F c b w r y 19, 1988, thu rapondent wss ~tnttalcOto practlu foiiowtng r full
rc~nsia:crnent hcsriag undci formtr Ruic 2 i?(b), RSCH (Septtmbcr 1984)
.*
B b Supreme Ccm Ordcr fiied Apiri 28. 1989, this rapondtnt war rtnutald to prantct on a summary bartr
F u m a n t to amended Ruic 2 17(b). RSCH (Scpfembcr 1988) ( b u s s the ruspcnslon wns for a pcrtcd of one year
0:

icsq
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15. Office of Disciplinary Counsct r. Batrista, No. I3626 (Order of suspension filed
September 27, 1989)
The respondent was suspended for 3 years for engaging in a pattern of negla? in six client
matters. He failed to, inter olio, file andjor serve muff documents in a timely manner, failed to
appear at court hearings, failed to maintain records and/or provide an accounting of client funds,
and repeatedly falled to return his clients' telephone calls. Several clients' cases were adversely
affected by his neglect. Aggravating facton included a prior informal admonition for neglect.''
16. Ofice of Disciplinary Counsel

P.

Smith, 71 Haw.

,
780 P.M 8 7 (1989)

The respondent was suspended for I year and 1 day in Colorado for dishonest, harassing,
and occasionally bizarre mnduct toward his former ciieni, the client's mother, the Cdorsdo disciplinary ofice. and an attorney retained by fie former client to defend against a civil suit for fees
uhish had been filed by the respondent. Suspension in Hawaii for the same period was ordcrcd on
a reciprocal basis.

l7. Ogice of Disciplinary Counsel s. Bicoy, No. 11586 (Order of suspension filed October 2, 1989)
Suspension for 5 ycan was ordered due 10 the respondent's felony conviction f a 6rst degree
theft and conspiracy to commit theft. The charges stemmed from misrepresentations made by the
respndent in his application for public financing for his 1982 campaign for iieuttnant governoT.
(The suspension was made retroactive to October 2, 1986, which was the date on which the
respondent had been temporarily restrained from practice due to the felony conviction).

18. Ofice of Disciplinary Counsel v. Kunimura, No. 14173 (Order of Surpemion fiIed
January 3, 1990)
The respondent was suspended for 2 yean for neglect of four client matters, as well failure
to coopera:e uifh the investigation of certain aspects of those matters. In one case, tbe respondent
failed to take sieps to complete a probate despite the filing of the c t h i a complaint and repeated
warnings from ODC (the probate remained uncompleted five years after having been opened by
the respondent). The respondent declined to provide evidence in explanation or mitigation of her
misconduct.
As generally demonstrated by these cases, instances of multiple or lengthy neglect of clients' legal matters will result in suspension.

C. Public Censures
Six public censures have b a n imposed by the Supreme Coun since 1980.

1. Office of Disciplinary Counsel v. Bctrencourt, No. 9402 (Order of Public Censure
filed Notember 22, 1985)

The respondent was publicly censured due to %s federal misdcmtanw convictiar, of iailun
to file a federal income tax return for 1978.

2. Office of Disciplinary Corrnsel P.
h?ay 6, 1986)

(Order of Public Censure filed

The reqpondent was publicly censured for his federal misdemeanor conviction of failure to

" By Supitme Coun Order Kled March

20, 1989, this respandent had been rurnrnari)) siiipcnded from pactice
p u w m to Rule 2,12A, RSCH (April 1988). for failurc to mpciste in :he invtiiigation of unrclatrd &a omp!ainu. Ser riipro n. 28.
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file federal income tax returns for 1978 and 1979.

3. Ofice of Disciptinary Counsel
his) 4, 1987)

v. Weighr, No.

9401 (Order of Public Censure filed

The respondent uas publicly censured for his federal misdemeanor conviction of failure to
file federal income tax returns for 1978 and 1979.

4. Ofice of Disciplinary Counset v. Rolls, No. I3104 (Order of Public Censure filed
July 15, 19881
Thc respondent was publicly censured for his federal misdemeanor conviction of failure to
hie federal income tax returns for 1981. He also failed to file timely returns for 1982 and 1983,
b ~ had
t not been criminally charged for those omissions.

5. Ofice of Disciplinary Counsel v. Burgess, KO. 12608 (Decision and Order of Public
Censure filed August 3, 1988)
The respondent was publicly censured for discourteous conduct degrading to 2 tribunal
stemming from his refusal to rise upon entry into the courtroom of the members of the Supreme
Court in an appellate case in which the respondent served as counsel.

6. Ofire of Disciplinary Counsel v. Hrrraguchi, KO. 14136 (Order of Public Cemun!
filed F e b r u a ~20, 1990)
The respondent stipulated to negligently misreprscnting to the Famiiy Court in a 1986
divora hearing that neither he nor his client had renived word from the client's spouse regarding
the divorce. In fact, the c!ient's spouse had verbally informed the client that he (the spouse)
objected to certain portions of the proposed decree, Based on the respondent's statements, the
Family Court issued a divorce decree by default. The respondent was publicly censured for his
misrepresentation to the Family Court.

D. Public Reprimands
Four public reprimands have been imposed by the Disciplinary Board since this form of
sanction was first permitted in 1981.
1. Ofice of Disciplinary Counsel v. Nam,
filed June 12, 1985)

ODC No.

1136 (Public Order of Discipline

The respondent was publicly reprimanded based on his misdemeanor conviction for mntcmpt of court, which stemmed from his diswuiteous and undignified courtroom statements and
physical actions directed toward a circuit court judge.

The respondent oleadd no contest to the m i d e m a n o r o E c w of making a false unswoio
,.:....,. . c l ;n nomir.~.:cr.p t ~ n6icd rnr S!&!c PRX inc nac ir.ir~rn..i rrsid !?a: nc mcr i i x
! )

:;,re-)ea: r:i:d!n:!
rcSui-cr.rcnt impoicd b) thc Hauali S:atc Constttziionl. His x3:ion for dcferred acceptance of no sontest pica was granted, and he was placed on probation for one year
and ordered to pay a fine of $350. He acknowledged during the disciplinary proceedings that be
%asaware when filing his nomination papers that hc did not mec: ihe three-year residency reWiremen:, although he stated that he had questions at the time as to whether the rtquirtment
"as mnsti:utional. A public reprimand was im
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3. Offrce of Disciplinary Counsel v. Shimokusu, ODC Nos. 2500 d 2501 (Public Order of Discipline filed November 30, 1989)
The respondent was publicly reprimanded by stipulation for neglecting to file two decds for
over 3 years. The neglect continued despite numerous inquiries from the grantees as to the status
of the deeds (the grantor, who was the grantees' father, had passed away sbortly after executing
the deeds) and the filing of ethics complaints regarding the matter. The rapondent also falsely
informed the grantees on several occasions, including after the grievances had been lodged, that
the deeds had bcen submitted for filing.

4. Offrce of Disciplinary Counsel r. Sakpmoto, ODC No. 2239 (Public Order of Discipline issued on January 18, 1990)
The respondent was publicly reprimanded for failing to disclose to the circuit court all of
the terms of a plea agreement which he believed had bcen made on behalf of his client in a
criminal caw.
Public and private reprimands are usually imposed where, although the misconduct is
deemed to have been somewhat serious, there is no aggravated pattern of repeated misconduct
and the ethica! violation is deemed unlikely to recur. Conduct which is dccmcd relatively more
serious will naturally result in a public, rather that a private, reprimand.
These summaries have hopefully provided a flavor of the factual circumstances which have
led to various forms of public discipline since 1980. Of course, the results reached in each of these
cases may have been affected by certain mitigating and aggravating circumstance which, due to
the necessarily abbreviated nature of certain of these summaries, may not have been fully recited.
Accordingly, researchers should consult actual case files or opinions instead of relying on these
summaries alone.

V.

BAR UNIFICATION AND W E DISCIPLINE SYSXM

By order filed October 27, 1989 and adopted as Rule 17, RSCH (November 1, 1989), the
Supreme Coun m a t e d a unified bar in Hawaii. The Coun concurrently adopted amendments to
Rulc 2, RSCH, to confer upon the unified bar certain administrative dutia concerning the lawyer
discipline system."
Rule 17 and the amcndmcnts to Rule 2 do not alter the established procedures for review
and processing of ethics grievances. The Supreme Court will still retain "at an times its ultimate
authority over admissiofi and discipline of attorneys licensed to practice in this State"." Hence,
the unified bar will not become involved in the handling of individual ethics complaints.
The bar unification amendments to Rule 2 will, however, result in the following limited
administrative changes:

A. Attorney Registration
Under the new rules, responsibility for administrating the annual attorney registration proms will be shifted from the Disciplinary Board to the unified bar. As the organization designated
to serve as the administrative body of the unified bar," thc Hawaii State Bar Association
("HSBA") will now carry out thii function.
This will be the most obvious change for attorneys bccause registration billings will be
prepared and procrsscd by HSBA rather tban the Disciplinary Board. HSBA is now responsible
for collecting all bar-related asstssments, including the annual Disciplinary B a r d registration
ftes under Rule 2.18. RSCH. These registration fees, which (as previously indicated) are the sole

" Stc olso Rulc 1 . RSCH (Novtmbsr 1989) (smcndments cnnccrning B a r d of Examiners rula): Rule 10. RSCH
(November 1989) (arncndmcntr mnarning Clicnts' %wily Fund mlo).
Rule 17(b), RSCH (Fiwcmkr 1989).
'' Srr Cnihcacion a: the Hawaii S u t r t k r lrnplcmurtarion Order No. 2 (January 22. 1990).
"
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of funding for the Disciplinary Board system, will continue to be specially earmarked for
the Board and ODC and may not be utilizcd for any other purposes. After collecting those
fca. HSBA must remit the funds to the Disciplinary Boardn
While thc annual Disciplinary Board registration fees may not be reduced below 1989-90
i,,c!s without authorization from the Supreme Court, those fccs may be increased at the discrct,on of the HSBA board of directors."
~ l s o ,due to the transfer of administrative responsibility for attorney registration,
HSBA-and not the Disciplinary Board-will be responsible for maintaining current address inf~rmaiionfor all bar members. Any bar member addrtss changa must thus be directed to HSBA
,ns:cad of to the Disciplinary Board.
B. Appointment of Disciplinary Board Members

The members of the Disciplinary Board have previously been appointed from nominces
obtained directly by the Supreme Court. Most recently, the Disciplinary Board itself has suggatcd possible nominees to the Court.
Under the unified bar rules, the mcmbers of the Board will be appointed by the Court from
a list of nominees submitted solely by the HSBA board of directors." This change was adopted
primarily to allow the bar to have greater formal input into attorney disciplinary issua."

C. Disciplinary Board Budget
Under the new rules, the HSBA board will now be permitted to rcview the Disciptinary
Board's annual budget." Such budgetary review authority was also included to allow the bar
more formal input into the disciplinary system.
However, while the HSBA board will have authority to review the Disciplinary Board's
budget. HSBA will no! hold Veto" power over the budget. HSBA will thus be able to suggat
wsible revisions to the Board's budget, but it will not be empowered to mandate those changa.
The Supreme Court retains final authority to rcview and approve the Board's budget. and will
resolve any disagreements between thc HSBA board of directors and the Disciplinary Board concerning budget allocations or registration f w . As indicated, the changeover to a unified bar will not aRect the substantive functions of the
Disciplinary Board and ODC. Although mechanisms have been included by the Supreme Coun
to permit more formalized inquiry and input by the bar into the funding and operations of the
dtscipiine system, those mechanisms do not allow the bar to dictate to the Disciplinary Board or
ODC thc manner in which the merits of individual ethics gricvancts will be determined. TEc
Court's wise adoption of this approach will help to protect the functional independence of the
discipline system.

In addition to the bar's enhanced ability, through the unified bar structure, to provide input
and resources concerning the disciplinary process, threz other developments will have an impact

" Rde 2 18(a). RSCH (November 1989).
" Id. (annual registration f o ~ which
.
art cuncnily

MI

at

$50, SIW, m Sl50 per atrorncy. dcpcnding on tbc

n u m b of ycers the attorney har k c n in practiac, may thus bc raised by HSBA wilhout Supreme Coun approval).
See Rulc 2.4(s). RSCH (Nmmber 1989) (a perron may rcrve mnntrrcntiy on thc Diripiinary Board and on

thc unified bar board of dircctorr).
" S n Committee on Integration of the Bar, Memorandum to All Active U e m k n or the &If re: Unififation of tbc
Havaii Bar (August 18, 1989).
'' SH Rulc 2.4(~)(7).RSCH (Nwcmbn 1989) (Disciplinary Board has the power and duly to 'dvclop in mnsuitation with" the unified bar board of dircnorr an annual budget for lhc ~pcialionof thc lawyer dircipiinc systcm);
Rulc 2.21. RSCH (novtmber 1989) (Disciplinary Board's annual budget "%ballbc subject to review" by the unified
bar board of directonl.
'D SH Rule 2.21, RSCH (Novcmbcr i989); Hawaii State Bar M a t h n , Rcpon of Disciplinary Board Task
Form (February 23. 1994). at 5.
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upon the future regulation of lawyer conduct
A.

Model Rules of Professional Conduct

In 1983, the American Bar Association House of Delegates approved the Model Rules of
Professional Conduct ("Model Ruler"), which replaced the ABA Model Codc of Professional
Responsibility ("Model Code").
While the Model Rula do not drasrically change the standards of ethical behavior which
are applicable to lawyers (many of the provisions in the Model Rules arc either similar to Model
Code requirements or codify existing interpretations which have developed through case law).
there are some substantive diKerences between the Model Rules and Model G d e (in such areas,
for example, as client perjury, fee splitting betwecn lawyers, and duties of supervisory attorneys).
Also, the Model Rules follow a restatement of laws format (with black letter rula followed
by commentary, rather than "Canons". "Ethical Considerations", and "Disciplinary Rules"). The
Model Rules are also organized generally according to the different roles which a lawyer performs (and are thus divided into areas such as "Client-Lawyer Relationship", "Counselor", "Advocate", "Transactions with Persons Other than Clients". "Law Firms & Associations", "Public
Service", "Information About Legal Services". and "Maintaining the Integrity of the
Profession").
A total of 34 states plus the District of Columbia have thus far adopted the Model Rules."
Four other states have inmrporated portions of the Model Rules into their existing Codes of
Professional Responsibility."
A committee jointly appointed by the Hawaii Supreme Court and the U S . District Court
of Hawaii is reviewing the Model Rulcs and plans to submit its report in late 1990. It is thus
pxsible that the Model Rula could bc adopted within the next year by both our Supreme Court
and U S District Court as the new set of mandatory guidelines for attorney conduct in Hawaii.
Upon adoption of the Model Rula, bar members will rncd to adjust to its new language
and organizational framework. As indicated, however. the standards of conduct are not (other
than in a few defined areas) expected to change radically.

B. ABA Commission w Evduation of Disciplilury Enforcement
As ethical standards have become closer to the fore in the minds of bar members and the
public, the mechanism for enforcing thme standards has also bccome the subject of greater intcrest and scrutiny.
At the suggestion of the National Orgmization of Bar Counsel (a national membership
body for lawyer discipline agencies in which ODC is an active participant). the ABA has commissioned an in-depth study of lawyer discipline nationwide. The ABA Commission on Evaluation of Disciplinary Enforcement, which was appointed in 1989, has been gathering data and will
hold hearings throughout 1990 concerning the purposes, processes, and results of lawyer discipline. The Commission is charged with the task of evaluating Lawyer discipline on a national scale
and will make recommendations on how to improve the system to better serve the public and the
profession.'"
While the improvements which may be recommended by the Commission arc not presently
known, it is expected that modifications will be suggested to permit more effective and efficient
processing of attorney grievances. The conclusions and recommendations of the ABA Commission
ABAjBNA Lmvyrrr' Monvol on P m f r r s i o ~ lCondvcr 01:3-4 (19%) (list of jurisdiniom which havc adopted
the Modcl Rules as of March 28, 1990).
" Id
Set also American Bar Asxiation Sptcial Committee on Evaluation of Disciplinary Enforammi, Pmbicmr
rtnd Rrrommrndntionr in Dircipiinory Enforrrmmu (June 1970) (this last nationwide sludy. carrid out by a mmmitt- chaired by rctited U.S. Supmmc Court Awsiatc Justia Tom C. Clark, became popularly known ar thc
"Clark Cornmitres Rcport". ltr svecping rtmmmcndations brought about the dcvclopmcnt ol lull-time disciplinary
rrtems narionwidc, including Hawaii. The ctimnt ABA-spmrored national review of lawyer diiplinc has thus
bcen informally dubbed "Clark fl").
'I
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may closely affect our Hawaii attorney discipline system because the structural and procedural
features of our system are based on the ABA Model Rules of Disciplinary Enforcement. To the
extent that the ABA Commission recommends changes to the ABA model, corresponding
changes to the Hawaii system may be judged appropriate.

C. Restatement of the b w Governing hwym
The American Law Institute (ALI), whaw members include lawyers, judges, and law
professors, has been earnestly working on a proposed Resiofemenl of the Lmu Governing

~ c r s .
Chapters being considered are: the tawyer-client relationship; lawyer-client contracts for
legal services; lawyers' liability to clients and non-clients; lawyers in the adversary system; lawyers as counselors; conflicts of interest; client confidentiality; and the delivery of legal s e r v i ~ . ~
It is perhaps not coincidental that these areas arc similar to those covered under the functional
approach of the ABA Model Rules of Professional Conduct.
The effort by ALI to formulate a Restatement of the law of attorney conduct demonstrates
that the area has achieved full substantive recognition.
However, the extent to which the principles expressed in the Restnfernenr will conflict with
any provisions of the Modei Rules or Model Code is presently unknown. Efforts are being made
by ALI, of course, to take into account the provisions of both ethical models in fashioning the
Re~tatement.'~
Although the provisions of the ethics rules adopted by our Supreme Court would,
for disciplinary purposes, be considered paramount, the Resrafernenr would no doubt provide fertile ground for discussion as to how official rule provisions should be interpreted.
The Restatement project is not expected to be completed for another three to five years."
but it will no doubt stir much interest and debate well before that time as tentative drafts arc
circulated. We look ahead with great interest to the outcome of this project.

MI. CONCLUSION
This article has attempted to provide a functional overview of the Hawaii lawyer ethics
system. It is hoped that this information will bring about a better understanding of the workings
of our professional responsibility system.
As the success of our system relies on the concept of self-regulation, we must each do our
best to ensure that high levels of conduct arc maintained throughout our profession. The following thoughts from the ABA Commission on Rofmionalism arc thus instructive:
The legal profession is more diverw and provides more legal scrviccs to more p p l t today
than ever before. T h e e arc not inconsiderable achievements. Furtber, m a t lawyers. . .are
conscientious, fair, and able. They xrve their clients well and are a credit to the profession.
Yet the practices of some lawyers [do) cry out for correction. . . .

.****

The transition from the Canons to the Code to the Model R u l a was paralleled by the
development of disciplinary enforcement machinery in the sevcral states. As a consequence,
lawyers have tended to take the rules more seriously because of an increased fear of disciplinary prosecutions and malpractice suits. However, lawyers have also tended to look at
nothing but the rules; if conduct mccts the minimum standard, lawyers tend to ignore cxhoriations to set their standards at a bigher level.
It*..

Ail segments of the bar should [thus] [rjesolvc to abide by higher standards of conduct than the minimum rquired by the Code of Professional Responsibility and the Model
Rules of Professional Conduct."

"

ABAIBNA I l i w y m ' M ~ I I U Oon
I P r o f e ~ s i o Conduct,
~f
Cunent Rcplrts, Vol. 4, No. 10, at 176 (1988).
See Id.. Voi. 5. No. 9, a IM1 (1989).
Str Id., Vol. 4. NO,10, rt 176: Id., Vol. 6, No. 8, €1 IM (1990).
Rcport of ABA Cornmiasion M. PmfcarianPlirrn(1986)a1 I. 7 (fminoteomitted), mnd I J (the ABA Commirrion
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As lawyen, we must always strive to conduct ourselves beyond the bare minimum required
by our ethics rules. If wc seek continually to meet higher standards of behavior in our dealings
with clients, the mum, opposing parties, opposing counsel, and the general public, our "profasionalism" will most assuredly be secured.

on Pmlessiaalirrn war appointed in 1985 io examine and report "on maltcra & & z i n gthe pcrformanet of legal
mica by the k r " and to 'hake spffific ruggcstionr for change [whsre] appropriate"; in ill mport, the Commir
rion pracnted various remmmcndriions on r t e p which law rchmls, practicing aitorntys, law firms, bar =inlions, and j u d p rbouid uke to f a r profarionaiism within the bar).
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The Hawaii attorney grievance system experienced another busy
year in 1991.
Following successive declines in 1989 and 1990, the number of
docketed ethics complaints rose by 4 7 % in 1991 compared to the
previous calendar year.
Despite the upsurge in new matters
received, there were 2 7 % more complaints closed in 1991than in the
previous year. At year-end, the number of pending investigations
remained at the lowest level in five years.
At the same time, continued emphasis was placed on further
shortening the time needed to bring complaint investigations to a
conclusion. To meet demands for faster case processing time, two
more full-time investigators were added to the Office of
Disciplinary Counsel staff in 1991. By year-end, the processing
time for cases which were both opened and closed during the year
averaged less than two months.
The number of disciplinary actions imposed during 1991
remained steady, with 38 Hawaii attorneys being disciplined for
unprofessional conduct through sanctions ranging from private
informal admonition to disbarment.
Considerable time was also devoted to giving ethics advice and
education to both the bar (to prevent ethics grievances from
arising) and the public (to inform citizens of the availability of
the lawyer grievance system).
Finally, an in-depth training seminar on disciplinary law and
procedure was conducted in January 1991 for all adjudicators in the
grievance system. This was the first such seminar held in several
years and was widely complimented for the perspectives and insights
provided.
All of the efforts summarized above were aimed at helping
ensure that Hawaii attorneys continue to conform their conduct to
the highest ethical standards.

I.

COKPOKENT ENTITIES OF TflE A'ITORNEY GRIEVANCE SYSTBH.

The Hawaii attorney grievance system, which began operations
on July 1, 1974, consists of four main parts:
(1) The Supreme Court of Hawaii;
(2)

The Disciplinary Board of the Hawaii Supreme Court;

(3) Hearing Committees; and
(4)

The Office of Disciplinary Co~nSel.

The Supreme Court organized the grievance system in 1974
through adoption of Supreme Court Rule 2. The Court serves as the
ultimate overseer of professional conduct matters concerning
lawyers.
The Disciplinary Board is appointed by the Supreme Court and
exercises more immediate supervision over the operations of the
grievance system. The Board also directly oversees the Office of
Disciplinary Counsel.
Hearing Codttees are appointed by the Disciplinary Board to
act as triers of fact in formal disciplinary and reinstatement
proceedings.
The Office of Disciplinary Counsel is the day-to-day
operational arm of the grievance system and has two main functions:
(1) handling disciplinary investigations and prosecutions; and (2)
providing ethics advice and education.
An organizational chart reflecting the structure of the
grievance system is shown in Figure 1.
11.

SDPflEWE COURT.

The members of the Hawaii Supreme Court during 1991 were as
follows:
Honorable HERMAN LUM, Chief Justice
Honorable FWXK D. PADGETT, Associate Justice
Honorable YOSHIMI HAYASHI, Associate Justice
Honorable JAMES H. WAKATSUKI, Associate Justice
Honorable RONALD T.Y. MOON, Associate Justice
Justice Padgett has served
Disciplinary Board since 11986.

as

Liaison

Justice to the

Smooth and efficient operation of the attorney grievance

Fig. 1.
ORGANIZATIONAT, STRUCTURE OF
THE HAWAII ATPORNEY GRIEVANCE SYSTEX

I

SUPREN& COURT OF m

1

I

@Imposes Disbarment, Suspension, and Public Censure
@Acts on Reinstatement Requests
@Rules on Interim Suspensions and Restraints
Oppoints Disciplinary Board

DISCIPLINARY BOARD
OF THE EAWAII SUPREWg COURT
@Reviews Hearing Committee Reports
@Imposes Public Reprimands and Private Reprimands
@Recommends Disbarment, Suspension, or Public Censure
ORecommends Approval or Denial of Reinstatement
@Issues Formal Ethics Opinions
OAppoints Hearing Committee Members

0
HEARING COMWJTEES

@Conducts Evidentiary Hearings
@Issues Committee Reports

OFFICE OF DISCIPLINARY COUNSKL
@Screens and Investigates Complaints
@Impose6 Informal Admonitions
@Prosecutes Formal Disciplinary Proceedings
@Pursues Interim Suspensions and Restraints
@Issues Informal Written and Telephonic Ethics Advice
@Performs Ethics Education Services

system would not be possible without the close support and guidance
of the Supreme Court.
111. DISCIPLINARY BQARI).

The members of the 18-person Disciplinary Board ('Board')
represent a cross-section of both lawyers and non-lawyers
statewide.
The Board sets policy guidelines for the handling of
discipline matters, reviews cases in which formal disciplinary
proceedings have been filed, and issues formal ethics opinions.
Also, the Board approves the hiring of the Chief Disciplinary
Counsel and Assistant Disciplinary Counsel.
Board members are appointed by the Supreme Court from a list
of nominees submitted by the Hawaii State Bar Association's Board
of Directors.
Rule 2.4(a), RSCH.
Board members serve for
staggered three-year terms, with the terms of one-third of the
Board members expiring each June 30.
The members of the Board as of December 31, 1991 (with the
years of expiration of their terms in parentheses) were as follows
(non-lawyer Board members are denoted by asterisks):
Helen Gillmor, Esq., Chairperson (1993)
Dwight M. Rush, Esq., Vice Chairperson (1994)
Ellen Godbey Carson, Esq. (1993)
C. Jepson Garland, Esq. (1992)
Madeleine J. Goodman, Ph.D. (1992)*
John Jubinsky, Esq. (1992)
James A. Kawachika, Esq. (1994)
Bernice Littman, Esq. (1994)
Ms. Dorothy Lum (1993)*
B. Martin Luna, Esq. (1992)
Mr. Robert F. Mougeot (1993)*
Honorable Clifford L. Nakea (1994)
Mr. Gregory G. Ogin (1992)*
Stephanie A. Rezents, Esq. (1994)
Carolyn Staats, Ph.D. (1992)*
Manuel R. Sylvester, CPA (1993)*
S.Y. Tan, M.D., J.D. (1994)
Peter C. Wolff, Jr., Esq. (1993)
Board members Rush and Nakea were reappointed to new threeyear terms effective July 1, 1991, while new members Kawachika,
Littman, Rezents, and Tan were appointed to the Board in place of
the following members whose terms expired June 30, 1991 (and whose
dedicated service on the Board collectively totalled 60 years):
James H. Kamo, Esq.
Honorable Linda K.C. Luke
Honorable Marjorie Higa Manuia
Stanley F.H. Wong, DDS*

Judge Clifford Nakea served as Board Secretary until June 30,
1991, when B. Martin Luna assumed that position.
At least one-third of the Board is (and has for a number of
years been) comprised of non-lawyers to ensure public
accountability of the grievance system. Hawaii was one of the
first jurisdictions to have laypersons serve on the Disciplinary
Board.
Board members are reimbursed for travel and other out-ofpocket expenses, but they do not receive any other compensation for
their service.

.

HEARING COMMI'B'EES.

A total of 121 persons are appointed by the Board to serve as
Hearing Committee members. ,&g Rule 2.4(e)(3), RSCH.
Hearing Committee members, who preside over evidentiary
hearings in formal discipline and reinstatement proceedings, serve
for three-year terms. Hearing Committees cannot themselves impose
discipline, but instead file factual findings, legal conclusions,
and recommendations for discipline with the Board.
The members of the Hearing Committee "pool" (with the years of
expiration of their terns in parentheses) are as follows (nonlawyer Committee members are denoted by asterisks):

Ethan D.B. Abbott, Esq. (1993)
Robert A. Alm, Esq. (1994)
Ms. Sharon Amano (1993)*
Ms. Joy Barnhart (1993)*
John R. Bond, Ph.D. (1992)*
Sherry P. Broder, Esq. (1994)
Gilbert D. Butson, Esq. (1992)
Catherine O.Y. Chang, Esq. (1992)
Peter C.P. Char, Esq. (1994)
Robert A. Chong, Esq. (1993)
Richard C.F. Chun, Esq. (1994)
Douglas A. Crosier, Esq. (1994)
C.F. Damon, Jr., Esq. (1994)
Nicholas C. Dreher, Esq. (1992)
Rosemary T. Fazio, Esq. (1993)
Shelby A. Floyd, Esq. (1993)
Peter C.K. Fong, Esq. (1993)
Gerald I. Fujita, Esq. (1993)
Ms. Mary Ann Grant (1992)*
Sherman S. Hee, Esq. (1993)
Lynn H. Hiatt, Esq. (1993)
Roy F. Hughes, Esq. (1992)
Walter H. Ikeda, Esq. (1994)
Diane T. Kawauchi, Esq. (1992)

Nathan T . K . Atpa, Esq. (1992)
Paul D. Alston, Esq. (1994)
Roger B. Atkins, Esq. (1992)
A. Bernard Bays, Esq. (1993)
Edward D. Boyle, Esq. (1993)
Margery S. Bronster, Esq. (1993)
Naomi S. Campbell, Esq. (1993)
John W.K. Chang, Esq. (1994)
Vernon F.L. Char, Esq. (1993)
Harold Chu, Esq. (1992)
Thomas E. Cook, Esq. (1992)
Mr. John P. Damon (1993)t
Chris A. Diebling, Esq. (1992)
David L. Fairbanks, Esq. (1993)
Ms. Barbara Fischlowitz (1993)"
Angela Fong, Esq. (1993)
Julia Frohlich, M.D. (1994)*
Mervyn S. Gerson, Esq. (1994)
Diane D. Hastert, Esq. (1992)
Cheryl K. Hetherington, Esq. (1994)
Charles H. Hite, Esq. (1992)
Neil F. Hulbert, Esq. (1994)
Hon. Thomas K. Kaulukukui, Jr. (1994)
Valri Lei Kunimoto, Esq. (1992)

Hon. Barry M. Kurren (1993)
Rear Adm. Paul Lacy, Jr. (1992)*
Laurence K. L ~ u ,Esq. (1992)
Dale W. Lee, Esq. (1992)
Ms. Judy Lind (1993)*
Bernice Littman, Esq. (1993)
Elliot, H. Loden, Esq. (1992)
Howard K.K. Luke, Esq. (1993)
David M.K. Lum, Esq. (1994)
Clyde W. Matsui, Esq. (1994)
Patricia A. Mau-Shimizu, Esq.(l992)Michael J. McGuigan, Esq. (1993)
Ms. Lynn Michael (1992)*
Hon. Marie N. Milks (1994)
William J. Nagle,
111, Esq.
Ms. Beverly Nagy (1994)*
- (1992)
.
Craig H. Nakamura, Esq. (1994)
Mei Nakamoto, Esq. (1993)
Rev. Dorothy H. Nakatsuji (1993)*
David A. Nakashima, Esq. (1992)
Terri
Needels, Ph.D. (1992)*
Patricia M. NaPier, Esq. (1992)
Evelyn
H. ~owaki,Esq; (1993)
Joyce Y. Neeley, Esq. (1992)
ROY
T.
Ogawa,
Esq. (1994)
Rev. Brian Nurding, (1992)*
Wayne M. Pitluck, Esq. (1992)
Pastor Doug Olsen (1994)*
Crystal K. Rose, Esq. (1994)
Ms. Sarah Richards (1993)*
Gregory M. Sato, Esq. (1993)
Wayne M. Sakai, Esq. (1992)
Judith A. Schevtchuk, Esq. (1994) Gerald Y. Sekiya, Esq. (1993)
Marguerite B. Simson, Esq. (1994) Chris J. Smith, AIA (1994)'
Randall K. Steverson, Esq. (1994)
Ms. Kate Stanley (1992)*
Tod 2 . Tanaka, Esq. (1933)
Kevin P.H. ~umida;~ s q ;(1993)
Carl Tom, Esq. (1994)
Hon. Jane Tatibouet (1994)*
Michael C. Webb, Esq. (1994)
Robert S. Toyofuku, Esq. (1994)
Colleen I. Wong, Esq. (1993)
Cynthia J. Winegar, Esq. (1992)
A. James Wriston, Jr., Esq. (1993)
Ms. Sharon Wong (1994)*
Milton M. Yasunaga, Esq. (1993)
William J. Wynhoff, Esq. (1994)
Randall S. Yoshida, Esq. (1992)
Peter L. Yee, Esq. (1994)
Anthony H. Yusi, Esq. (1993)
Terry N. Yoshinaga, Esq. (1994)
HAWAII

Mr. Raymond Glory (1993)*
Raymond K. Hasegawa, Esq. (1993)
Fred J. Koehnen (1994)*
Ms. Natalie Pfeifer (1992)*
Thomas D. Welch, Esq. (1992)

Geraldine N. Hasegawa, Esq. (1993)
Richard T. Ishida, Esq. (1994)
Roy K. Nakamoto, Esq. (1994)
Diana L. Van De Car, Esq. (1994)
Jerel I. Yamamoto, Esq. (1992)

Ted A. Chihara, Esq. (1992)
Christobel Kealoha, Esq. (1994)
Rev. Jan Rudinoff (1994)*

Daryl Y. Dobashi, Esq. (1993)
James W. Licke, Esq. (1992)

Ms. Bertha P. Drayson (1994)*
Deborah K. Wright, Esq. (1992)

Stephen E. Goldsmith, Esq. (1992)
Glenn M. Kosaka, Esq. (1992)

A Hearing Committee appointed to preside over a disciplinary
or reinstatement hearing consists of three persons, one of whom may
be (and most often is) a non-lawyer. The presence of non-lawyers
at the evidentiary stage of the formal discipline process also
ensures public accountabiilty of the grievance system.

As with Board members, Hearing Committee members are
reimbursed for travel and other out-of-pocket expenses, but do not
otherwise receive compensation for their service.

V.

OFFICE OF DISCIPLINARY COUNSEL.

P R I Y f Y FUNCTIONS. The Office of Disciplinary Counsel ("ODC")
carries out two main functions: (1) disciplinary investigations
and prosecutions; and (2) ethics education.

INVESTIGATION AND PROSECWION OF ALLEGED UNETHICAL CONDUCT.
The p r i m a n function of ODC is handlina com~laints of alleaed
uneth'ical conduct on the part of ~a;aii
attorneys.
~thlcs
investigations lead to determinations ranging from a finding of no
unethical conduct (resulting in dismissal of the complaint) to
institution of formal disciplinary proceedings (leading to possible
imposition of disciplinary sanctions).
EDUCATIONAL FUNCTIONS. In addition to handling complaints,
ODC spends considerable time responding to requests from Hawaii
attorneys for ethics advice. ODC also prepares other educational
material to assist the legal profession, such as writing monthly
articles on ethics topics for the Hawaii Bar News, preparing
ethics-related materials for various continuing legal education
programs, and speaking to groups of lawyers and non-lawyers about
attorney ethics and discipline issues.
STAFF. A chart reflecting the organizational structure of ODC
is shown in Figure 2.
As indicated in the Introduction to this Report, a milestone
in 1991 was the expansion of the ODC investigative staff from one
t l three full-time investigators. This expansion has enabled ODC
to decrease the routine use of correspondence in favor of direct
field interviews to conduct the bulk of investigative work. This
has enhanced the thoroughness of investigations while reducing the
average processing time for cases.
Another significant staff adjustment in 1991 was the
assignment of primary responsibility for handling formal
disciplinary prosecutions to Assistant Disciplinary Counsel Brian
Means. This adjustment allowed the Chief Disciplinary Counsel and
other Assistant Disciplinary Counsel to devote more time to
screening grievances, handling complaint investigations, and
responding to written ethics opinion requests.

I.

ETHICS INVESTIGATIONS.

ODC has the power and duty to investigate all matters called
to its attention (whether by complaint or otherwise) involving
possible unethical lawyer conduct.
Written Complaints. To ensure the clarity of matters alleged,
complaints from clients and others are generally required to be in
written form (an exception is made where the complainant is unable,
because, for example, of physical disability or language
difficulties, to submit a written complaint). While complaints
need not be in a special format and may normally consist of a
letter stating the facts underlying the complaint (with related
documents attached), they should be as detailed as possible to
clearly inform ODC of the basis for the grievance.
Screenina of Complaints. Each complaint is carefully screened
upon receipt.
During the screening stage, the complaint is
generically referred to as a "grievance", A grievance becomes a
"docketed"complaint (i.. , is assigned a case number) and a formal
investigation is commenced where the facts in the letter, if
assumed to be true, are sufficient to raise a viable issue under
the lawyers' ethics code (known as the Hawaii Code of Professional
Responsibility).
"Mediation*. Where the grievance appears to arise from a
simple misunderstanding between an attorney and client which might
be amicably resolved through the efforts of ODC, such efforts will
first be made in lieu of commencing a formal investigation. . If
mediation efforts succeed, a full investigation will be unnecessary
and the matter will be closed. However, if the minor dispute or
problem cannot be amicably resolved, a full investigation will be
undertaken.
Decision not to Investiaate or *Mediaten. Where a g?%S?ance
does not raise ethics issues or does not contain sufficient factual
information, the complaining party is informed by ODC of that
assessment in writing and (where appropriate) is given guidance on
steps which may be taken to formulate a proper complaint and/or to
resolve the dissatisfaction directly with the attorney.
"Pendinq" Inquiry. In some cases, ODC will, upon receiving a
grievance, also conduct a preliminary inquiry to clarify facts
and/or issues to determine whether there is sufficient information
justifying a formal investigation. The attorney may be asked to
provide input concerning the matter, and further information may
also be sought from the complainant. In some cases, the informal
inquiry will lead to the docketing of the case. In other cases,
the inquiry will confirm that there is no sound basis for further
review of the grievance.

Self-Initiating Investiqations.
ODC may investigate &q
matter which comes to its attention (throuqh, for example, news
reports). Hence, a formal complaint' is
necessarily needed
before an investigation is begun.
Statute of Limitations. There is
statute of limitations in
attorney discipline proceedings. A lapse of time between the
misconduct and the filing of a grievance is not deemed a denial of
due process and does not constitute a defense to a charge of
misconduct, but it may be considered in mitigation if specific
prejudice to the attorney is shown.
Response from Attorney.
Upon determining that a matter,
whether received by complaint or otherwise, should be investigated,
ODC immediately notifies the attorney (who is referred to as the
"respondent') in writing of the pendency of the investigation. The
respondent is initially askedto submit a detailed written response
concerning the matter. A respondent has a duty to respond and to
cooperate in an ethics investigation, and failure to do so can
constitute a separate act of misconduct which could further result
in summary suspension.
Thorouqhness of Investiaations. Each docketed complaint is
fully investigated before a determination is made as to the proper
disposition.
The complainant and respondent are given full
opportunity to provide input. Where necessary, other witnesses are
interviewed and supporting documents are obtained. ODC has the
power to subpoena witnesses and records. ODC staff investigators
assist in completing most docketed investigations.
Evaluation and Review.
After ODC has completed an
investigation, all information is evaluated and a decision is made
as to the proper disposition of the matter.
Each docketed
investigation must be reviewed and approved by at least one member
of the Disciplinary Board before the investigation may be
concluded.
11.

POSSIBLE COKPLAINT DISPOSITIONS.

Upon approval of a reviewing Board member, the following
dispositions may result from an investigation:
(1) Dismissal with Findinq of No Unethical Conduct. Letters
are sent to the complainant and the respondent by ODC advising them
that the complaint has been dismissed based on a finding that a
finding of unethical conduct on the part of the attorney is not
supported.

(2) Dismissal with Letter of Caution. Where a finding of
unethical conduct is not supported, the respondent may nonetheless
be advised by ODC that certain steps should be taken to prevent
grievances of a similar nsture from arising in the future.

(3) Informal Admonition.
This least severe fonn of
discipline is imposed by O X by way of a letter (sent to the
respondent by certified or registered mail) containing a
description of the conduct found to be violative of the ,ethics
code. The respondent may refuse the Informal Admonition and demand
a formal hearing.
(4)
Formal Proceedinas. A formal discipline Petition is
filed against the respondent by ODC. Evidentiary proceedings are
then conducted before a three-member Hearing Committee, whose
report is subject to mandatory review by the Disciplinary Board.
The Board can itself impose certain forms of discipline (i.e.,
private or public reprimand). However, only the Supreme Court can
disbar, suspend, or publicly censure an attorney, and the case must
be further reviewed by the Court if those forms of discipline are
to be imposed.

The possible sanctions which can result from a formal
disciplinary proceeding are:
(1) Disbarment, susrwtnsion, or public censure (imposed by the
Supreme Court only); and

(2) Public reprimand or private reprimand (imposed by the
Disciplinary Board).
A respondent who is censured by the Supreme Court or
reprimanded by the Board may continue to practice law.
The
sanction can later be taken into account, however, to increase the
level of discipline where the respondent commits another ethical
violation.
A flow chart illustratingthe Hawaii lawyer discipline process
is presented in Figure 3.

111. CONFIDENTIALITY.
Investigations conducted by ODC and formal proceedings before
hearing committees, the Board, and the Supreme Court become a
matter of public record when:
1.

The Board files with the Supreme Court a report recommending
that the respondent be disbarred or suspended;

2.

The Supreme Court issues an order imposing a public censure-or affirming the imposition of a public reprimand--upon the
respondent;

3.

The respondent requests that the matter be public;

4.

The investigation is based on the conviction of the respondent
for a crime; or

DISMISSAL
(Letter of Caution)
Approved by One Member
of Disciplinary Board
DOCKET
If true, valid
issue under Code,
and no "mediation"
possible

--

INFORMAL ADMONITION
Approved,by One Member
o f Disciplinary Board
If Rejected, File
Petition

-

PETITION FOR DISCIPLINE
Approvea by One Member
of Disciplinary Board
Piled ~/Dieciplina~y

APPEAL

HEARING
HEARING COMMITTEE
3 Members8
3 Attorneys or
2 Attorneys +
1 Lay Person
121-Member "Pool"
clear and Convincing

...........................

DISCIPLINARY BOARD

APPEAL
SUPREME COURT
OF HAWAII

11 ~ttorneys/Judgee
7 Lay People
t

*
*
*

*
*

~ u l lStipulation
(By-Pass Hearing Committee)

Public Reprimand
(Respondent can
Reject)
Private Reprimand
(Respondent can
Reject)
Informal Admonition

Disbarment
Suepension
Public Censure

5.

The Supreme Court enters an order transferring the respondent
to inactive status due to physical or mental disability.

Where any of these conditions exists, ODC is permitzed to
reveal information regarding the complaint or discipline record of
the respondent.
Rule 2.22, RSCH.
A reason for confidentiality of complaint information in other
circumstances is that a complaint against a lawyer may arise out of
his or her transactions with a client, which are confidential.
This confidence would be violated (and the private affairs of the
client exposed) if the complaint matter is made public without
restriction. Also, publicity unfair to the lawyer may result if a
complaint is fully revealed but later found to lack substance.
Further, public access to all complaint records or information
during an investigation may compromise the effectiveness of the
investigation.
Investigations or proceedings which conclude with the
imposition of private discipline (
informal admonition or
private reprimand) remain, by their nature, confidential.

Mandatory annual attorney registration fees are the central
source of funding for the operations of the attorney grievance
system.
Rule 17(d)(2)(ii), RSCH. No public tax dollars are
devoted to funding the grievance system.
A comparison of the relative size of fund sources for the 1991
grievance system budget is reflected in Figure 4.

Interest earned on registration fees comprises a small
proportion of funding. Miscellaneous income, which also adds a
relatively small amount to funds on hand, primarily includes costs
levied upon disciplined attorneys. See Figure 4. Since cost
payments generally represent reimbursements for amounts previously
expended to process discipline proceedings, however, these mounts
are not really considered an active source of "new" funds.

Fig, 4.
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Hawaii lawyers must register annually and (unless they are
full-time judges or on inactive status) pay annual licensing fees
to the Disciplinary Board. For administrative efficiency, the
attorney registration system is now operated by the Hawaii State
Bar Association ("HSBA")pursuant to bar unification rules adopted
by the Supreme Court in late 1989. Once collected by HSBA,
discipline registration fees must be turned over to the Board on at
least an annual basis. See Rule 17(d)f2f(ii), RSCH.

Annual discipline registration fees are established by the
HSBA Board of Directors, but cannot be set below levels in effect
as of July 1, 1989. Id. The annual discipline registration fees
for 1991 were as follows (fees are collected on a calendw year
basis) :
$100.00

--

1st through 4th years of admission to any bar.

$200.00

--

5th year and beyond of admission to any bar.

The Disciplinary Board formulates the annual budget for the
lawyer ethics and discipline system in "consultation' with the HSBA
Board of Directors. Rule 2.4.(e)(7), RSCH. The annual budget is,
however, subject to ultimate review and approval by the Supreme
Court. Rule 2.21, RSCH.
The Disciplinary Board's 1991 Budget (formulated in August
1990) reflected total allocations of $757,370.00. See Table 1.
However, because of the unexpectedly large number of attorneys who
began transferring from active to inactive status in
(ostensibly due to the increase in registration fees and bar dues
following bar unification), a dramatic decrease in the number of
attorneys required to pay discipline registration fees occurred.
See Figure 5 . This large shift in active bar membership was not
known to the Board until early 1991 due to the transfer of fee
collection responsibilities to HSBA.
The number of attorneys
registering on active status increased slightlyin 1991 over 1990,
but that increase was much less than expected.
FiQ . 5 .

ATTORNEYS ON ACT l VE STATUS

Restructuring of the discipline registration fee schedule for
1991 had been approved by the Supreme Court in 1990 and was
expected to significantly enhance the fiscal resources avai
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the Board in 1991. The projected increase in resources was firmly
supported by the Bar Association and was needed to meet such goals
as continued improvement of case processing time and expansion of
ethics opinion services to bar members.
Although overall Board revenues increased in 1991 (over total
revenues in 1989 and 1990), the proiected 1991 funding level was
not attained due to the unexpected nosedive in the number of active
attorneys. Hence, instead of receiving an anticipated $757,400.00
in registration fees in 1991, the Board received only $685,750.00
in fees (a difference of $71,650.00). After earned interest and
miscellaneous reimbursements were taken into account, a net
shortfall of $43,754.12 in "actual* over *projected* 1991 Board
revenues resulted.
Despite the net revenue shortfall, the Board was able to
continue operation without impairment in 1991 due to a contingency
surplus accumulated through prudent spending practices in prior
years.
Significant planned outlays were required in 1991 for
salaries for added staff, office expansion, increased office rent,
and purchase of expanded telephone and computer systems, as well as
sponsorship of the half-day training seminar for all Hearing
Committee and Board members. Actual expenditures in 1991 thus
exceeded actual revenues by $45,502.07. A comparison of projected
versus actual Board expenditures for 1991 is shown in Table 1.
Table 1.
DISCIPLINARY BOARD AND OFFICE
OF DISCIPLINARY COUNSEL BUDGET
Prolected

Actual

REVENUES
Revenues (Registration Fees, Etc.)..

$757,400.00

EXPENDITURES

.....................
$448,000.00
............
112,920.00
..............
18,500.00
........................
90,000.00
............
48,950.00
..
12,000.00
........................... $169,450.00

Total Salaries
Total Employee Benefits
Professional Services
Office Rent
Administrative Expenses
Investigative Litigation Expenses
SUBTOTAL
Capital Expenses

...................

S 27.000.00

................. $757,370.00
REVENUES LESS EXPENDITURES ......... $
30.00
As reflected in the next section of this Report, the shortfali
Total Expenditures

in actual Board revenues did not prevent the attorney grievance
system from achieving its goals of faster case processing time,

improved case investigation methods, and continued provision of
ethics advice and education.
Further, through continued observation of prudent financial
management practices, an increase in registration fees was not
requested by the Board for 1992 despite the lower-than-projected
number of actively-registered attorneys. However, fee levels for
1993 will depend upon the direction and magnitude of any further
changes in the number of actively-registered attorneys.

I.

NEW COMPLAINTS.

A.

Grievances Received.

In 1991, a total of 519 grievances were received by OW., of
which 330 were docketed for formal investigation (as more fully
described in Section B below). The 519 grievances received in 1991
represented the highest number of inquiries received since by ODC
such statistics were first compiled in 1988.
Of the 189 grievances not docketed for formal investigation in
1991, 146 matters did not present sufficient information by which
ODC could proceed with a meaningful investigation (frequently,
efforts to obtain further information from the complaining party
were unsucessful) or, after a preliminary review was undertaken by
ODC (with information being obtained from the attorney and the
complaining party), no clear ethics issue could be discerned. The
remaining 43 non-docketed grievances were resolved through
"mediation" efforts undertaken by ODC between the attorney and the
complaining party.
Hence, even where a decision was made to refrain from
docketing a matter for full investigation, careful screening and
review of the new grievance was undertaken by the ODC staff.
It should also be noted that the ODC staff spends a
significant amount of time each year fielding telephone calls from
persons having questions or concerns regarding the conduct of
attorneys.
In 1991, the ODC staff handled 921 such telephone
calls, during which information concerning the lawyers' ethics
code, the manner in which a grievance may be registered, and the
discipline process was explained. Information may also be provided
to assist the inquirer in resolving a concern or problem with the
attorney in question, thereby avoiding the need to pursue a formal
grievance.
B.

Cases Docketed.

Of the 519 grievances received in 1991, 330 were docketed for
formal investigation. As indicated on Page 8, a grievance is
generally docketed (i.., assigned a case number) if the facts
presented by the complaining party are, if assumed to be true,
sufficient to raise a viable issue under the lawyersr ethics code.
The number of grievances docketed in 1991 reflected a
substantial increase over the number docketed in 1990. The growth
in docketed complaints (from 225 docketed cases in 1990 to 330 in
1991) represented a 47% increase. The 330 complaints docketed in
1991 also exceeded the previous annual high of 313 complaints
docketed in 1988. See Pi

All docketed complaints require a full investigation by the
staff.
Also, as indicated on Page 9, each docketed
investigation must, upon completion, be reviewed and approved by at
least one member of the Disciplinary Board before the matter can
either be dismissed or moved forward for disciplinary action.
ODC

Fig. 6 .
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C.

Docketed Complaint Sources.

Of the 330 complaints docketed in 1991, the largest complaint
source (58.8%) was clients, while other lawyers (17.9%), opposing
parties (9.4%), and ODC (5.8%) were responsible for originating the
next highest proportions of investigations. See Figure 7 .
This apportionment of primary complaint sources is generally
consistent with trends established over previous years.

Fig. 7 .
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D.

Docketed Com~laintCateaories.

The largest complaint category in 1991 (comprising 27.0% of
all complaints docketed during the year) involved alleged neglect
of clients' legal matters (perenniallythe largest complaint area).
Failure to promptly pay out funds (7.0%)' conflict of interest
( 6 . 4 % ) , misrepresentations to the court ( 5 . 2 % ) , incompetence (i.e.,

lack of education or training) (3.9%), misrepresentations to nonclients (3.6%), failure to account for funds (3.3%), and clearly
unreasonable fees (2.7%) made up the next largest complaint
categories. See Figure 8.
E.

Docketed Complaint Law Areas.

ODC began for the first time in late July 1991 to compile
statistics regarding the general law categories giving rise to
docketed complaints.
This half-year compilation shows that for the complaints
docketed during the second half of 1991, divorce (14.7%), personal
injury (12.6%), criminal law (9.8%), real estate (7.7%), and labor
and employment law (6.3%) were the practice areas which generated
the highest proportion of complaints. Complaints involving other
civil litigation matters (17.5%) and other sn-litigation matters
(8.4%) collectively gave rise to relatively large proportions of
complaints as well. See Figure 9.

Fig. 8 .
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The complaint categories utilized in 1991 have been slightly
expanded and refined for formal statistical purposes in 1992.

F i g . 9.
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Historical Docketed Caseload Summary.

A chart comparing the number of complaints docketed and
closed, as well as the number of cases pending at year-end, for the
calendar years 1980-91 is shown in Figure 6.

The chart reveals-thatcase docketings have generally risen in
rough correlation to the increase in the number of activelyregistered attorneys in Hawaii.
It is also significant to note, however, that the number of
cases pending at year-end has steadily decreased since 1988 (the
year in which the previous high of 313 complaints was docketed).
Despite the record number of cases docketed in 1991, the number of
cases pending at the end of the year (196) was the lowest in five
years, thereby reflecting a continued high level of productivity by
the ODC staff.

G.

Years of Practice Summarv.

~n informal comparison of the number of years which each
respondent had been a member of the bar at the time he or she was
complained against reveals that the number of complaints filed
appears to peak when attorneys reach their 10th through 15th years
of practice. See Figure 10.

However, as these figures do not take into account the number
of attorneys actually licensed in each time-line category, they
should be viewed for general interest purposes only.
Flg. 10.
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11.

CASES CLOSED.

Despite the record number of complaints docketed in 1991, a
record 344 complaints were brought to conclusion during the year.
This represents a 27% increase over the number of complaints closed
in 1990 (271).
As of December 31, 1991, the number of docketed cases
remaining open (196) was the lowest since 1986 (when 114 fewer
complaints were docketed). See Figure 6.
111. DISCIPLINE IMPOSED.
Of the 344 complaints closed in 1991, 68 (or nearly 20%) were
brought to conclusion in--connection with the imposition of
discipline.
In all, 38 Hawaii lawyers were the subject of
disciplinary sanctions in 1991.

The number of disciplinary sanctions imposed in 1991 include:
[ If

3 disbarments, 4 suspensions, and 1 public censure by the
Supreme Court;

(2) 2 public reprimands and 3 private reprimands by the
Disciplinary Board; and
(3) 25 private informal admonitions by ODC.
These sanctions are more fully summarized in Table 2.

Table 2.
COWPLAINT DISPOSITION IN 1991
NO. of
Attorneys

No. Complaints
Involved

Disbarments

3

5

Suspensions

4

8

Public Censures

1

4

Public Reprimands

2

7

Private Reprimands

3

3

Informal Admonitions

25

25

Subtotal 1

38

52

Held in Abeyance (due to disbarment
or suspension on other complaints)
Subtotal 2
Dismissed Due to Lack of Evidence
Proving Unethical Conduct
Other
TOTAL
TV.

1
39

198

3

240

MISCELLANEOUS PROCEEDINGS.

aeyond the imposition of actual disciplinary sanctions, a
number of miscellaneous proceedings were also initiated by ODC in
1991 for purposes of expedited protection of the public.
For example, at ODC's request, the Supreme Court restrained 1
attorney from practice due to a felony conviction, transferred 2
attorneys to inactive status due to disability, and suspended 2
attorneys for failing to cooperate in ethics investigations. Also,

the Supreme Court appointed trustees in 2 cases at ODC's request to
respectively inventory the files of a respondent who had
disappeared and another respondent who had been transferred to
inactive status due to disability. In addition, an audit for cause
of a respondent's financial records was initiated with the approval
of the Board Chairperson when questions arose regarding the
respondent's handling of client funds. Finally, one reinstatement
proceeding was concluded during 1991.

V.

CASE PROCESSING TIHE.

The challenge to the grievance system has been to balance the
need for expeditious case processing with the need for continued
thoroughness of investigative work and fairness to the parties
involved. Through hard work and dedication, the system has managed
to successfully balance those requirements.

A general downward trend in average case processing time for
complaints docketed since 1980 is reflected in Figure 11. From a
high of 25 months required to close all cases docketed in 1981, the
average case closure time has decreased to less than 2 months for
complaints docketed in 1991. A caveat, of course, is that because
complaints
these figures reflect the average time for bringing
to conclusion (whether by dismissal, imposition of informal
admonition, or upon completion of formal discipline proceedings),
the figures for the latter two or three years could rise slightly
upon closure of more complex newer investigations or formal
proceedings which currently remain pending.
Nonetheless, an
overall downward trend in average case closure time is evident.
F i g . 1 1 . AVG MOS TO CLOSE CASES

ODC Investigator Scott O'Neal, who has been with ODC since
1989, has assisted greatly in coordinating the expansion of the
investigative staff in 1991. Through the efforts of Mr. O'Neal, as
well as new ODC Investigators Ron Sanchez and Susan Villella, the
grievance system has managed to steadily improve its case
processing performance during the year.
Finally, while average case closure time has continued to
improve, the total number of disciplinary sanctions imposed has
remained relatively stable since approximately 1986. See Figure
12. For general informational purposes, Figure 12a reflects the
number of disciplinary sanctions imposed in relation to the number
of miscellaneous protective actions (e,g., interim suspensions,
transfers to inactive status due to disability, and trustee
appointments) and reinstatement requests processed annually between
1980 and 1991.

F i g . 1 2 . DISCIPLINE IMPOSED BY YEAR
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Of course, it should be mentioned that disciplinary sanctions
may be imposed at somewhat different rates each year because formal
discipline proceedings vary in complexity and difficulty. Hence,
a number of coincident factors may lead to a larger number of
formal proceedings being concluded in one year as compared to the
year before (or after).
It would indeed be highly unusual for
formal discipline proceedings to come to conclusion at the same
annual rate. Formal proceeding dispositions must thus be viewed
over a number of years to correctly gauge general trends.

I.

PWLIC DISCIPLINE SUMMARIES.

The following are summaries of public disciplinary action
taken in 1991:

Office of Disciplinarv Counsel v. Russell D.C. Kim, No. 15009
(Order of Disbarment filed February 7, 1991).
The respondent misappropriated client funds in two cases,
failed to provide accounts to clients regarding their funds, and
failed to cooperate with ODC in its investigation.
The
misappropriation occurred in connection with funds received by the
respondent from clients for investment on their behalf.
The
company into which the respondent "invested"the clients' funds was
a sham, and the respondent failed to reveal to his clients his
personal relationship with that company.
Office of Disciplinary Counsel v. Robert E. Rosenfield, No.
15378 (Order of Disbarment filed August 9, 1991).
The respondent was disbarred in Hawaii on a reciprocal basis
following his disbarment in Pennsylvania on April 1, 1991. The
Pennsylvania disbarment resulted fromthe respondent's various acts
of
misconduct
there,
including
dishonesty,
fraud,
misrepresentation, false statements, and mishandling of client
funds between December 1984 and May 1985.
Office of Disciplinary Counsel v. Stephen A. Nordvke, No.
15463 (Order of Disbarment filed September 19, 1991).
While representing clients in a business loan matter, the
respondent failed to maintain adequate records of his handling of
the clients' loan proceeds, failed to furnish an accounting of
those funds, and failed to deliver files belonging to the former
In another
clients when they discharged him from employment.
matter, the respondent improperly converted to his own use funds
belonging to a probate estate, failed to complete the probate,
failed to inform the estate's beneficiaries of the status of the
probate, made false statements to the beneficiaries and others
regarding the estate, failed to obey a probate court order removing
him as personal representative of the estate and ordering
reimbursement to the estate, failed to provide accountings of
estate property, and failed to maintain adequate records regarding
his handling of estate assets. The respondent was also cited for
failure to cooperate with ODC in its investigation of these cases.

Office of Disciplinary Counsel v. Andrew S. Ono, No. 15222
(Order of Suspension filed May 13, 1991).
The respondent was suspended for one year and one day for
failure to perform services in a probate case for nearly twelve
(12) years.
The respondent was twice disciplined on prior
occasions for neglect of probate matters.
Office of DiSci~lina?='VCounsel v. Robert W. Jinks, No. 1487
(Order of Suspension filed April 15, 1991).
The respondent was suspended for three years on a reciprocal
basis due to his suspension for that period of time in California
on November 29, 1990. The respondent stipulated in California that
as the sole trustee of a trust and as an employee of a law firm,
he: commingled funds; was involved in conflicts of interest among
the trust, the investors, and his employer law firm; performed
services for the trust without having adequate skills; failed to
use reasonable diligence and his best judgment as trustee; failed
to maintain complete records and to render appropriate accounts for
the trust; and failed to preserve financial records.
Office of Disciplinarv Counsel v. Erick T.S. Moon, No. 15496
(Order of Suspension filed October 17, 1991).
The respondent was suspended for one year and one day for:
failing to make court appearances for four clients; failing to
complete interrogatories for clients in a lawsuit and failing to
answer their questions; failing to withdraw from a divorce case
after being discharged by the client and failing to timely release
her file to her; failing to meet deadlines for filing documents in
four criminal appeals; and failing to pay fines imposed by trial
judges and the Supreme Court.
Office of Disci~linarvCounsel v. Xamoru Shimokusu, No. 15515
(Order of Suspension filed October 23, 1991).
The respondent was suspended for three months for failing to
record a client's deed for some two years despite repeated
requests. In 1989, the respondent received a Public Reprimand from
the Disciplinary Board for similar misconduct, as well as for
making false statements to his clients concerning the status of the
recordation of their deeds. The prior discipine was taken into
account in determining the three-month suspension.
C.

PUBLIC CENSURE.

Office of Disci~linarvCounsel v. Brian H.C. Panq, No. 11764
(Order of Public Censure filed January 11, 1991).
The respondent misappropriated client trust funds in one case,
neglected and abandoned clients' legal matters in four cases,

failed to comply with court directives and procedures in two cases,
and failed to cooperate with ODC during the ethics investigation.
frftigating factors included the respondent's prior transfer to
inactive status, and his successful completion of a one-year,period
of rehabilitative treatment from substance abuse, continuing
efforts at rehabilitation, and participation in the Attorneys and
Judges Assistance Program.

D.

PUBLIC REPRIMANDS.

Office of Disciplinarv Counsel v. Barbara Lee Melvin, ODC
2149, 2250, 2023, 2212, 2271, 2609 (Public Order of Discipline
issued on March 11, 1991).
The respondent was publicly reprimanded (based on an agreed
statement of facts) for failing to adequately communicate with six
clients regarding their cases and for failing to complete a
client's adoption matter in a timely fashion. The Board noted that
since the
respondent had previously received an Informal
Admonition for neglect of a client's criminal appeal, as well as
two other Informal Admonitions for respectively neglecting a
divorce case and failing to promptly turn a divorce client's file
over to the client's new attorney, any future ethical violations by
her would be considered with great seriousness.
Office of Disciplinary Counsel v. Mvles S. Breiner, ODC 3105
(Public Order of Discipline issued on October 24, 1991).
The respondent was publicly reprimanded for falsely certifying
to state unemployment insurance officials in 1989 that he was not
working when he was in fact receiving payments for legal work
during the period in question.
11.

MISCELLANEOUS PROCEEDINGS.

As stated above, the Supreme Court in 1991 also suspended 2
attorneys for failing to cooperate in ethics investigations (Rule
2.12A), restrained 1 attorney from practice due to a felony
conviction (Rule 2.13(a)), and transferred 2 attorneys to inactive
status due to disability (Rule 2.19).
The Supreme Court also
appointed trustees in 2 cases to inventory the files of an attorney
who had disappeared and an attorney who had been transferred to
inactive status due to disability (Rule 2.20).
These additional dispositions are summarized below:

A.

RULJ3 2.12A PROCEEDINGS.

Office of Disciplinarv Counsel v. Ronald D. Dicker, No. 15122
(Order of suspension filed March 15, 1991).
The respondent was suspended under Supreme Court Rule 2.12A
for failing to cooperate in the investigation of several ethics
complaints filed against him. Under Supreme Court Rule 2.12A, an

attorney who fails to cooperate in an ethics investigation may be
summarily suspended from the practice of law until further order of
the Supreme Court. The respondent had failed to respond over a
period of several weeks to multiple requests from ODC for
information concerning a number of complaints filed against him by
clients and others. The respondent will remain suspended until the
completion of formal disciplinary proceedings.
Office of DiSci~lindmCounsel v. John Rnnacder, No. 15290
(Order of suspension filed May 28, 1991).
The respondent was suspended under Supreme Court Rule 2.12A
for failing to cooperate in the investigation of an ethics
complaint filed against him by a former client.
While the
respondent had sporadically provided some general information to
ODC regarding the complaint from May to November 1990, he failed to
reply to follow-up inquiries from ODC beginning in November 1990.

B.

RULE 2.13 PROCEEDING.

Office of Disciplinarv Counsel v. William D. Kett, No. 15036
(Order of temporary restraint filed February 4, 1991).
The respondent was temporarily restrained from the practice of
law under Supreme Court Rule 2.13 based on his felony conviction
for federal mail and wire fraud on November 5, 1990.
The
respondent is thus prohibited from practicing law pending the
disposition of formal attorney discipline proceedings to be filed
against him.

C. RULE 2.19 PROCEEDINGS.
Office of Disciplina~Counsel v. Kathy J. Gum~el,No. 15404
(Order of transfer to inactive status filed September 26, 1991).
The respondent was transferred to inactive status for an
indefinite period under Supreme Court Rule 2.19 due to mental
incapacity. On June 26, 1991, the Supreme Court had entered an
interim order transferring the respondent to inactive status
pending her examination by a medical expert.
Following
examination, the expert confirmed her disability. The respondent
will be returned to active status only upon certification by a
qualified medical expert that she is no longer disabled.
No. 15333
(Order of transfer to inactive status filed on May 29, 1992 and
October 8, 1991).
The respondent was transferred to inactive status for an
indefinite period under Supreme Court Rule 2.19 due to mental
incapacity. On May 29, 1991, the Supreme Court had entered an
interim order transferrin~*<herespondent to inactive status due to
his assertion that he is suffering from a mental or physical
infirmity or illness which makes it impossible for him to defend

himself adequately in pending disciplinary proceedings.
See
Supreme Court Rule 2.19(c).
Following an examination, a medical
expert confirmed the respondent's disability. The respondent will
be returned to active status only upon certification by a qualified
medical expert that he is no longer disabled.
D.

RULE 2.20 PROCEEDINGS.

Office of Disciplinarv Counsel v. Ronald D. Dicker, No. 15122
(Order Appointing Trustee filed March 19, 1991).
After the respondent was suspended by the Supreme Court on
March 15, 1991 for failing to cooperate in ethics investigations,
a trustee was appointed at ODC's request under Supreme Court Rule
2.20 to take custody of the respondent's case files and to return
those files to his clients.
Office of Disciplinarv Counsel v. Kathv J. Gumw?l, No. 15404
(Order appointing trustee filed June 26, 1991).
After the respondent was transferred to inactive status by the
Supreme Court on September 26, 1991 due to mental incapacity, a
trustee was appointed at ODC's request under Supreme Court Rule
2.20 to take custody of the respondent's case files and to return
those files to her clients.

I.

ETRICS OPINIONS.

As a service to bar members, ODC furnishes verbal and written
ethics advice to attorneys who inquire as to their own prospective
conduct.
Opinions are not provided concerning the conduct of
another attorney or of the inquirer's past conduct.
In 1991, ODC furnished 91 written ethics opinions and 1,003
A comparison of the
telephone opinions to Hawaii attorneys.
provision of ethics information to bar members in 1990 and 1991 is
shown in Table 3.
Table 3.
ETHICS GUIDANCE PROVIDED TO BAR MEMBERS 11990

h

19911

1991

1990
Letter Opinions

99

91

954

1,003

Written reference information
(no opinion necessary)

-..A2

167

TOTAL

1,190

1,261

Telephone Opinions

ODC's Paralegal, Marjorie Murphy, has played an invaluable
role in researching and drafting responses to most of the written
opinion requests received from Hawaii attorneys.
11.

OTEIER ETHICS EDUCATION.

A.

Bar News Articles.

In addition to providing written and verbal ethics advice, ODC
publishes monthly articles in the Hawaii Bar News pertaining to
ethics law and procedure.
The Bar News articles published in 1991 by ODC covered the
following topics:
January

POLICIES ON ETHICS OPINION REQUESTS

February

PUBLIC DISCIPLINE S W f I E S

March

CONFLICTING CLAIMS OF CLIENTS AND
PARTIES TO FUNDS HELD BY AN ATTORNEY

April

TWO NFW ODC INVESTIGATORS HIRED

May

STATISTICAL REPORT FOR 1990

THIRD

June

HANDLING
OF
RETAINERS

July

SUKMARIES OF PRIVATE DISCIPLINE IMPOSED IN
1990

August

LIST OF ODC BAR NEWS ARTICLES PUBLISHED SINCE
JUNE 1988

September

REPORT OF THE ABA COMMISSION ON EVALUATION OF
DISCIPLINARY ENFORCEMENT

October

SUBSTANCE ABUSE AND DISCIPLINE

November

PUBLIC DISCIPLINE SUKMARIES

December

GIFTS AND LOANS TO JUDGES AND COURT STAFF

B.

FEE

ADVANCES/NON-REFUNDABLE

Speeches and Presentations.

The ODC staff also made a number of public appearances in 1991
to provide information to attorneys, attorneys' staff members, and
the public regarding lawyer discipline and ethics.
The presentations given in 1991 by the ODC staff were as
follows:
Disciplinary Law

&

Procedure Training Seminar (1/19/91)

Inns of Court--Conflicts of Interest (1/23/91)
National Organization of Bar Counsel-Current Developments (2/9/91)
People's Law School (2/21/91)
HICLE--"How to Face the Media' (2/27/91)
Damon Key Bocken Leong

&

Kupchak (3/8/91)

Family Law Section (3/20/91

&

4/17/91)

People's Law School (4/18/91)
CAPA Seminar (5/7/91)

AGrs Legal Assistants (6/13/91)
--'Conflicts of Interest' (6/22/91)
National Organization of Bar Counsel-"Handling Special Cases" (8/9/91)
Rush Moore Craven Sutton Horry

&

Beh (8/16/91)

Hedieolegal Seminar--St. Francis Medical Center (8/22/91)

Government Attorneys Conference (8/30/91)
Hawaii State Bar Association Staff (9/16/91)
W Lab School (10/9/91)

People's Law School (10/16/91)
HICLE--'Trust

Accounting Rules

HICLE--'Ethics
C.

&

&

Practices* (11/21/91)

Divorce' (11/22/91)

Manual of Law and Procedure
Disci~lineProceedinss.

for Hawaii

Attorney

In conjunction with the Disciplinary Law and Procedure
Training Seminar conducted in January 1991 for all adjudicators in
the attorney grievance system, the ODC staff (together with Supreme
Court Staff Attorney James Branham) produced a completely-revised
Manual of Law and Procedure for Hawaii Attorney Disci~line
Proceedinss.
The Manual, which was originally
narrative guidelines and references
discipline proceedings in Hawaii. A
rule changes adopted by the Supreme
issued in the Summer of 1992.

developed in 1981, contains
for all aspects of lawyer
further update in light of
Court during 1991 will be
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_

As indicated on Page 1 of this Report, the organizational and
procedural rules pertainingto the ethics and discipline system are
contained in Hawaii Supreme Court Rule 2.
During 1991, the Supreme Court issued two Orders amending
certain portions of Rule 2 as follows:
1.

On January 11, 1991, the Supreme Court amended Rule 2.7 [bl and
Rule 2.7fdl to clarify (i) service requirements in formal
discipline proceedings, and (ii) the circumstances under which
a formal discipline case may be heard directly by the
Disciplinary Board (without first convening a Hearing
Committee) upon the default of a respondent who has
disappeared.

2.

On November 8, 1991, the Supreme Court:
a.

Amended Rule 2.3 to allow the Court or the Board to
impose a substance abuse monitoring program upon a
respondent in lieu of or in addition to the imposition of
discipline.

b.

Amended Rule 2.7(b) to shorten from 60 to 30 days the
time for a Hearing Committee to file its report with the
Disciplinary Board following completion of a formal
disciplinary hearing.

c.

Amended Rule 2.7 (c) to (i) shorten from 40 to 20 days the
time for a respondent to file with the Court an opening
brief objecting to the report and recommendation of the
Board, and (ii) shorten from 40 to 20 days the time for
ODC to file with the Court an answering brief.

d.

Amended Rule 2.22 to allow the Board Chairperson, upon
receipt of "trustworthy" evidence, to authorize ODC to
disclose to the Attorneys and Judges Assistance Program
an attorney's possible substance abuse, physical or
mental illness, or other infirmity.

These amendments were all proposed by the Disciplinary Board
and fully supported by the Hawaii State Bar Association.

I.

ABA

MODEL RULES OF PROPESSIONAL CONDUCT.

During 1991, Gerald Xibe and Charlene Norris served as members
of the Model Rules Committee appointed jointly in 1989 by the
Hawaii Supreme Court and the U.S. District Court to review the ABA
Model Rules of Professional Conduct ("ModelRules"). The Conrmittee
began deliberations in 1989 and completed its initial run-though
of all Model Rules provisions in 1991. A final draft report of the
Committee's determinations is being prepared.
It is not known when the Model Rules, which are intended to
replace the present Code of Professional Responsibility, will be
adopted. The Model Rules do not vary substantially from the Code,
thus making wholescale adjustment in the manner in which attorneys
practice unnecessary. However, certain limited variations between
the Model Rules and the Code will probably be included, which will
require education and awareness on the part of bar members.
11.

DISCIPLINARY BOARD/HSBA JOINT C O W W I ~ EON ~ U m I O NOF
DISCIPLINARY ENFORCEMENT.

A joint committee comprised of representatives of the
Disciplinary Board and the Hawaii State Bar Association was formed
in August 1991 to review the May 1991 Report of the American Bar
Association Commission on Evaluation of Disciplinary Enforcement.
The joint committee, chaired by attorney Vernon Char, met
several times during the Pall of 1991 to review the ABA
Commission's 22 recommendations for improvement of the lawyer
discipline process nationwide.
Board members Gillmor, Carson,
Jubinsky, Lum, Rush, and Wolff served as members of the joint
committee, and Chief Counsel Kibe served as Reporter.
By the end of 1991, the joint committee was taking steps to
complete its review and to prepare a final report regarding action
on recommendations for Hawaii. Upon completion of the final report
in early 1992, the joint committee's determinations were to be
presented to both the Disciplinary Board and the Bar Association
Board for action.
111. HSaA COMMITTEE ON SOLICITATION AND LAWYER ADVERTISING.
Gerald Kibe and Carole Richelieu participated during 1991 in
the activities of a 14-member ad hoc Hawaii State Bar Association
Cormittee on Solicitation and Lawyer Advertising chaired by
attorney Mark Davis.
The Committee determ-ad to act as a clearinghouse for lawyer
solicitation concerns and will refer appropriate matters to ODC for
possible investigation,
The Committee has also endorsed closer communication with
medical professionals and other se ents of the public to enhance

awareness of the impropriety of uninvited, in-person solicitation
of legal business. Also, a possible amendment to the Disciplinary
Rules to require disgorgement of fees received by a lawyer who has
obtained a case through improper solicitation is also. being
considered.
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CONCLUSION

__

The Hawaii attorney grievance system diligently strives to
ensure that lawyers licensed to practice in this State remain
mindful of--and continuously conform their conduct to--the high
ethical standards established by the Supreme Court of Hawaii.
In 1991, the grievance system implemented further operational
refinements to maintain the ability to fairly, thoroughly, and
expeditiously handle complaints alleging unethical attorney
conduct.
These refinements enabled the system to review an
increased number of grievances while continuing to reduce the
period of time during which those grievances remained pending.
With continued support from the Supreme Court, the
Disciplinary Board, the practicing bar, and the public, the ethics
and discipline system will successfully remain at the forefront of
ensuring the accountability of the members of the legal profession
toward their clients and the community.

Appendix E

The Home Insurance Company
Ha\vaii
Accident Years as of 12131
Basic iimi:s
(in S thoi;sands, except for numbers of ciaims)

I986
-

1987
-

1988
-

1989
-

1990
-

5 Yrs
-

Earned Premiums'

1,956

1,887

3,791

1.787

1,967

9,388

Incurred Lcsses'
(Capped at SlCOK per)

1,104

429

908

218

489

3,148

73

46

44

39

56

258

15.1

9.3

20.6

5.6

8.7

12.2

Incurred Cla~ms'
Average Loss

'Data compiled by the Home Insurance Company. Drawn From a letter to Hawaii Insurance
Department dated February 22. 1991.

Appendix F
MINIMUM FINANCIAL RESWNSIBILITY FOR LAWYERS
DESCRIPTION OF THE OREGON STATE BAR
PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY FUND AM) DISCUSSION OF
ALTERNATIVES FOR STATE BAR INSURANCE PROGRAMS

By Kirk R. Hall
Chief Executive Officer
Oregon State Bar Professional Liability Fund
May 23, 1991
The Oregon State Bar Professional Liability Fund is the
nation's only mandatory state bar malpractice coverage fund.

The

program has been in operation since 1978 with considerable success.
This article presents details of the Oregon Fund, and discusses
other alternatives available to state bar associations.
H i s t o r v of Fund

The Oregon
association.

State

Bar

is an

integrated, mandatory

bar

The Professional Liability Fund was created in 1978

to achieve two objectives:

(1) to create a stable market for

malpractice coverage for Oregon lawyers, and (2) to protect the
Oregon public by ensuring that a11 Oregon lawyers would carry
malpractice coverage.
The first idea for a Fund arose in the mid-1970s, when
lawyers, doctors, and other professionals experienced a "hard"
market

in the commercial insurance industry.

The cost of

malpractice coverage rose, terms and availability decreased, and
in many cases carriers disappeared from the marketplace. These
insurance industry problems had nothing to do with the history of
claims against lawyers in Oregon, but instead were dictated by
world reinsurance trends, changes in the business objectives or

ownership of insurance companies, etc.

Roughly half the lawyers

in Oregon were practicing "bare", without any malpractice coverage.
The lawyers of the state became dissatisfied with the product
provided by the commercial insurance industry, and decided to take
action to form a locally-based fund for Oregon lawyers which would
provide coverage through both hard and soft insurance cycles. The
concept of a fund was similar in many respects to the Oregon Client
Security Fund, which was established a decade earlier.
Several other state bar associations reached the same conclusions at the same time.

Those states opted to form mutual

insurance, reciprocal, or stock companies under applicable state
law, in effect simply competing against the commercial carriers.
Lawyers in those states were not required to carry malpractice
coverage, and the bar-related mutual insurance companies which were
created likewise were not required to provide coverage to all
lawyers of the state.

As a result, lawyers in these states have

enjoyed lower and more stable rates from the bar-related insurance
companies, but the public

is not assured that every lawyer

practicing in the state carries malpractice coverage and individual
lawyers are not assured that they can obtain coverage.
In Oregon, the lawyers decided that creating an alternative
coverage source solved only half the problem.

We believed it was

also important to make coverage mandatory for lawyers in private
practice, just as auto insurance is mandatory for all drivers.
After considerable study, we determined that the best approach was
to pool all Oregon lawyers in a state bar malpractice fund as to

the first $300,000 of coverage.

Once the state bar imposed the

requirement of mandatory coverage, the only alternative to a
mandatory bar fund for all would have been to create an assigned
risk pool or joint underwriting association for only those lawyers
rejected

by

the

commercial

carriers,

successful in other lines of insurance.

which

has

not

proved

An assigned risk pool

would also have created problems when lawyers shifted from one
carrier to another or in and out of the pool, raising questions
concerning prior acts coverage, tail coverage, disputes among
carriers as to responsibility for a particular claim, etc.
To create the Fund, the Board of Governors of the Oregon State
Bar obtained authorizing legislation from the 1973, 1975, and 1977
Oregon legislatures.

A final proposal was approved by the Board

of Governors and the membership at the November, 1977 bar convention.

The Fund commenced operations on July 1, 1978, and has been

in operation ever since.
While the Oregon Professional Liability Fund is unique to the
United States, there are similar mandatory bar programs in every
province of Canadai Great Britain, Ireland, and Australia.

All

have performed well over the past two decades, resulting in
considerable protection of the public and savings to the practicing
lawyers.
Current Prosram
Under the current program, all lawyers in private practice in
Oregon must obtain malpractice coverage from the Fund in the amount
of $300,000 per claim/$300,000 aggregate per year. There is no

deductible.

Coverage is written on an individual basis, not firm

basis, so the aggregate limits for a firm are equal to the number
of lawyers with coverage at the firm (e. g., a 10-member firm
effectively has PLF limits of $300,000 per claim/$3 million aggregate).

Lawyers who fail to pay the annual Fund assessment are

suspended from bar membership and may no longer practice law in the
state.
There are roughly 10,400 members of the Oregon State Bar, of
which approximately 7,800 are active and reside in Oregon.

Of

these lawyers, approximately 5,400 are in private practice and
participate in the Fund, while the remaining 2,400 lawyers claim
exemption from the Fund.

These are lawyers who work as in-house

corporate or government counsel, law professors, employed legal
aid attorneys, retired attorneys, etc.

The Fund offers coverage

on a claims-made basis, and the terms of coverage are as broad as
commercial programs.
Cost of Coveraue
The cost for coverage in 1991 is $1,800 per attorney.

This

is roughly equivalent to a premium of $1,190 for a commercial
policy with limits of $100,000 per claim/$300,000 aggregate with
a $1,000 deductible.

Our present projection is that the cost of

coverage will stay the same or decrease in the coming years.
New attorneys are charged only half the regular assessment in
their first year of practice.

The cost of coverage is then "step-

rated" up to the full assessment over the following four years.

Surcharqes, Debits, and Credits
Unlike a commercial carrier, the Fund does not attempt to
underwrite attorneys prospectively based
practice.

upon their areas of

That is, we do not charge some lawyers more and other

lawyers less for new coverage based upon an analysis of each
lawyer's practice by subject area.
and

This is generally inaccurate

involves a tremendous amount of

bureaucratic paperwork.

Because we are a mandatory Fund, we know that the lawyers we cover
will be obtaining additional coverage from us in the future.
Accordingly, we can effectively "underwrite" and surcharge lawyers
for future coverage based on actual prior claims experience, not
just a guess as to future risk based on practice area.
Under our Special Underwriting Assessment

(SUA) system,

attorneys with prior claims are charged an additional amount for
their coverage in future years.

There is no surcharge for claims

which are defended or settled for a total amount of $10,000 or
less, which is the great majority of claims.

For larger claims,

the surcharge is equal to two percent of the total of defense and
indemnity costs in excess of $10,000.

The surcharge is paid each

year for a total of five years if the attorney remains in private
practice.

Most attorneys have found this a fair way of making

those attorneys causing claims bear a greater portion of the cost
of the Fund, while keeping the mandatory malpractice coverage
affordable,
Extended Reportinq or "Tail" Coveraqe
Because the PLF is a claims-made plan, attorneys must obtain

extended reporting or "tailw coverage when they leave the private
practice of law.

This tail coverage applies to claims first made

against the attorney after retirement arising from actions occurring before retirement.
Most commercial companies offer tail coverage to retiring
attorneys on a very unfavorable basis--e.g.,

at a price of 200

percent of the annual premium for only a one- or two-year extended
reporting period.

In contrast, our Fund provides tail coverage to

retiring attorneys automatically at no additfonal cost.

This

applies also to attorneys who are leaving the private practice of
law for other ventures, such as government or corporate work or
business ventures.
Coverase of Individuals vs. Firms
It is a new concept for many lawyers to consider malpractice
coverage that is written on an individual basis, not on a firm
basis.

Our main reason for this choice is that participation in

the Fund is tied to membership in the Oregon State Bar, not to
membership in any particular firm.

Collection of the annual

assessment and suspension for nonpayment must necessarily relate
to individuals and not firms.
benefits as well.

However, there are other additional

Lawyers frequently change firm association mid-

year, and firms themselves merge and split.

It would be an

additional bureaucratic burden to keep track of all these hirings,
firings, mergers, and splits, and to have to reissue coverage each
time.

In contrast, because Fund participation is tied to bar

membership, we provide coverage to individual lawyers whereverthey

may be practicing.
Multi-State Firms
Some Oregon firms have opened branch offices in other states.
These firms typically buy excess coverage above our $300,000/$300,000 primary limits, and have had no difficulty in obtaining

"drop-down" primary coverage for their out-of-state attorneys fxom
the commercial excess carriers.

The PLF also offers excess

coverage to multi-state firms, as discussed in detail below.
Differences Amonu Sements of the Bar
As noted above, the Fund charges each lawyer in Oregon the
same amount for coverage, with a surcharge for attorneys with prior
claims.

This is underwriting based on actual claims experience,

not a hypothetical projection of claims based on such factors as
firm size, area of practice, etc.
On occasion, we have been asked why we don't offer discounts
to selected "low risk" firms or specialties and impose surcharges
on selected "high riskn firms or specialties.

Our answer is that

we cannot see significant and long-term statistical differences
between lawyers and between groups of lawyers in Oregon.

For

example, large firms of 100 lawyers or more tend to have fewer
reported claims per lakyer, but the severity of large firm claims
is significantly worse.

On balance, we have paid out as much in

defense and indemnity of claims against large firms in Oregon as
the firms have paid to us in annual assessments.

Put another way,

the large firms have not been "subsidizing" other segments of the
bar through their regular annual assessments.

Similarly, while some practice areas appear to present lower
risk than others, there is no guarantee that any particular lawyer
will practice solely in a low risk area during a given year.
Oregon does not certify lawyers for practice in specialty areas,
and so each attorney is authorized to take on any type of practice
matter.

Some of our worst claims have been business or securities

matters taken on by lawyers whose regular practice is concentrated
on criminal defense, or financial matters taken on by insurance
defense lawyers.

Rather than attempt to analyze each year the

practices of each of the 5,400 lawyers participating in the Fund
in order to make small variations in the annual assessment, we
treat all lawyers the same until they have shown themselves to be
different by generating claims (at which point the lawyers are
surcharged). This eliminates a tremendous amount of paperwork, and
treats all Oregon lawyers as equals.
Reinsurance
Insurance companies often obtain reinsurance to protect them
on the risks assumed and spread those risks to other financial
entities, the reinsurers.

Because Oregon has a mandatory program,

and because the limits of coverage

($300,000 per claim)

are

relatively low, we are able to operate safely without reinsurance.
This is a great strength, as we are able to charge Oregon lawyers
for coverage based solely on the Oregon claims experience.

When

the national and international reinsurance markets tighten, the
price of reinsurance skyrockets and availability shrinks (as
occurred in 1985-87).

This affects commercial companies writing

lawyers' malpractice insurance in every state.

However, because

we are limited to Oregon lawyers, and because we are insulated from
the reinsurance markets, we are able to ride out hard-market
insurance cycles without any effect on price or availability in
Oregon.
Loss Prevention
LOSS

prevention is one of our greatest achievements, and one

which can only be implemented to the greatest extent through a
mandatory bar program.

On average, we spend $70 per lawyer per

year on loss prevention activities.

In contrast, the other bar-

related mutual insurance companies spend only $5 to $10 per lawyer
per year on loss prevention, and the commercial companies spend
virtually nothing.
This discrepancy is for two reasons.

first, the commercial

companies have little interest in loss prevention, as they are not
particularly anxious to decrease the number and severity of claims,
which in turn would decrease the total premium charged and the
profit to the insurer.

Second, both the commercial companies and

the bar-related insurance companies have to worry that their
current insureds will shift to another company in the next year;
this would mean that any money spent on loss prevention for the
insured firm would effectively be "wasted" and the benefits would
be enjoyed by another insurer.

The bar-related companies also

operate in a competitive environment, and cannot pass on the cost
of loss prevention through their premiums.
In contrast, because the Oregon Professional Liability Fund

is a mandatory, ongoing program, we know that every dollar invested
in loss prevention will result in a benefit of several dollars to
us in future years through the reduction of malpractice claims.
Our loss prevention activities focus on four areas:

(1) education

by way of written materials and workshops, (2) in-office assistance
with law office systems, (3) alcohol and chemical dependency
counselling and intervention, and

(4)

stress, burnout, and career

change counselling and intervention.
Our education programs all qualify for manaatory CLE credit,
and are provided free of charge several times a year. As a result,
our programs are heavily attended. In addition, we make available
audio cassette programs which qualify for CLE credit and which are
mailed free to lawyers upon request.
We also print handbooks on malpractice avoidance in special
areas of concern.

These handbooks are mailed free to each member

of the bar, and are presented to new bar members upon admission.
Our current list of handbooks includes malpractice avoidance
information relating to time deadlines and statutes of limitations,
securities law, office systems (docket control, conflicts, etc.),
and environmental law.

We also mail a loss prevention newsletter

approximately six times a year.
In addition, we maintain four staff members who travel around
the state working with lawyers on a confidential basis in such
areas as law office systems, alcohol and chemical dependency
problems, and stress, burnout, and career change problems.

We

also maintain separate downtown facilities where group support

meetings are held on a daily basis to deal with problems of
substance abuse, co-dependency, and other matters which can impair
a

lawyer's

performance.

This

assistance

program

operates

independently of the bar, and does not report any information to
the bar discipline staff.

As a result, we receive dozens of

referrals every month from lawyers and judges around the state
concerning impaired lawyers who need help.

Over the past nine

years, we have assisted approximately 400 lawyers and judges with
alcohol or chemical dependency problems back

into productive

sobriety, and we have assisted literally hundreds of law offices,
large and small, in straightening out their law office systems
relating to docket control, conflicts, mail handling procedures,
and similar matters.

This has all been accomplished on a 100

percent confidential basis.
All these activities are funded from our assessment dollars
as a valuable investment in prevention of future claims.

This is

an especially good reason for a mandatory bar malpractice fund, as
there usually will be no other funding source available for such
intensive loss prevention programs. We believe in loss prevention,
as it helps not only the lawyers but the image of the profession
and the public at large.
Claims Xandlinq
&%en

claims are made, they are handled primarily by staff

attorneys with several yearsv experience in private practice.

We

employ independent lawyers from a select defense panel for cases
in actual litigation, but staff attorneys always monitor cases

closely even while in litigation.

If a lawyer has made a mistake

causing damages, we try to repair or pay the claim as quickly as
possible; on the other hand, if the lawyer has not made a mistake
or has not caused damages, our policy is to defend the claim all
the way.

We have made it widely known throughout the state that

we will not pay "defense costsn or "nuisance value" settlements,
as this would only increase our costs over the long run.

As a

result, only 45 percent of claims go into litigation, and the
plaintiff wins a verdict in only seven percent'of those cases in
litigation (often with damages below our settlement offer).

More

than 55 percent of our claim files are closed without any payment
of indemnity.

We believe our claims handling is far superior to

that of most commercial carriers, which do a good job of marketing
but a bad job of actual claims handling.
We have occasionally been asked whether the existence of a
mandatory fund creates claims against lawyers.

The answer is

probably yes, but that is not necessarily a drawback.

The

existence of a mandatory fund may allow unrepresented claimants to
present small claims with merit which would have otherwise gone
uncompensated due to the cost of hiring another lawyer.

Spurious

or frivolous claims which are presented because of the existence
of a mandatory fund are dealt with fimly as described above, which
tends to inhibit the presentation of similar claims in the future.
On average, an Oregon lawyer has a one-in-ten chance of having a
claim made in any given year; this is approximately the same as the
national average.

Our cost of coverage is below the cost of

comparable commercial coverage in neighboring states.

For these

reasons, we do not believe that the existence of a mandatory fund
increases the cost of malpractice coverage for participating
lawyers.
Leqal Challenqes
Over our 12 years of operation, we have faced a number of
legal challenges to our existence and our requirements. These have
included claims relating to due process, equal protection, antitrust statutes, civil rights, etc. In each case we have prevailed.
Both state and federal courts have found that the existence of a
mandatory malpractice fund in an integrated state bar association
is proper, just as the requirement of participation in a client
security fund was upheld in many states a generation ago.
Need for Mandatory Participation
We have occasionally been asked what is the justification for
requiring all lawyers in private practice to carry malpractice
coverage. The question is sometimes asked whether we are aware of
any malpractice claims in Oregon before 1978, or any malpractice
claims in any other state, which went unpaid because a lawyer did
not carry malpractice coverage. The answer is a resounding "yes".
We know anecdotally of meritorious malpractice claims which either
went unpaid or which were settled at a reduced amount because the
erring attorney had no malpractice coverage and few assets.
also know of cases where attorneys defending

We

themselves on

meritorious claims created such difficulties for the claimant that
the claim was abandoned.

Finally, we know from the claims which

we pay that in many cases our "insured" lawyer could not have paid
the claim on his or her own.
This question can be considered in another fashion.

In most

states, roughly half the practicing attorneys carry no malpractice
coverage at all.

Is there any reason to believe that these

attorneys do not make errors causing claims, while their fellow
attorneys with malpractice coverage do?

Assuming that each group

(those with malpractice insurance and those without) generate
roughly equal numbers of losses, is there any reason to believe the
uninsured lawyers are paying all such claims' out of their own
pockets?

It is more likely that many claims against uninsured

attorneys are simply dropped or significantly compromised if the
uninsured

attorneys

either

have

few

assets

or

indicate

a

willingness to litigate to the bitter end, even on a meritorious
claim.
We believe in Oregon that some form of malpractice coverage
should be mandatory, just as auto drivers are required to carry
coverage. We have long required lawyers to be responsible in their
ethics through the Disciplinary Rules.

A

generation ago we

required lawyers to be responsible in their fiduciary capacity
through the creation of a state bar client security fund. The next
logical step, in our opinion, was to require lawyers to be
financially responsible for their own mistakes.
creation of a mandatory bar malpractice fund.

This lead to the

Excess coveraae
Of

the

5,400

lawyers

in

private

practice

in

Oregon,

approximately half carry additional malpractice coverage above our
$300,000/$300,000 limits.

Until this year, the lawyers obtained

this excess coverage from the commercial market.

Starting in 1991,

the Oregon Professional Liability Fund is offering excess coverage
to firms on an optional, underwritten basis.
aggregate coverage of up

$2 million

to

Firms can obtain

at rates which are

significantly lower than those charged by the commercial carriers.
Higher coverage limits are available on a facultative basis.

The

program is reinsured through Lloyds of London and other reinsurers,
and is financially separate from the mandatory, primary fund. The
lawyers of Oregon are pleased that they can now obtain all their
malpractice coverage from a single source located in their home
state at advantageous prices.
Disadvantaqes of

A

Mandatory Bar Fund

This article has concentrated on the many advantages of a
mandatory bar malprdctice fund. Needless to say, there are certain
disadvantages which should be considered:
(1)

The mandatory nature of the program can offend some

lawyers who don't like to be told what to do;
(2) There is the possibility that, due to the mandatory nature

of a bar fund, "badn lawyers will cause the cost of coverage to go
up for the majority of "good" lawyers; this has definitely not been
the experience in Oregon;
(3) There is a potential problem for young lawyers and part-

time lawyers who do not wish to carry any malpractice coverage
because of cost (even though new lawyers pay a reduced amount in
Oregon); however, for the protection of the public it may be
important to require such lawyers to carry coverage:
The practice of law has changed significantly since the

(4)

mid-1970s.

At that time, all lawyers and firms went to the same

sources for malpractice coverage, and all suffered equally from a
hard-market cycle. Today, there is a segmentation of the bar based
upon firm size, type of practice, and the existence of multi-state
firms.

Special insurance programs are offered for large firms,

plaintiffs' firms, insurance defense firms, etc. which may appear
preferable to a single bar program in the eyes of the targeted
firms.

In particular, large firms may wish to carry significant

deductibles or self-insured retentions, (e.g., $500,000 per claim)
rather than participate in a state bar fund.

However, as noted

above, we believe each segment of the bar benefits equally from a
mandatory bar fund, and would not experience any long-term savings
from a special commercial program.
(5)

Although the chances are exceedingly small, there is a

chance that a bar malpractice fund could face financial problems
or even fail in the event of bad claims experience.

However, not

a single bar-related insurance company or bar fund has failed over
the past 13 years, and there is virtually no risk of failure from
a mandatory fund with proper administration.
(6)

Creation of a mandatory fund eliminates competition with

the commercial market at the primary coverage level.

Competition

is always beneficial as a spur against complacency. However, many
of the benefits of a local bar program can only be achieved if the
program

is

programs).

mandatory

(for

example,

strong

loss

prevention

Complacency from non-competition is avoided because the

bar program is locally based and run by the lawyers' own elected
representatives.
While there are potential problems, we believe the Oregon
program

has

shown that

any

possible

drawbacks

are

greatly

outweighed by the benefits:
(1) All lawyers in the state are covered, and so the public

is assured of protection in the event of malpractice;
(2) Lawyers are rated and pay premiums based on actual claims

experience in the local state only, not the national experience;
(3)

Because of the large base of lawyers and relatively

moderate limits of coverage, no reinsurance is required and so a
bar fund is free from the fluctuations of world reinsurance
markets;
(4) A mandatory bar fund can afford to set up a full-scale

loss prevention program which is tied into existing bar CLE
programs.

These programs can deal effectively with alcohol- and

drug-dependent lawyers, office system problems, etc.
(5) A mandatory bar fund can compile a full range of claims

data for the state.

This is information not available from any

other source.
(6) A mandatory bar fund is subject to local control by the

lawyers themselves.

(7)

There w i l l a u t o m a t i c a l l y b e s i g n i f i c a n t p r i c e s a v i n g s

from e l i m i n a t i o n of b r o k e r commissions,

marketing c o s t s , t a x e s ,

r e g u l a t o r y f e e s , and c o n t r i b u t i o n s t o s t a t e g u a r a n t y funds.

In

many c a s e s , t h e s e c o s t s c a n a c c o u n t f o r 30% o f t h e commercial
i n s u r a n c e premium.
(8)

C r e a t i o n o f a mandatory b a r m a l p r a c t i c e fund w i l l improve

t h e image of t h e b a r among t h e p u b l i c ;
(9)

A

mandatory

maintaining coverage.

fund

results

in

easy

procedures

for

Lawyers a r e n o t r e q u i r e d t o f i l l o u t a n n u a l

a p p l i c a t i o n s o r b e i n v o l v e d i n o t h e r paperwork?
(10)

Because o f t h e mandatory and ongoing n a t u r e o f a b a r

fund, t h e r e i s no r e q u i r e m e n t o f a s t a r t - u p c a p i t a l c o n t r i b u t i o n
from b a r members.

I n c o n t r a s t , c r e a t i o n o f a b a r - r e l a t e d mutual

i n s u r a n c e company w i l l r e q u i r e a n i n i t i a l c a p i t a l c o n t r i b u t i o n from
e a c h lawyer of between $1,000 and $2,000:
(11) F i n a l l y ,

a

bar

fund w i l l

result

i n superior claims

h a n d l i n g from in-house s t a f f and from a c a r e f u l l y s e l e c t e d d e f e n s e
panel of l o c a l a t t o r n e y s .
Summan and C o n c l u s i o n
We

believe the benefits

from a mandatory b a r m a l p r a c t i c e

program have been d e m o n s t r a t e d many t i m e s o v e r i n Oregon s i n c e
1978, and from s i m i l a r mandatory b a r programs i n Canada,
Britain,

Ireland,

and A u s t r a l i a .

Great

W e a l s o believe that similar

b e n e f i t s can be r e a l i z e d i n o t h e r s t a t e s .
fund c a n succeed i n a s t a t e o n l y i f

However, a mandatory b a r

it is w i d e l y s u p p o r t e d by

l a w y e r s from a l l segments o f t h e b a r and a l l r e g i o n s o f t h e s t a t e .

This, in turn, requires that lawyers and firms put aside their own
personal interests to some degree and consider what is best for the
bar as a whole and the public interest.

If bar members believe

that malpractice coverage should be mandatory for all attorneys in
private practice, we believe that a single bar fund is the best,
least expensive, and most efficient way to go.

Biography of Kirk R. Hall
Kirk R. Hall is the Chief Executive Officer of the Oregon
State Bar Professional Liability Fund, the mandatory source of
malpractice coverage for attorneys in Oregon.

Mr. Hall is a

graduate of Harvard College and the Northwestern School of Law,
Lewis and Clark College.
Yale University.

He also received a Master's Degree from

He practiced law with a large firm in Portland,

Oregon before joining the Professional Liability Fund.

Appendix G

Hr. Richard Turbin
Chair, Professional Liability Committee
HAWAII STATE BAR ASSOCIATION
Suite 1850, Mauka Tower
737 Bishop Street
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813
Dear Mr. Turbin:
As you know, the Legislative Reference Bureau has
contracted me to research the question of whether attorneys
practicing in the State of Hawaii should be required to carry
malpractice insurance coverage. As a part of this research, I
am also considering whether non-mandatory legal malpractice
insurance actually presents a problem for the public in the
State of Hawaii.

I would like to include your insights and opinions on
these issues. I would also like to obtain the insights and
opinions od certain of the other parties at interest, such as
the Chair of the Clients' Security Fund, the Chief
Disciplinary Counsel of the ODC, the State of Hawaii's
Insurance Commissioner, Marsh & McLennan and the Hawaii
Academy of Plaintiffs' Attorneys.
Will you kindly send me your thoughts on the following
questions?
DO YOU PERCEIVE THAT NON-MANDATORY LEGAL MALPRACTICE
INSURANCE ACTUALLY PRESENTS A PROBLEM FOR THE PUBLIC
IN THE STATE OF HAWAII?
IF YOU PERCEIVE THAT NON-MANDATORY LEGAL MALPRACTICE
INSURANCE DOES PRESENT A PROBLEM FOR THE PUBLIC IN
THE STATE OF HAWAII, WHAT SOLLTION(S) DO YOU FAVOR?
Thank you in advance for your participation. My final
deadline for submission of this research is late September
1992, so I would appreciate receiving your contribution on or
about September 7, 1992. Please contact me if you have any
questions.
Very truly yours,
JOHN R. CANDON, CPA

Appendix H

INSIGHTS FROM CERTAIN PARTIES AT INTEREST
In an effort to obtain the written comments of parties
at interest in this matter, a standardized letter request was
mailed to certain individuals. Following are the responses
received.
Richard Turbin, Esq.
Chair, Hawaii Bar Association's Committee on Professional
Liability Insurance
"This is in response to your letter of August 6, 1992.
As you know, the Hawaii State Bar Association has been
conducting a study on whether non-mandatory legal malpractice
insurance presents a problem for the public in the State of
Hawaii.
"A survey was accomplished which indicated that there
has been a small number of legal malpractice claims in Hawaii
where the public has not been able to gain compensation for
injuries caused by their attorneys due to the fact that their
attorneys did not carry legal malpractice insurance or were
underinsured. However our study indicates that approximately
85% of attorneys in private practice do carry legal
malpractice insurance and it does not present a imposing
financial burden for the great majority of private
practitioners to carry such insurance. Many of the private
practitioners who do not carry legal malpractice insurance
are part time practitioners, semi-retirees, public interest
lawyers, or university professors. Most of the other non
covered lawyers are deemed an acceptable risk by the
insurance companies who write legal malpractice insurance.
"The problem with imposing a requirement to carry
malpractice is that such a requirement would have to be
carried over to the insurance companies who sell legal
malpractice insurance and many of those companies would leave
the Hawaii market rather than be required to insure high risk
lawyers. Additionally the expense of insuring the high risk
lawyers would be passed over to the great majority of lawyers
who are low risk. Overhead would increase and that cost would
have to be passed on to the consumer. Thus it is
questionnable that it would truly benefit the public by

imposing mandatory legal malpractice insurance on Hawaii's
lawyers. "
"In summation, based on the study that I and such others
as Hawaii State Bar President Larry Gilbert have performed, I
do not believe that imposing a requirement for mandatory
legal malpractice insurance would benefit the public at this
time. If such a requirement was imposed, it would probably
mandate the establishment of a state and Hawaii State Bar
Association run insurance system which would prove to be very
expensive and difficult to administer. It would be far better
to bring other carriers into the community so rates would be
more competitive, and Hawaii would be better able to
withstand a future "insurance crisis". Finally the Hawaii
State Bar Association is contemplating joining a captive
insurance company which would be partially owned by the
Hawaii State Bar Association and this would enable our bar to
control and participate with an insurance company run by bar
associations. This would inure to the benefit of Hawaii's
public and Hawaii's legal community.

Gerald H. Xibe, Esq.
Chief Disciplinary Counsel,
Office of the Disciplinary Counsel
"1 personally favor some form of mandatory legal
malpractice coverage for practicing attorneys since the
absence of legal malpractice insurance coverage poses a
loophole in terms of the legal profession's accountability to
the public. However, I am not sufficiently versed in the
intricacies of insurance coverage to determine whether
imposition of a requirement that practicing attorneys carry
legal malpractice insurance can give rise to other unintended
problems."

Mr. Brad Oliver
Marsh & McLennan, insurance brokers
In response to the question: Do you perceive that nonmandatory legal malpractice insurance actually presents a
problem for the public in the State of Hawaii?
"NO. I am not aware of any problems which non-mandatory
malpractice insurance has caused. Those who wish to purchase
this protection can do so. There is active competition for
this line of coverage. I am not aware of any firm with five
or more attorneys that is without coverage.

"Furthermore, I have seen no evidence of harm caused by
uninsured and judgement-proof attorneys. In the rare instance
where a problem arises, it could be handled by expanding the
mechanism currently in place which provides assistance to
members of the public who have been deceived by attorneys.
The real estate industry has a recovery fund which might
serve as a model."
In response to the question: If you perceive that nonmandatory legal malpractice insurance does present a problem
for the public in the State of Hawaii, what solutionfs) do
you favor?
"Although I do not believe that we have identified a
major problem, I believe any of the following solutions would
be less traumatic than going to mandatory insurance.
1. Compulsory contributions to an assigned risk pool or

exemption through demonstration of financial
responsibility.
2. Disclosure of the fact that an attorney has chosen

to go uninsured could be required. The statement
would appear on letterhead or a notice could be
displayed in the office. Buyers of legal services
will know in advance that there is no opportunity to
collect from a malpractice insurer. Buyer beware!
This small step protects the public with a minimal
cost.
3. Expansion of the client security fund could satisfy

those situations where the public is harmed by an
uninsured and judgement-proof attorney."

Christopher P. McKenzie, Esq.
Chair, Lawyers' Fund for Client Protection
"I do not feel there is a problem with the present
system of non-mandatory malpractice insurance. Although, from
the standpoint of the Lawyers Fund for Client Protection, the
very few attorneys against whom claims are made and
eventually sustained do not usually carry malpractice
insurance. Even if they did, it is doubtful whether the
policy would provide coverage for the types of defalcations
that the fund deals with.
"The big question I would have with mandatory insurance
would be whether it would in fact increase attorney
malpractice litigation as, I understand, it has in other
jurisdictions."

Hiram Y. Tanaka, Deputy Commissioner
Insurance Division, Department of
Commerce and Consumer Affairs
State of Hawaii
"In response to your letter of August 6, the Insurance
Division is unaware of any problems or concerns presented by
either the general public or the practicing legal community
relative to the issue of legal malpractice insurance,
including whether such insurance should or should not be
mandatory."

